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Abstract
The figure above shows Google’s results page for the query “taylor swift”, cap-
tured in March 2016. Assembled around the long-established list of search results
is content extracted from various source — news items and tweets merged within
the results ranking, images, songs and social media profiles displayed to the right
of the ranking, in an interface element that is known as an entity card. Indeed,
the entire page seems more like an assembly of content extracted from various
sources, rather than just a ranked list of blue links.
i
Search engine result pages have become increasingly diverse over the past
few years, with most commercial web search providers responding to user quer-
ies with different types of results, merged within a unified page. The primary
reason for this diversity on the results page is that the web itself has become
more diverse, given the ease with which creating and hosting different types of
content on the web is possible today.
This thesis investigates the aggregation of web search results retrieved from
various document sources (e.g., images, tweets, Wiki pages) within information
“objects” to be integrated in the results page assembled in response to user quer-
ies. We use the terms “composite objects” or “composite results” to refer to
such objects, and throughout this thesis use the terminology of Composite Web
Search (e.g., result composition) to distinguish our approach from other methods
of aggregating diverse content within a unified results page (e.g., Aggregated
Search). In our definition, the aspects that differentiate composite information
objects from aggregated search blocks are that composite objects (i) contain res-
ults from multiple sources of information, (ii) are specific to a common topic or
facet of a topic rather than a grouping of results of the same type, and (iii) are not
a uniform ranking of results ordered only by their topical relevance to a query.
The most widely used type of composite result in web search today is the
entity card. Entity cards have become extremely popular over the past few years,
with some informal studies suggesting that entity cards are now shown on the
majority of result pages generated by Google. As composite results are used more
and more by commercial search engines to address information needs directly on
the results page, understanding the properties of such objects and their influence
on searchers is an essential aspect of modern web search science.
The work presented throughout this thesis attempts the task of studying com-
posite objects by exploring users’ perspectives on accessing and aggregating di-
verse content manually, by analysing the effect composite objects have on search
behaviour and perceived workload, and by investigating different approaches to
constructing such objects from diverse results. Overall, our experimental findings
suggest that items which play a central role within composite objects are decisive
in determining their usefulness, and that the overall properties of composite ob-
jects (i.e., relevance, diversity and coherence) play a combined role in mediating
object usefulness.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis investigates the aggregation of web search results retrieved from vari-
ous document sources (e.g., images, tweets, Wiki pages) within information “ob-
jects” to be integrated in the results page assembled in response to user queries.
1.1 Preamble
From Surfers to Searchers
Beyond accurate use of nomenclature and technical details, the Internet, the World
Wide web, search engines, the online are, today, terms synonymous with informa-
tion. Indeed, for many if not most users of the online, they are not only synonym-
ous, but also become reality through the same outlet: Google’s results page.
How has “googling” become a synonym for finding information? How is it
that the web seems to contain all the information in the world? “Just google it”, “let
me google that for you”, “ask google for a restaurant nearby”, “do you google yourself?”
— but rarely, if ever, “I couldn’t find it on Google”.
At 28 years of age (Berners-Lee et al., 1994), the web is now the default inform-
ation repository in the world. Many factors have contributed to its phenomenal
success, from advances in networking technology to the relatively low cost of be-
coming a web user. But among the many technological advances that have driven
the web’s global adoption, search is, arguably, the most influential. Search has re-
duced information access to the simplest interaction paradigm: in exchange for a
few keywords, for most practical purposes, search engines scan the entirety of the
web1 and return a list of documents ordered by their relevance instantly. Through
such simple and effective interaction, in contrast to following links or browsing
1In fact, search engines index less than 5% of pages available on the web, as seen at
http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/.
1
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categorised resources, search has established itself as the principal method of ac-
cessing online information today.
Even though influential, search is, however, a new method of accessing in-
formation on the web. The now dated idiom “surfing the web” is a reflection of
how web browsing initially involved following information from link to link2.
The web was originally set up as an unstructured but linked information repos-
itory; news websites might publish a list of news-worthy stories and the onus of
locating relevant information, by following links, lay with the user. Although the
option still remains, today, who “presumes to surf the web” any more? (Wilson et al.,
2010) The reason for this shift from surfing to searching is that, over the past dec-
ade, the web has grown beyond what is navigable from one link to the next and
searching has replaced surfing as the main path to information. And the online
continues to grow: more people access the web across cultures; a new addressing
system is being deployed to accommodate the flood of devices joining the inter-
net3; with more devices, more content is created and hosted on the web, which in
turn makes search indispensable, etc.
The unrelenting growth of the web feeds the need for constant web search
improvement. The two are locked in a feedback loop: the easier it is for web
users to locate and consume information through search, the more worthwhile it
is for creators to publish their content on the web, because it can be easily found
and consumed by vast populations of searchers. In the past few decades, hand in
hand with the ever widening reach of the internet, this feedback loop has lead to
an explosion of information on the web, in terms of both quantity and diversity of
content. In turn, this vastness of diverse information creates the need for search
systems that can not only “find the needle in the haystack” (i.e., locate and rank
relevant documents), but also expose, in a unified interface, the many types of
content generated on the web.
Search tension
Two broad areas of research are at the core of web search advancement: (i) al-
gorithms (for retrieval, recommendation, etc.) and (ii) the use of search systems
(search interfaces, user modelling, etc.). Retrieval algorithms have developed
2Interestingly, in my first language, Romanian, the most popular idiom used to describe web
interactions is “cauta˘ pe net”, which literally means “search the net”. Similarly, in Spanish “búscalo
en internet” is used. It seems cultures in which the internet became widely available only after
search became the principal method of accessing information online were never exposed to this
“surfing” of the web and did not even develop language to describe it.
3IPv6 is set to replace IPv4 as the new addressing system for devices connected to the internet
because the IPv4 address space is too narrow to accommodate the sheer volume of devices.
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(a) Infoseek (1997) (b) Google (2007) (c) Bing (2017)
Figure 1.1: Search result listings for the same query (“darter habitat”) as returned
by popular web search engines at various times over the past two decades. Fig-
ures 1.1a and 1.1b reproduced from Search User Interfaces (Hearst, 2009, p. 2, Fig-
ure 1.1). Figure 1.1c captured in December, 2017.
in various ways over the years, from incorporating users’ historical preferences
into document ranking, to tailoring search results to users’ geographical context.
More pertinent to this thesis, in addition to traditional, text-heavy resources, re-
trieval algorithms have been developed to also rank different types of documents,
such as images or videos, as these documents became abundant on the web.
The workings of a search engine — in particular, its retrieval algorithm —
are opaque to end users: how exactly the ranked list of documents is assembled
is, for most people, a mystery. Changes to the machinery that ranks documents
are, perhaps, less obvious to searchers. In contrast, web search interfaces are,
from the user’s point of view, the entirety of a search system and any change
brought to their configuration has immediate impact on how users perceive or
interact with the system. Given that modern web search engines serve a broad
user base, expressing extremely diverse information needs, any “improvement”
to the search interface is likely to be just as puzzling as it is helpful to different
groups of searchers. As such, search interfaces are notoriously resistant to change.
Figure 1.1 shows three web search interfaces observed over the past two decades;
they are very similar, if not “nearly identical” (Hearst, 2009). 4
However, these diverging concerns — on one hand, a rapidly changing, more
and more diverse web (with retrieval algorithms better at organising this di-
versity); on the other hand, search interfaces resistant to change, not least with
respect to the types of content shown on the main page of results, so as not to
4This is not to say that research on user interfaces for search is lacking – Hearst (2009) provides
an expert review of historic and recent developments in the area – but that its transition to main-
stream web search is, perhaps, slower-moving than in the case of retrieval algorithms.
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Figure 1.2: Search page assembled and returned for the query “taylor swift” by
the Google web search engine, displaying access to vertical search engines (top,
below query box), aggregated search results merged within the ranked list of
results, and entity card. Based on our definition, in this example, the entity card
displayed on the right of the results listing is a type of composite object. Captured
in March, 2016.
confuse certain segments of the user base — generated a certain tension underly-
ing web search development. With more people creating, hosting and searching
for diverse content on the web, even the inflexible, “nearly identical”, web search
interface had to change to expose this diversity.
Modern web search engines address this tension by offering several solutions:
(i) they provide specialised services to access diverse content (e.g., image, news or
map search, often referred to as vertical search services or just verticals) available
within a tabbed interface, on the main page of results; (ii) they merge blocks of
documents from different sources (i.e., verticals) into a unified results page (a
paradigm that has become known in the research literature as aggregated search)
(iii) they integrate complex information aggregates (also known as entity cards or
4
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knowledge graph results) containing items extracted from different sources, on the
results page. Figure 1.2 shows all three elements that give searchers direct access
to diverse content on a unified results page. It seems, then, at least in certain cases
or for certain queries, that the search interface has changed significantly from the
ranked list of blue links, a change driven primarily by the need to accommodate
diverse content within a unified results page.
Diversity in unity
Do all results pages need to display heterogeneous content? Perhaps not: for
instance, Bing report5 that roughly 30% of the queries it receives are navigational
— meaning a searcher is trying to find a particular website like Facebook or BBC
News, in which case, it is likely that a single result is of interest to the searcher.
However, it remains that a majority of queries have informational or transactional
intent, in which case presenting heterogeneous content on the results page might
be useful. In fact, Arguello et al. (2009) indicate that 74% of queries (labelled by
reviewers) require results from at least one other source in addition to general
web search, suggesting that merging heterogeneous results into a unified page is
an important aspect of improving search experience for a majority of queries.
The two methods of merging diverse content within a unified results page, ag-
gregated search and entity cards, are relatively new additions to web search inter-
faces. Although aggregated search has been available since the early 2000s (Mur-
dock and Lalmas, 2008), it is, perhaps, Google that introduced it into mainstream
web search in 2007, under the name of universal search:
“Google’s vision for universal search is to ultimately search across
all its content sources, compare and rank all the information in real
time, and deliver a single, integrated set of search results that offers
users precisely what they are looking for. Beginning today, the com-
pany will incorporate information from a variety of previously sep-
arate sources — including videos, images, news, maps, books, and
websites — into a single set of results. At first, universal search res-
ults may be subtle. Over time users will recognize additional types of
content integrated into their search results as the company advances
toward delivering a truly comprehensive search experience.” 6
5Accessed December 2017: https://blogs.bing.com/search/2011/02/10/making-search-yours
6Accessed December 2017: https://googlepress.blogspot.com/2007/05/google-begins-move-to-
universal-search_16.html
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Why is there a need to integrate different types of documents available on the web
directly into a unified results page, when isolated access to specific resources is
available? The argument for a more diverse presentation of results can be made
from multiple points of view — Arguello (2017) details this argument in-depth.
A results page merging documents from different sources can: (i) show search-
ers that relevant content exists in particular verticals; (ii) provide searchers with
easy access to different sources of information; (iii) bring attention to diversity
in the information space, which can benefit searchers in understanding their in-
formation need, in current or future searches; and (iv) show search results in a
diverse context (e.g., images next to the news article they were extracted from, on
the same results page) which can help searchers assess their relevance. Perhaps
the strongest argument for aggregated search is made by existing search engines
(Google, Bing, Yandex, DuckDuckGo, Seznam, Naver, Baidu and others) which,
over the past decade, have all adopted it as a way of merging and presenting
diverse content on a unified results page.
Most aggregated search systems are based on a workflow that broadly in-
volves two main tasks: vertical selection and vertical presentation. Vertical selection
is concerned with predicting which sources of information are relevant to a given
query, whereas vertical presentation is concerned with predicting where, merged
in the ranked list of results, to place blocks of heterogeneous content. Typically,
the results contained within each heterogeneous block are simply the top few res-
ults returned by their corresponding vertical in response to the searcher’s query.
Even though widely adopted by modern search engines, aggregated search is
limited in several aspects. To date, prior work has not investigated in detail which
results from a particular vertical, rather than just the top few, to display on the
results page (Arguello, 2017). This is an important aspect of merging heterogen-
eous content within a unified page as prior studies have shown that results from
one source can influence user engagement with results from other sources (Ar-
guello and Capra, 2016). As such, understanding the interactions between het-
erogeneous items can be informative for selecting which result to extract from
verticals, rather than returning the top few. Secondly, limited effort has been put
into understanding methods for the display of heterogeneous content on the res-
ults page (Arguello and Capra (2014) is one such effort). It remains unclear, for
instance, why, post-retrieval, heterogeneous content needs to be aggregated by
type (e.g., a block of image results or a block of video results), rather than topic or
other features, or structured in any other way. Indeed, work on aggregated search
frequently mentions presentation aspects as core directions for future work (Ar-
guello, 2017), where additional research effort is required.
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The other method of merging heterogeneous content within a unified results
page — through the use of entity cards — addresses some of the limitations of
aggregated search. Introduced in mainstream web search in 20127, entity cards
bring together content extracted from various sources within a singular object dis-
played on the results page. Besides providing the benefits of aggregated search
(see above), entity cards also provide a summary of relevant content directly on
the results page, they help users navigate topically diverse results by highlight-
ing one or multiple facets reflected in the results page, and they support explor-
atory search by highlighting entities related to a given query. Unlike aggregated
search, entity cards merge together results of different types, rather than a single
type, structured around a common topic and are typically displayed contextually,
not integrated in the ranked list of web results8. Figure 1.2 shows an entity card
incorporating images, Wikipedia facts, social media profiles and other types of
results within one object displayed to the right of the ranked web results.
Much like aggregated search, most popular web search engines today have
adopted the display of entity cards. However, prior research effort regarding
entity cards has focused primarily on the underlying representation mechanism
(i.e., knowledge graphs or knowledge bases) rather than understanding what
types of results searchers expect or how heterogeneous results interact within
such objects, or how entity cards influence searcher behaviour. Even more, it is
unclear whether entity cards are the only type of complex result aggregate that
can be effectively merged within the results page. Our work aims to address these
understudied aspects of merging heterogeneous content within a unified results
page by studying the “composition” of results retrieved from various sources. The
definition of result composition, and how it relates to existing areas of heterogen-
eous web search, is discussed in the following section.
1.2 Definition
Our work investigates the composition of web search results retrieved from vari-
ous document sources (e.g., images, tweets, Wiki pages) within singular objects to
be integrated in the results page assembled in response to user queries. In our
definition, composite objects contain complementary web search results that to-
gether achieve a common informational goal (i.e., address a specific aspect of a
7Accessed December 2017: https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2012/05/introducing-knowledge-
graph-things-not.html
8In desktop search.
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user’s query). We use the terms “composite objects” or “composite results”9 to refer
to such objects, and we refer to the process through which they are constructed,
either by searchers or algorithms, as “result composition”.10
We use the terminology of Composite Web Search to distinguish the approach
discussed in this thesis from Aggregated Web Search. We emphasise that although
both approaches are concerned with merging heterogeneous results within a uni-
fied results page, they differ with respect to the way they organise and expose
diverse content on the results page within composite objects or aggregated search
blocks respectively. Specifically, the aspects differentiating composite objects from
aggregated search blocks are that composite objects (i) contain results from mul-
tiple sources, (ii) are specific to a common topic or facet of a topic, and (iii) are not
a uniform ranking of results ordered only by their topical relevance to a query.
In contrast to composite objects, aggregated search blocks contain results from
a single source of information (e.g., a block of image results), which are not or-
ganised around the various facets of a topic, and are typically a ranking of items
ordered by their topical relevance, without considering item complementarity.
As an example, in on our definition, an entity card is an instance of a composite
object, because its constituent items originate from different sources, are focused
on a common topic or entity, and are organised to provide complementary in-
formation that addresses a common search goal.
We use similar terminology as aggregated search when referring to special-
ised search services for different types of media (e.g., images, videos, news) or
search tasks (e.g., search for local business, scientific articles), namely the term
verticals. We use heterogeneous or different sources of information as synonyms for
verticals, to highlight the origin of diverse results, in contrast with general web
search results. In this context — and throughout this thesis, unless explicitly men-
tioned otherwise — the use of the term diversity refers to vertical diversity rather
than the explicit topical diversity of web search results (Santos, 2012).
Given this definition, we clarify the statement of this thesis next.
1.3 Thesis Statement
Integrating heterogeneous documents into a unified results page is difficult. Ag-
gregated search — the current paradigm for selecting and displaying results from
9We also use complex results aggregate or complex aggregates to refer to composite objects, without
additional meaning, primarily to avoid excessive repetition.
10We also use aggregation of heterogeneous content within composite objects as a synonym for result
composition.
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different sources on a singular page — is limited to block-level merging of rank-
ings. While more complex aggregates, containing and highlighting the connec-
tions between heterogeneous documents (i.e., composite results) can be constructed
and displayed effectively on a unified results page, their usefulness is constrained
by (a) the relevance of a document (or group of documents) that play a central
role within the aggregate and (b) a complex interplay between the overall prop-
erties (i.e., relevance, diversity and coherence) of the aggregate. This statement
will be defended through work which seeks to answer the following groups of
research questions:
• Given a search task, how do users construct composite objects containing
results extracted from different source? What properties of these manually
constructed objects are important to searchers? What roles do individual
documents play within composite objects constructed by searchers?
• What effect does the display of composite objects on a unified results page
have on search behaviour? How do the properties of composite objects
moderate this effect?
• When constructing composite objects algorithmically, how can object prop-
erties (e.g., topical diversity or vertical diversity) be manipulated? What
roles do individual documents play within composite objects? How do ma-
nipulations of composite object properties interact with object effectiveness?
• Given that documents extracted from different sources have varying struc-
tures (e.g., videos vs. text-based documents), can vertical-agnostic docu-
ment representations be learnt within a common feature space which enable
more effective assessments of document similarity across verticals?
These research questions attempt to investigate two key aspects of creating
complex aggregates containing documents from different sources: the interplay
between search interactions and composite object properties, and how algorithmic
formulations of composite objects can effectively operationalise object properties.
Answers to these research questions will provide practitioners of web search
with a foundation on which to study and develop the integration of complex
aggregate structures info unified result pages.
1.4 Motivation
The World Wide Web has been a fertile research area ever since its creation — and
so has searching the web. Topics ranging from search interface design to user
9
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interactions with web search systems or the implementation and evaluation of
systems specialised for particular collections have been studied extensively over
the past decades (Sanderson and Croft, 2012). In light of these comprehensive
research efforts aimed at understanding web search, and recognising that com-
mercial businesses define almost all aspects of what web search is today, several
questions need to be answered before developing our research topic further:
1. Why study web search more?
2. What could users “possibly need besides Google to search the web”? – Wilson
et al. (2010)
3. Why is the composition of heterogeneous web results an important topic?
Answers to these questions motivate the research efforts presented here and pro-
vide some insight as to why understanding complex result aggregates can be
valuable for the future of web search.
Why study web search more?
Although the question may seem trivial, given that keeping web search techno-
logy synchronised with a ubiquitous, dynamic and evolving web undoubtedly
requires research effort, it is important to briefly clarify how extensively the sci-
ence and technology behind web search impacts our world. In a 2011 attempt at
quantifying the value of web search technology on the global economy, McKinsey
& Company report11 that:
“The size of search can be hard to conceive. More than one trillion
unique, worldwide URLs were indexed by Google alone by 2010. Some
90 percent of online users use search engines, and search represents
10 percent of the time spent by individuals on the web, totaling about
four hours per month. Knowledge workers in enterprises spend on
average five hours per week, or 12 percent of their time, searching for
content. [ ... ] A conservative estimate of the global gross value created
by search was $780 billion in 2009.”
Without dwelling on this particular point, it is enough to point out that improve-
ments brought to the technology that drives web search have extremely far reach-
ing effects both in terms of the number of people they affect, and the value they
generate, thus justifying the further study of web search, in all its forms.
11Accessed December 2017: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-
sales/our-insights/measuring-the-value-of-search
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In addition to the extensive impact of web search in its current, browser-based
form, there are many emerging directions in the development of search that are
understudied and which motivate further research in the field of web search.
One of the emerging directions is the inclusion of web search functionality dir-
ectly within specialised applications, such as Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative
Suite or Windows and macOS. Figure 1.3 shows several examples of such mod-
ern in-application search experiences. These examples illustrate how web search
is expanding beyond its traditional browser-bound environment and becoming
embedded within various areas of human-computer interaction. These novel and
understudied directions exemplify some of the many forms web search can take.
These examples also highlight the interplay between accessing (e.g., finding a
document online) and creating information (e.g., writing an article within a text
editor) and how web search is permeating this boundary explicitly — for ex-
ample, in productivity software with embedded web search functionality. It is,
perhaps, at this boundary between retrieval and creation or assembly of inform-
ation that understanding the relationship between different types of documents
is important, and where our work may prove to be insightful as well.
(a) Web search function-
ality integrated within
the image editing soft-
ware Adobe Photoshop.
(b) Web search function-
ality available within the
Microsoft Office applica-
tion suite.
(c) Web search results
merged within the Spot-
light search functionality
available on macOS sys-
tems.
Figure 1.3: Several examples illustrating how web search is expanding beyond its
traditional browser-bound environment and becoming embedded within various
other areas of human-computer interaction.
To summarise and answer our question, on one hand, web search has extremely
far reaching impact on our world and as such, any improvement to the techno-
logy that drives it generates enormous value; on the other, web search, in its query
to results-list interaction style, is developing into a foundational layer upon which
other technology interactions are constructed, and which underlies many aspects
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of our technology-mediated access to information. Both views indicate the im-
portance of web search and motivate its further study.
What else besides Google?
This question is concerned with two critical issues that face any researcher in-
volved in the study of web search: (a) Given its adoption and overall success,
why is Google not good enough as it is? (b) Why is the study of web search a
matter for the public domain12, and not only specific to commercial search en-
gines? Wilson et al. (2010) tackle the first issue head on in their monograph on
future search user interfaces for the web:
“ The elegant way in which search results are returned has been well
researched and is usually remarkably effective. [ ... ] Google is really
good. For what is does. [ ... ] Search as embodied by the text box and
keyword has framed our understanding of what the web is (schraefel,
2009). It turns out that this elegant paradigm is especially effective
for 1-minute search [ ... ]. But many users have come to the web for
substantive research that takes hours or weeks – find all songs written
about poverty in the 1930s, prove that there are no patents that cover
my emerging innovation, or locate the best legal precedents for my
brief.
A second motivator for [ research on ] new search strategies is that the
next generation web will offer fresh possibilities that go well beyond
finding documents by way of keyword search. Hall and O’Hara (2009)
stress that what we know as the web today, is the Document web, and
not the web of Linked data that is imminently upon us. ”
There are many ways of searching the web and commercial web search engines
today are optimised for a certain type of search that involves a query box, very
few query terms (on average) and a results list — something they are, indeed, ex-
tremely good at. It is with respect to different, and perhaps less studied, types of
search interactions (e.g., slow search (Teevan et al., 2013), exploratory search (Mar-
chionini, 2006; White and Roth, 2009), serendipitous search (André et al., 2009;
Bordino et al., 2013; Rahman and Wilson, 2015)) that searchers may need some-
thing that most modern search engines simply do not offer yet.13 Indeed, ima-
12Sponsored through public funds and conducted at public institutions.
13Unlike the previous section, where new areas of web search advancement refers to the applic-
ation of keyword-driven search in new contexts, here novel search interactions refers to funda-
mentally different approaches to extracting and interacting with information from the web.
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gining a future for these novel types of web search requires research effort that is
unconstrained by commercial interest.
Secondly, the main reason for studying web search in the public domain, even
though it is almost entirely defined by commercial efforts, is that “web giants
[ Google, Facebook and others ] [ ... ] are the closest thing we have to information
utilities” (O’Neil, 2016, p. 211). As mentioned previously, web search underlies
many, if not most, aspects of our technology-mediated interactions with inform-
ation. In light of recent discussions on algorithmic fairness (Corbett-Davies et al.,
2017; Feldman et al., 2015; O’Neil, 2016) and excessive personalisation (Pariser,
2011) it has become apparent that biases — intentional or accidental — encoded
within algorithms can lead to consequences that are harmful to both individu-
als and communities (the fake news and filter bubble phenomena are some ex-
amples of these consequences). It is, then, a matter of public virtue, if not out-
right responsibility14, to scrutinise and understand algorithms, especially those
that organise and retrieve documents from the web.
Relatively little effort has been made so far in quantifying algorithmic biases
in web search (Mehrotra et al. (2017) is one such example) even though their ef-
fects have been discussed widely (O’Neil, 2016; Pariser, 2011), as has the ethics of
web search (Introna and Nissenbaum, 2000; Mager, 2018). This is not surprising
given that web search, today, is entirely opaque in order to preserve competitive
advantage. For example, Google has been known to have “prohibited research-
ers [ interested in investigating ] the biases of the search engine” (O’Neil, 2016,
op. cit.) Together, the issues of algorithmic fairness and mixed commercial in-
centives in web search suggest that the science and technology that drive these
“information utilities” should become more and more a matter for the public do-
main, in a way that can be scrutinised by those it affects. In the words of the very
founders of Google: “(...) the issue of advertising causes enough mixed incent-
ives that it is crucial to have a competitive search engine that is transparent and
in the academic realm” (Brin and Page, 1998a, emphasis added).
Returning to our research topic, why should, then, the study of result compos-
ition be a matter for the public domain? Assembling results — and, in particular,
placing items on the first page of results returned by a search engine — is be-
coming as much about merging heterogeneous items (or groups of items) within
a unified space, as it is about ranking and retrieval from homogeneous collec-
tions. Web results, aggregated search blocks, entity cards (Bota et al., 2016; Hasibi
et al., 2017; Navalpakkam et al., 2013), rich format ads (Lagun et al., 2016) or in-
14Such matters are becoming national policy issues in the European Union and the United States.
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line answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011) are all competing for visual real-estate
in what is shown to users. Often results pages contain enough information, as-
sembled from various sources, that searchers have no need to explore results in
detail and can access all the information they need directly on the first page of
results. Merging items into a singular page is just as critical as ranking, and all
layers of search, from document representation to retrieval, ranking and aggreg-
ation, carry influence on what information users interact with; Ford and Graham
(2016) provide an interesting discussion on the social implications of complex
information objects embedded within the search engine results page.
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the aggregation of res-
ults which, much like the entire machinery of web search, should be public. In
addition, our work looks explicitly at the effects of displaying composite results
within a traditional ranked-list setting on search behaviour, and as such, can be
informative to all those who use modern web search.
Why study result composition?
As mentioned in the previous section, web search engines now deploy a vari-
ety of “non-traditional” items on the results page. Assembled around the long-
established ranked list of results are aggregated search blocks, rich format ads,
in-line answers or entity cards. Indeed, the results page is often an assembly of
diverse items extracted from various sources.
The composition of heterogeneous results into unified items displayed on the
search page — e.g., in-line answers or entity cards — has become an indispens-
able feature of modern web search interfaces. Chilton and Teevan (2011) show
that more than one hundred different types of in-line answers are already being
returned to users of Bing (although the authors report that, at the time, such res-
ults were shown in less than 1% of sampled searches). Bota et al. (2016) indicate
that entity cards are returned for entity oriented queries 67% of the time, which
shows how prevalent these objects have already become. In a less formal setting,
Enge (2017) suggest that rich answers (i.e., in-line answers or entity cards) are
now shown on more than 50% of the result pages returned by Google. Overall,
presenting diverse results on a unified page is important to users, and due to the
limitations of merging blocks of results from different sources within a ranked
list of web documents, search engines are increasingly making use of complex
result aggregates to expose and help users navigate diverse results. As such, un-
derstanding how users interact with and consume heterogeneous content, how
complex result aggregates (e.g., entity cards or other types of composite results)
14
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can be created effectively, and how the properties of these aggregates influence
user search behaviour is a major aspect of modern web search.
The content and properties of complex aggregates (e.g., entity cards, in-line
answers) are even more important considering that users frequently satisfy their
information need directly on the results page, rather than through the exploration
of any result in particular — a phenomenon called good abandonment (Chuklin and
Serdyukov, 2012) in the research literature. Williams et al. (2016a) indicate the
presence of complex aggregates (entity cards and in-line answers) on the results
page as one of the factors that drive good abandonment in web search15.
Overall, the study of composite objects is important because, on one hand,
these types of objects are being deployed more and more by current web search
engines, and on the other, because their presence on results pages leads to atyp-
ical user behaviours — e.g., atypical eye gaze patterns (Navalpakkam et al., 2013)
or good abandonment — which are insufficiently understood yet critical in ad-
vancing modern web search. What information do users expect to find within
these objects? How can these objects be described in terms of their properties?
How do their properties influence user behaviour? How can results be aggreg-
ated within such objects? These are relatively understudied questions that lie at
the core of constructing complex result aggregates, and therefore central to mod-
ern web search, that our work aims to answer.
Motivating scenario for result composition
To discuss in more detail the practical benefits of result composition, we revisit
the example shown in figure 1.2, illustrating Google’s response to the query “taylor
swift”. Based on our definition, in this example, the entity card displayed on the
right of the results listing is a type of composite object. The entity card assists
searchers by providing a summary of relevant and diverse content directly on
the results page, but also by highlighting potentially interesting facts regarding
its topic of focus, and by providing easy access to various other topics (i.e., related
entities) or related sources of additional information (in this example, social me-
dia profiles). As with aggregated search blocks, entity cards provide an overview
of diversity in the information space. However, unlike aggregated search blocks,
entity cards provide access to diverse content in a structured manner, with di-
verse and complementary items being organised around a shared topic, and the
overall object addressing a common informational goal.
In our example, imagine a searcher familiar with one of the more popular
15The study referenced here focuses exclusively on mobile web search.
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songs by Taylor Swift, but unaware of her biography, other songs or albums, or
other artists that create similar music. By issuing an ambiguous query to a search
engine, the searcher is perhaps expressing an exploratory information need (Mar-
chionini, 2006), characterised by a desire to learn and discover more about their
expressed topic. In such a scenario, integrating an entity card on the results page
can help searchers not only resolve their exploratory information needs without
having to click on specific results, by providing a summary of most relevant im-
ages and biographical facts, as well as a list of popular songs in a visually sali-
ent manner directly on the results page, but can also help them make sense of
highly diverse (both topically and vertically) results. In addition, in explorat-
ory search conditions, where searchers are not sure how to initiate a search or
parse results returned by a search engine, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that
entity cards organise and simplify results in such a way that aids searchers in
refining their queries and comprehending the entirety of the results page — i.e.,
they enhance users’ search literacy (Wilson et al., 2016). Even though aggregated
search blocks, like composite objects, expose diverse content on a unified results
page, in contrast to entity cards, they do not organise this information. For in-
stance, in our example, both the news and the social media aggregated search
blocks are merged within the page. However, our searcher might find it difficult
to understand how individual news items and tweets, for example, are related
to each other on such a page or how they provide complementary information
on their search topic, given that aggregated search results are merged within the
ranking at block level, without highlighting the relationships or complementarity
between the items they contain, across blocks or in relation to the result ranking.
In addition to entity cards, other types of composite objects could be use-
ful in this scenario as well. In response to our user’s query (e.g., “taylor”), it is
not difficult to imagine a search system returning results that include both song
videos and song lyrics, for example, or results that include both Taylor Swifts’ In-
stagram16 photos and her most recent tweets, perhaps displayed in a style similar
to how in-line answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011) are used in modern web search
interfaces today. These types of results are, in our definition, composite objects
and, as such, the work discussed throughout this thesis could be informative for
the design and evaluation of such search systems. Indeed, given the heterogen-
eous nature of modern web documents and the overall success of entity cards,
it is likely that web search engines will make use of various types of composite
results more and more in the future.
16www.instagram.com
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The figure above shows a high-level, approximate representation of the result
composition process, from a system-centric perspective. The components of this
process that are explicitly addressed by our work are displayed with a solid con-
tour. Within this representation, the main contributions of this thesis are:
1. An exploration of user-constructed composite objects. We approach the res-
ult composition problem from a user-centric perspective, by attempting to un-
derstand how users interact with heterogeneous content in a search scenario,
and how they manually construct composite objects that satisfy their informa-
tion needs. Our work represents a first study of users’ perspectives on result
composition for web search. We show that composite objects constructed manu-
ally by users tend to contain a central document or set of documents which are
perceived as more relevant and reflect the topic of the composite object. We also
show that item diversity within composite objects is important to users, but that
a hierarchy of object properties is not obvious. Our contribution addresses the
evaluation component of the result composition process.
2. An analysis of composite object influence on user search behaviour. Com-
posite objects are already being used extensively by modern web search engines
(e.g., entity cards). We conduct a large-scale study to investigate how different
manipulations of entity card properties influence users’ behaviour in a traditional
web search environment. Our work represents a first study investigating the
interplay between composite object properties, search behaviour and user per-
ceived workload. We report that composite objects influence both searcher beha-
viour and perceived workload, and analyse the way composite object properties
mediate this effect. Our analysis provides a complementary perspective on the
evaluation component of the result composition process.
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3. An algorithmic framework for constructing composite objects under con-
straints. We adapt a general constraint clustering framework to the task of con-
structing composite objects from heterogeneous web search results. Our evalu-
ation results demonstrate performance improvement over aggregated search or
federated search when structuring the results page within ranked composite ob-
jects. Our contribution is an algorithmic framework that can be used to con-
struct composite objects, from highly heterogeneous results, while maintaining
constraints on composite object properties. Our contribution addresses the re-
trieval and composition components of the process described above.
4. A method for representing heterogeneous documents within a unified fea-
ture space. We investigate the application of graph-learnt document repres-
entations to the retrieval and aggregation of heterogeneous content. Our study
provides an in-depth analysis of click-graph structures with respect to the distri-
bution of heterogeneous content within the graph, and proposes methods of ma-
nipulating click graph structure in order to limit biases introduced by the skewed
distribution of heterogeneous content across sub-graphs. Bridging the cross-
vertical gap is a difficult problem, and our work is a first analysis of how graph-
learnt representations can be used to effectively bridge this gap and provide a
unified representation space for the construction of composite objects.
1.6 Publications
Most of the material presented here has appeared in several conference papers
published during the course of this programme:
• Bota, Zhou, Jose and Lalmas (2014), Composite Retrieval of Heterogeneous
Web Search, in Proceedings of the International Conference on World Wide
Web, ACM, New York, NY, USA, pp. 119 – 130. This paper is at the core of
chapter 6.
• Bota, Zhou and Jose (2015), Exploring Composite Retrieval from the Users’
Perspective, in A. Hanbury, G. Kazai, A. Rauber and N. Fuhr, eds, Advances
in Information Retrieval, Springer International Publishing, Cham, Switzer-
land, pp. 13 – 24. This paper is at the core of chapter 4. Best paper award at
BCS ECIR 2015.
• Bota (2015), Heterogeneous Information Access Through Result Composi-
tion, in Proceedings of the Symposium on Future Directions in Information
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Access, BCS Learning & Development, Swindon, UK, pp. 20 – 24.
• Bota, Zhou and Jose (2016), Playing Your Cards Right: The Effect of Entity
Cards on Search Behaviour and Workload, in Proceedings of ACM CHIIR,
ACM, New York, NY, USA, pp. 131 – 140. This paper is at the core of chapter
5. Best paper award at ACM CHIIR 2016.
• Bota (2016), Nonlinear Composite Search Results, in Proceedings of ACM
CHIIR, ACM, New York, NY, USA, pp. 345 – 347.
1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured into eight chapters:
• Chapters 1, 2 and 3 introduce the subject of our research, and review the
theoretical (chapter 2) and applied (chapter 3) contexts in which our work
is placed.
• Chapters 4 and 5 are conceptually related, and discuss our user-centric con-
tributions to the study of result composition.
• Moving from a user-centric perspective towards a system-centric one, chap-
ters 6 and 7 discuss our algorithmic contributions with respect to result com-
position on the web.
• Chapter 8 provides an in-depth discussion of our research outcomes as well
as presents directions for future work in the space of result composition.
• Finally, chapter 9 ends this thesis by summarising the key contributions and
conclusions derived from of our work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we discuss the background to many of the concepts used through-
out this thesis, focusing primarily on the theoretical context, rather than applic-
ation context, within which our work is based. Chapter 3 complements this
chapter by providing a detailed background on the application context (i.e., web
search) of our work. Prior research has defined much of the conceptual frame-
work and vocabulary used when discussing search. As such, we begin this chapter
by attempting to explain what search is, from a user-centric perspective, and how
it connects to related concepts, such as information retrieval or information objects.
2.1 User Models of Search
Search is an ambiguous term: searching for information on Fidel Castro for a
school project, searching for an address on the street, searching for nutritional in-
formation on a product label or for a better price in the supermarket, searching for
words to express an idea — all these are instances of searching for information,
that may or may not make use of search engine technology. In a holistic per-
spective on searching for information, Kekäläinen and Järvelin (2002) introduce a
model of search activity, later extended in Järvelin and Ingwersen (2004) and ex-
amined in Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005), that considers the multiple contexts in
which searching for information occurs, taking into account the various personal,
organisational and even cultural constraints that affect search behaviour.
In their model, searching for information can be viewed as a hierarchy of
tasks, goals and processes, with their associated contexts, where each level of
the hierarchy defines the context of its immediate subordinate. Figure 2.1 makes
this hierarchy of tasks and goals explicit. At the top level of their search hier-
archy, the socio-organisational and cultural context defines broad requirements
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Figure 2.1: Nested contexts and evaluation criteria for information seeking and
information retrieval, extended from Kekäläinen and Järvelin (2002) in Järvelin
and Ingwersen (2004). Reproduced from Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005, p. 322).
and constraints on searching for information. For example, accessing and in-
teracting with information in a safety critical environment, such as a hospital,
compared to a library, has different (broad) implications on how people search
for information. Nested within the socio-organisational context, there is a work
context that defines more specific aspects related to searching for information
(e.g., finding information about a general research topic, under certain long-term
constraints such as time or budget). Within the work context, search goals are
addressed through information seeking strategies, such as analysing and com-
paring different pieces of information (e.g., finding and comparing ways to struc-
ture a background chapter). Finally, as the smallest component of the search
hierarchy, information retrieval is most often embodied by keyword search, the
activity through which searchers are trying to access a very specific, and often
known1, piece of information (e.g., how to change reference style in LATEX). The
work presented in this thesis relates to the information retrieval and information
seeking aspects of searching for information, and as such, we review these aspects
in more detail next.
1What information is needed is known, rather than the actual piece of information.
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2.1.1 Information Retrieval
Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005, p. 21) define the information retrieval compon-
ent of the search model as “[t]he processes involved in the representation, stor-
age, searching, finding, filtering and presentation of potential information per-
ceived relevant to a requirement of information desired by a human user in con-
text”. Wilson et al. (2010, p. 16) clarify:
“Within the information retrieval (IR) context, the searcher’s goal is fo-
cused on finding documents, document sub-elements, summaries, or
surrogates that are relevant to a query. This may be an iterative pro-
cess, with human feedback, but it usually is limited to a single session.
Typical IR tasks involve finding documents with terms that match
terms presented by the searcher, or finding relevant facts or resources
related to a query. Typically, within each IR task, the searcher for-
mulates queries, examines results, and selects individual documents
to view. As a result of examining search results and viewing docu-
ments, searchers gather information to help satisfy their immediate
information-seeking problem and eventually the higher-level inform-
ation need. The common element of all IR tasks as defined [ ... ] is
the query-result-evaluation cycle conducted over a collection with the
“unit” of information being the document, a sub-element of the docu-
ment, a summary, or a document surrogate.”
In the user search model describe above, searching for web pages that contain
certain terms (e.g., issuing the query “brexit” on Google) is an example inform-
ation retrieval task. Modern web search engines are very good at supporting
these types of search tasks — and are slowly becoming better at supporting other
types of tasks through in-line answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011) or widgets em-
bedded directly in the results page (i.e., search with transactional intent (Broder,
2002; Rose and Levinson, 2004), supported through various results page widgets,
such as conversion tools, metronome, timer and other types of search assistance).
2.1.2 Information Seeking
Within the search model introduced above, information seeking is the task of
satisfying a perceived “information need” (Shneiderman, 1997). This task typ-
ically assumes the initial recognition and specification of an information need,
followed by the examination of search results and iteration through the query-
result-evaluation cycle until a satisfactory outcome is achieved (i.e., a result is
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found or the information need is satisfied) (Marchionini and White, 2007; Shnei-
derman, 1997; White, 2016). Although enhanced by modern search technology,
which extensively support information retrieval tasks, information seeking is
common even outside technology-mediated information access, and is typically
viewed a fundamental human activity (Marchionini, 1995) that is a component
of planned behaviour (e.g., finding directions), decision making (e.g., finding the
best car insurance), and the creation of new information (e.g., writing a thesis).
At the information seeking level, searchers define and employ strategies about
where, how and whether to find information that addresses their information
need (Wilson et al., 2010). They can choose to make use of an information retrieval
system (e.g., Google), browse webpages or follow a trail of information (White
and Huang, 2010; White and Ruthven, 2006). Even more, they can consult prin-
ted materials, ask friends or call information services. Information accumulated
through one or multiple information retrieval tasks, as part of the overall inform-
ation seeking task, will then be examined and synthesised into a solution to the
information need (Wilson et al., 2010). Search as the interplay between two main
components, information retrieval and browsing on one hand, and the analysis
and synthesis of results on the other, is often referred to as sensemaking in the
research literature (Pirolli and Card, 2005; Russell et al., 1993).
Web search engines, as provided by popular commercial entities, make avail-
able much of the infrastructure needed to perform extensive information retrieval
tasks, but, historically, have offered limited support for broader information seek-
ing efforts. However, modern web search interfaces have begun to integrate vari-
ous types of search assistance tools that are aimed at providing information seek-
ing support. For example, entity cards or in-line answers, as discussed in the
previous chapter, extract and summarise relevant content from various sources
in an attempt to address information needs directly on the results page, effect-
ively reducing the query-result-evaluation cycle (or the number of information
retrieval tasks in an information seeking strategy). In addition, the commercial
web search engine Bing has recently started providing users with side-by-side
summaries of controversial or highly debated topics (e.g., is coffee good for you?)
directly on the results page2, in an effort to support decision making directly.
Other web search systems that aim to support information seeking – either by ex-
posing search history, by enabling users to tag related documents or by allowing
users to aggregate information across results – exist, yet are not widely popular3.
2 Accessed March 2018: https://blogs.bing.com/search-quality-insights/february-2018/Toward-
a-More-Intelligent-Search-Bing-Multi-Perspective-Answers.
3 Yippy.com is one such example.
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Figure 2.2: The cognitive communication system for information seeking, dis-
playing the exchange of information objects from Generator (information object
author) to Recipient (information object seeker). Reproduced from Ingwersen
and Järvelin (2005, p. 33).
Although we do not explicitly investigate interactions between result com-
position and information seeking in our work, result composition can be viewed
as an approach to providing information seeking support. By extracting content
from various sources of information and assembling it around common topics in
relation to a searcher’s query, result composition can help users assess and syn-
thesise the diversity of the information space, as well as reduce the number of
information retrieval tasks in their overall information seeking approach.
2.1.3 Information Objects
Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005, p. 19) define information objects as physical or di-
gital entities “in a variety of media [, ] that belong to the information space of IR [
information retrieval ] systems, providing potential information” — they use the
terms documents and information objects interchangeably, as do other studies
in the area of Information Seeking and Retrieval (Belkin, 1978; Belkin and Cool,
2002; Belkin and Robertson, 1976, and related). In Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005),
information objects are authored by cognitive actors. Actors, when generating in-
formation objects, are influenced (i) by the hierarchy of contexts in which they
are placed, and (ii) also by their own understanding (i.e., world model), defined
through their prior information seeking or information interaction behaviour.
The term information object is, therefore, deliberately general and recursive
(i.e., information objects can contain multiple information objects), being used to
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refer to results, regardless of presentation style, or documents, regardless of type.
This thesis claims to investigate the aggregation of web search results retrieved
from various document sources (e.g., images, tweets, Wiki pages) within inform-
ation objects. From a user-centric perspective on search modelling, our use of the
term information object follows previous usage and definitions, with composite
objects being “digital entities, in a variety of media, that belong to the inform-
ation space of IR systems, providing potential information”. Composite objects
are also authored by cognitive authors, however through the mediation of al-
gorithms for result composition (i.e., in the case of composite objects, the author
is the algorithm designer and developer). As such, in addition to author context
and their model of the world, algorithmic biases can also influence information
objects derived from result composition.
2.1.4 Relevance versus Usefulness
Relevance is a complex topic in Information Science and Information Retrieval,
and has been discussed extensively for more than half a century (Cleverdon,
1967). It is “a, if not the, key notion in information science in general and inform-
ation retrieval in particular” (Saracevic, 1975) yet it is used in widely dissonant
ways in the research literature. It has been systematically reviewed and examined
in numerous studies (Borlund, 2003a; Mizzaro, 1997; Saracevic, 2007a,b) conclud-
ing that (i) relevance is a multidimensional cognitive concept, largely depend-
ent on searchers’ perception of information and their own information need situ-
ation (Schamber et al., 1990), and that (ii) relevance is a dynamic concept, which
can take any meaning (e.g., topical relatedness, user satisfaction), and changes
over time, or with users’ cognitive state. In some cases, relevance can even be
irrelevant (Millan-Cifuentes et al., 2014).
We do not attempt to clarify the complexities of relevance here, but distin-
guish between the two “types” of relevance used in this text: topical relevance
and user relevance (what we describe as usefulness). In our work, an information
object is topically relevant to a query if it is on the same topic, as assessed by a
person (Saracevic, 1996) (i.e., a person determining topical relevance in a formal
setting; a relevance assessor). For example, a web page containing a biography
of Fidel Castro would be topically relevant to the query “fidel castro”, and would
also be topically relevant to queries “cuban history” and “cuban politics”.
User relevance or usefulness takes into account other factors that go into a
searcher’s judgement of relevance, and has been proposed as a measure of search
quality in numerous prior studies (Belkin et al., 2008; Cole et al., 2009; Mao et al.,
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2016; Yilmaz et al., 2014). Usefulness is typically discussed in contrast with top-
ical relevance and refers to the “highly situational4, subjective, user-perceived
usefulness” (Mao et al., 2016) of an information object. For instance, Yilmaz et al.
(2014) show that effort (e.g., the effort of scanning a document to locate relevant
pieces of information) plays an important role in user satisfaction and that ef-
fort needs to be considered together with topical relevance when the quality of a
search systems is evaluated. This further supports prior work that conceptually
distinguishes relevance from the utility (or usefulness) of a document to an ac-
tual user, suggesting evaluation metrics should be utilitarian in nature (Saracevic,
1975, 2007a,b). Cole et al. (2009) propose usefulness as a modern criterion for the
evaluation of search systems, and clarify that:
“Usefulness is specifically distinguishable from relevance in several
dimensions. Most strikingly, a usefulness judgment can be explicitly
related to the perceived contribution of the judged object or process
to progress towards satisfying the leading [ search-related ] goal or a
goal on the way. In contrast to relevance, a judgment of usefulness can
be made of a result or a process, rather than only to the content of an
information object. It also applies to all scales of an interaction. Use-
fulness can be applied to a specific result, to interaction sub-sequences,
and to the session as a whole. Usefulness, then, is more general than
relevance, and well-suited to the object of providing a measurement
appropriate to the concept of task goal realization.”
This thesis investigates the usefulness of composite objects. In particular, we ex-
plore how composite object usefulness is constrained by documents contained
within the object and by the object’s overall properties (e.g., object relevance, di-
versity or coherence). As in Cole et al. (2009), we consider usefulness to be the
perceived contribution of an information object (i.e., composite result) towards
achieving a search-mediated goal. In our work, this contribution can be topical
(e.g., a composite object that is topically relevant or contains items that are topic-
ally relevant to a given query), where topical relevance (or topicality) refers to the
degree of aboutness between an information object and a user request, as assessed
by a person (Saracevic, 1996), or situational (e.g., a composite object that reduces
the workload users perceive during their search-related task). In chapter 4, we
explore situational assessments of usefulness with respect to composite object
structure and content, whereas in chapter 5 we explore how different manipula-
tions of composite object properties affect their usefulness, as reflected in impli-
4Usefulness is also referred to as situational relevance in Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005).
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cit (e.g., number of clicks, mouse hovers) and explicit (e.g., perceived workload)
measures of user search engagement. Chapters 6 and 7 investigate algorithmic
aspects of result composition and, as such, focus solely on the topical dimension
of usefulness.
2.1.5 Other Models of Search
Numerous theoretical models of search have been proposed over the past dec-
ades, in addition to the model by Järvelin and Ingwersen (2004) discussed in the
previous sections. Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005, c. 5), Hearst (2009, c. 3), and
White (2016, c. 4) all provide comprehensive reviews of user search models, from
various perspectives. We briefly discuss some of the models here.
Many attempts at modelling the process of searching for information assume
an interactive query-result-evaluation cycle. Marchionini and White (2007) de-
scribe the search process as consisting of several steps: recognizing a need for
information, accepting the challenge to take action to fulfil the need, formulat-
ing the problem, expressing the information need in a search system, examining
results, reformulating the problem and using results. Sutcliffe and Ennis (1998)
describe a similar cycle, consisting of four main activities: problem identification,
articulation of needs, query formulation and evaluation of results. These models
are typically based on observations of people engaging in search activities.
The model proposed in Järvelin and Ingwersen (2004) can be described as a
cognitive model, as it is informed by a broader model of general task perform-
ance (Norman, 1988), and considers an inclusive perspective of how people oper-
ate in the world, how their context influences them and how mental models are
engaged in the search process. Many different cognitive models of search have
been discussed in the literature — Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005, c. 5) review cog-
nitive models of search in extensive detail.
Some of the models of searching for information discussed above make the
assumption that searchers’ information need is static. Informed by observational
studies showing that people’s information needs change as they interact with
search systems, Bates (1989) introduced the berry-picking model of search, which
suggests that searchers learn throughout the search process, and, as such, their
information need and their queries evolve; and that searcher’s information needs
are not satisfied by a final set of relevant results but by a series of pieces of in-
formation found during their search (in contrast to other models which suggest
as the main goal of the search process locating a unique set of relevant documents
that perfectly match the searcher’s information need). After examining search
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Active Passive
Directed Searching: Active searching
directed to particular sources
to answer specific questions
Monitoring: Passive alert-
ness, primed by interest, that
enables an individual to no-
tice information of interest.
Undirected Browsing: Active explora-
tion/search without a clear
goal, or for only loosely
defined objectives.
Awareness: Passive, undirec-
ted absorption of experiences
and learning.
Table 2.1: Types of information searching, as seen in White (2016, p. 98), adapted
from Wilson (1997).
behaviour over extended periods of time, Kuhlthau (1991) and Vakkari (2000)
identify several stages of the search process (initiation, selection, exploration, for-
mulation, collection and presentation), which do not always proceed linearly, and
have not only practical implications on immediate search behaviour, but can also
emotionally influence searchers. The intersection between economic theory and
information searching has also been explored in a number of recent studies look-
ing at how microeconomic theory can be applied to interactive information re-
trieval (Azzopardi, 2011a, 2017; Azzopardi and Zuccon, 2016). These modelling
approaches attempt to both explain and predict fine-grained search behaviour.
Finally, Wilson (2017) attempt to clarify the relationships between models and
theories related to the information seeking process.
Many of the models we briefly described in this section have played a fun-
damental role in the development of Information Seeking and Information Re-
trieval. These models not only formalise concepts related to searching for inform-
ation, but also allow researchers to communicate more clearly and create novel
hypotheses about human behaviour around search (Wilson, 2017). However, it
is not always clear how these models can be translated into actionable insights
that inform system design (White, 2016, c. 4). Wilson et al. (2010) attempts to con-
nect theory and practice by proposing a framework for the evaluation of search
interfaces informed by prior efforts in modelling user search behaviour.
2.1.6 Other Types of Search
In addition to various models of search behaviour, different types of search have
been discussed in the literature (e.g., exploratory, serendipitous or slow search).
Exploratory search is a type of information exploration which refers to the
activity of searching for information in a context where the searcher (i) is unfa-
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miliar with the domain of their search-related goal, or (ii) uncertain about the
ways to achieve their goal (i.e., uncertain about the technology to use or the pro-
cess to employ), or (iii) uncertain about their goals. White (2016) describe two
perspectives on exploratory search: on one hand, exploratory search can be used
to describe an information-seeking goal that is open-ended, persistent and multi-
faceted, and on the other hand, exploratory search is an information-seeking pro-
cess that is opportunistic, iterative and multi-tactical. Exploratory search is com-
monly employed in scientific, learning and decision-making contexts — where
other exploratory information interactions, such as exploratory data analysis, are
typically employed as well. White (2016) also point out that almost all searches
are, to a certain extent, exploratory. However, exploratory search includes com-
plex cognitive activities associated with knowledge acquisition and the develop-
ment of cognitive skills (White and Roth, 2009).
Serendipitous search — the act of encountering information unexpectedly
as part of task-focused information seeking — has been explored in a number
of recent studies (André et al., 2009; Bordino et al., 2013; Rahman and Wilson,
2015). The motivation behind serendipitous search is derived from the fact that
ever-improving, personalised search experiences, which display exactly what the
searchers are looking for, limits serendipitous encounters with interesting (and
relevant) information. As such, understanding serendipitous information en-
counter in traditional search contexts (such as web search) can be informative
for the design of novel search systems. Within the context of entity search, Bor-
dino et al. (2013) explore the use of entities extracted from different sources of
content (i.e., Wikipedia and Yahoo! Answers) in promoting serendipitous search
on the web. Rahman and Wilson (2015) deploy a live search system which makes
use of searchers’ social media data to promote micro-serendipitous information
access, and conclude that work related queries drive serendipitous encounters
more than leisure search.
Various other types of search have been described in the literature, including
search as a leisure activity (Azzopardi, 2011b; Elsweiler et al., 2010, 2011; Harvey
et al., 2014) or slow search (Teevan, 2015; Teevan et al., 2013).
Although associated by many, if not most, with the service provided by Google,
searching for information is a complex, multi-dimensional human activity, that is
influenced by a wide range of factors. The aim of this section was to introduce
the conceptual framework and vocabulary used to communicate about search,
from a user-centric perspective, and also highlight the complexity of search and
the breadth of prior research that addresses this topic. In the following section,
we attempt to review developments in the area of information retrieval models,
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moving from a user-centric towards a system-centric perspective.
2.2 System Models of Search
Salton (1968) defines Information Retrieval as “the field concerned with the struc-
ture, analysis, organization, storage, searching, and retrieval of information”5 —
a definition that is adopted or re-worded by many modern textbooks (Baeza-
Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Croft et al., 2009).
This section introduces some of the theoretical developments that underlie
the process of structuring and retrieving information (i.e., matching documents
to queries in what is known as keyword search). The main focus of this section is on
theoretical models of structuring and retrieving information, and techniques for
their evaluation, rather than specifically on algorithms or search engines — even
though search engines are, ultimately, the main product of information retrieval
modelling and research. The following chapter reviews the specific application
of retrieval models to their most popular domain of use: web search.
2.2.1 Information Retrieval Models
A retrieval model is a formal representation of the process of matching a query
and a document (Croft et al., 2009). It is typically used as the basis of ranking
algorithms deployed in search systems, for the goal of producing a ranked list
of results. In other words, the goal of retrieval models is to assign higher im-
portance (or probability of relevance) to documents (within a collection) that are
topically relevant to a given query, and rank documents according to their im-
portance. Retrieval models most often encode statistical properties of text rather
than linguistic structure of documents (Croft et al., 2009). This means that the
frequency of words within a document is modelled, rather than relationships
between words or their grammatical properties.
Various retrieval models have been discussed over the years. In chapters 6
and 7, we refer to several of these models (e.g., BM25) and related concepts (e.g.,
cosine similarity), as such, we describe some of the most widely known (and used)
information retrieval models in this section.
5Which, as Zobel (2018) point out, is very similar to standard definitions of information science,
which is typically seen as a much broader field.
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2.2.1.1 Boolean Retrieval Models
The Boolean model is a basic retrieval model based on set theory and Boolean
algebra (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, c. 2) — it is sometimes referred to
as exact-match retrieval, because documents are ranked by the model if they match
the searcher query exactly. The name of the model is derived from the fact that
(i) there are only two possible outcomes for query evaluation (i.e., the document
is relevant or not, as relevance is assumed to be binary rather than graded), and
(ii) the query is typically specified using Boolean operators (e.g., NOT, AND,
OR). Regular expressions, proximity operators and wild-card characters are other
types of operators sometimes used in building queries for Boolean retrieval.
The Boolean model is simple and easy to grasp by searchers. It selects as rel-
evant all documents that contain the exact query terms. Because the query can
contain any document feature, not only terms, it is typically used where specify-
ing document meta-data, such as document creation date or document type, in
the query is useful (e.g., email search). The drawbacks of the Boolean model are
that (i) it is not always easy to translate information needs to Boolean expres-
sions, (ii) search effectiveness depends entirely on the searcher’s ability to con-
struct queries6, and (iii) it makes no distinction between documents that contain
query terms, yet are more or less relevant to the query.
Although extended in various ways over its history (Salton et al., 1983), the
Boolean model is now superseded by retrieval models that encode term weight-
ing, recognising that certain terms within documents are more discriminative
with respect to topical focus than others. One such model is the vector space
model, discussed next.
2.2.1.2 Vector Space Model
The vector space model (Salton and Lesk, 1968) has been used in information re-
trieval research for over 50 years, and continues to be used frequently in research
publications to this day. Indeed, in chapters 4 and 7, we make use of some of the
concepts related to the vector space model of information retrieval.
The model assumes documents and queries to be part of a p-dimensional vec-
tor space, where p is the number of unique terms observed (in the collection of
documents) or used in implementing the model. Document Di (of a collection
containing N documents, 1 ď i ď N) and query Q are represented by the follow-
6To such an extent that in certain domains, such as legal search or patent search, specialists are
employed to translate human information needs to Boolean expressions and queries.
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ing term vectors:
Di “ tdi1, di2, ..., dipu
Q “ tq1, q2, ..., qpu
Given this representation of both queries and documents, documents in a col-
lection can be ranked by computing the distance between their corresponding
vectors and the query vector. One of the most widely used methods of comput-
ing this distance in information retrieval is cosine similarity. Chapter 7 makes use
of cosine similarity as described here, to compute the distance between vectors of
heterogeneous documents learnt through a graph-based representation learning
approach. The cosine similarity measures the angle between document vectors
and query vector, such that, when the vectors are normalised, the angle between
identical vectors is 1, and between non-overlapping vectors (i.e., vectors that do
not share any non-zero weighted elements) the angle is 0 (Croft et al., 2009).
CosinepDi, Qq “
řp
j“1 dij ¨ qjbřp
j“1 d 2ij ¨
řp
j“1 q 2j
The vector space model ranks documents according to their degree of similar-
ity to the query, and as such, a document can be ranked highly even if it only
partially matches the query (in contrast with the Boolean model, where partial
matching is a consequence of query “design”). There is no theoretical motivation
for preferring cosine similarity over other similarity measures, but it performs
better in evaluations of search quality (Croft et al., 2009).
Term weighting is another concept derived from research relate to the vec-
tor space model (although it has been applied to a wide range of retrieval mod-
els). Term weighting refers to scaling the weights of individual terms, within the
vector representation of both queries and documents, according to their relative
importance in discriminating document or query topic. Many weighting schemes
have been explored, but perhaps the most widely known is tf.idf term weight-
ing (i.e., term frequency - inverse document frequency weighting). The term
frequency component (tf ) reflects the importance of a term within a document,
whereas the the inverse document frequency (idf ) reflects the importance of the
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term in the collection of documents. Typically, the two elements are computed:
t fik “ fikřp
j“1 fij
id fk “ log Nnk
where t fik is the term frequency weight of term k in document Di, fik is the number
of occurrences of term k in document Di, and the denominator is a normalising
factor. Similarly, id fk is the inverse document frequency weight for term k, N is the
total number of documents in the collection, and nk is the number of documents
in the collection in which term k occurs. This weighting scheme has been de-
veloped empirically over the past decades (Croft et al., 2009; Spärck Jones, 1972,
1973), rather than theoretically, although an argument for a principled derivation
of tf.idf has been made (Robertson et al., 2004). We make use of this weighting
scheme in chapter 4, as an aid in computing the similarity of composite object
titles, as assigned by participants in one of our studies, and in chapter 6, where
we use it to rank entities associated with documents in an effort to compute the
similarity of heterogeneous documents.
The vector space model makes the implicit assumption that relevance (top-
ical or situational) is related to the similarity between query and document vec-
tors (i.e., documents that are more similar to the query, as determined by cosine
similarity, are more likely to be relevant). Various extensions of the model have
been considered (Harman, 1992; Lundquist et al., 1997; Rocchio, 1971), primar-
ily concerned with incorporating relevance feedback in the process of generating
vector representations for queries or documents. Despite its simplicity, the vec-
tor space model is still considered a resilient ranking strategy for general collec-
tions (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).
2.2.1.3 Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models attempt to frame the problem of matching queries to doc-
uments within a probabilistic framework. Given a query Q and a document Di
(from a collection containing N documents), probabilistic models try to estim-
ate the probability that the searcher issuing query Q finds document Di relevant.
Typically, the assumption that relevance depends on the properties of the query
and the documents only (i.e., topical relevance) is made in probabilistic models
as well. As stated in the Probability Ranking Principle by Robertson (1997):
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“If a [ search engine’s ] response to each request is a ranking of the
documents in the collection in order of decreasing probability of rel-
evance to the user who submitted the request, where the probabilities
are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis of whatever data
have been made available to the system for this purpose, the overall
effectiveness of the system to its user will be the best that is obtainable
on the basis of those data.”
Croft et al. (2009) note that, under certain assumptions, such as the relevance of
a document to a query being independent of other documents, it is possible to
prove that the Probability Ranking Principle statement is true — that is, that rank-
ing documents by their probability of relevance maximises the precision (i.e., the
proportion of relevant documents, at any given rank) of a search system. How-
ever, there are different ways to estimate or define the probability of relevance
and, as such, many instantiations of probabilistic retrieval have been developed,
with different approaches proposing different methods of estimating the probab-
ility of document relevance. Fuhr (1992) and Spärck Jones et al. (2000) provide
comprehensive reviews of probabilistic models for information retrieval. In our
work, we make use of the popular BM25 probabilistic retrieval algorithm and, as
such, we review the model from which it is derived in more detail next7.
The Binary Independence Retrieval Model. This retrieval model assumes that
within any collection there are two non-overlapping sets of documents: those
that are relevant to a query and those that are not. Given this assumption, the
task of the retrieval model is to decide which set a document belongs to (i.e., clas-
sify documents using two labels: relevant or non-relevant). Framing this within
probabilistic context, the task of the model is to assess whether:
PpR|Dq ą PpNR|Dq
where PpR|Dq is the conditional probability of document relevance, given docu-
ment features and PpNR|Dq “ 1´ PpR|Dq (this inequality is commonly known
as the Bayes Decision Rule when used in classification problems).
In practice, estimating PpR|Dq directly is less straightforward than first estim-
ating PpD|Rq, and then using Bayes’ Rule (Bayes, 1763) to determine the probabil-
7Our review of The Binary Independence Retrieval Model and BM25 follows the derivations
in Croft et al. (2009, c. 7).
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ity of document relevance given document features:
PpR|Dq 9 PpD|Rq ¨ PpRq
where PpRq is the a priori probability of relevance. The decision rule above can be
rewritten as PpD|Rq ¨ PpRq ą PpD|NRq ¨ PpNRq, which is commonly expressed as:
PpD|Rq
PpD|NRq ą
PpNRq
PpRq
where the left hand side of the inequality is known as the likelihood or odds ratio.
In a search setting, documents are ranked based on their likelihood ratio.
To calculate individual document likelihood ratios, PpD|Rq can be computed
in various ways. The approach used by this model is to make certain simplifying
assumptions about the representation of documents: (i) each document D is rep-
resented by a term vector tt1, ..., ttu, where each term has a weigh of 1 if present in
the document, or 0 if it is not present (i.e., binary weights); and (ii) terms within
documents are independent of each other. These two assumptions give the model
its name. Given the term independence assumption, the likelihood ratio can then
be computed using the following:
PpD|Rq
PpD|NRq “
ź
i:di“1
pi
si
¨
ź
i:di“0
1´ pi
1´ si
where pi is the probability of a term occurring in the relevant document set, and
si is the probability of a term occurring in the non-relevant set. This can be ma-
nipulated into:
PpD|Rq
PpD|NRq “
ź
i:di“1
pi
si
¨ p
ź
i:di“1
1´ pi
1´ si ¨
ź
i:di“1
1´ si
1´ pi q ¨
ź
i:di“0
1´ pi
1´ si
PpD|Rq
PpD|NRq “
ź
i:di“1
pi p1´ siq
si p1´ piq ¨
ź
i
1´ pi
1´ si
where the second factor of the product is the same over all documents and can be
ignored. For practical reasons, the log of this ratio is typically used to score and
rank documents:
PpD|Rq
PpD|NRq “
ÿ
i:di“1
log
pi p1´ siq
si p1´ piq
It is common that the query provides the only information about which docu-
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ments are in the relevant set – assuming terms that are not in the query are equally
likely in both the relevant and the non-relevant set (i.e., pi “ si). In that case, the
summation above is only over terms that are in the query and the document and,
thus, given a query, a document’s score is the sum of weights for terms that occur
in both the query and the document.
If there is no information about which documents are in the relevant set, the
additional assumption can be made that pi is constant, and si can be approxim-
ated using term frequencies in the collection as a whole (i.e., because the number
of non-relevant documents in a collection is typically much larger than the num-
ber of relevant documents). Assuming a value of pi “ 0.5, in the scoring function
described above, each term i has a weight of:
wi “ log 0.5 p1´
ni
N q
ni
N p1´ 0.5q
“ log N ´ ni
ni
where ni is the number of documents in a collection of N documents that con-
tain term i. This is approximately equivalent to the inverse document frequency
weight discussed above, in the context of the vector space model (here, the term
frequency component is absent because document terms have binary weight).
If additional information about the relevant set is available, such as ri, the
number of relevant documents in which term i occurs, and R, the number of
relevant documents for a given query, the probability of a term appearing in the
relevant set can be estimated as pi “ ri{R — similarly si “ pni ´ riq{pN ´ Rq. The
scoring function above can then be expressed as:
ÿ
i:di“qi“1
log
pri ` 0.5q{pR´ ri ` 0.5q
pni ´ ri ` 0.5q{pN ´ ni ´ R` ri ` 0.5q
where 0.5 is added to various terms to prevent division by zero or an undefined
logarithm. Note that if no relevance information is available, setting r and R to
0 would give a pi value of 0.5, as discussed above. Overall, the absence of a
term frequency component in this scoring approach makes the Binary Independ-
ence Model not very effective, compared to t f .id f ranking. However, this scoring
function is the basis of one of the most widely used probabilistic retrieval al-
gorithms, which we discuss next.
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The BM258 Retrieval Algorithm. BM25 extends the Binary Independence Model
scoring function by including term and document weights explicitly. It is not a
formal model of retrieval, but rather an experimentally derived scoring function.
The most common form of the BM25 scoring function is:
ÿ
iPQ
log
pri ` 0.5q{pR´ ri ` 0.5q
pni ´ ri ` 0.5q{pN ´ ni ´ R` ri ` 0.5q ¨
pk1 ` 1q fi
K` fi ¨
pk2 ` 1q q fi
k2 ` q fi
where the summation is over all terms of query Q, fi is the frequency of term i
in the document, q fi is the frequency of term i in the query and k1, k2 and K are
empirically-derived parameters. The parameters k1 and k2 determine how the
term-frequency component (in document or query, respectively) affects overall
document weight, whereas K is a parameter that normalises the term-frequency
component by document length, and is typically expressed as:
K “ k1p1´ b` b ¨ dlavdl q
where dl is document length and avdl is average document length across the col-
lection, measured in either number of characters or number of terms, and the
parameter b controls the impact of the length normalisation (most commonly set
to the empirically-derived 0.75).
Overall, BM25 is an effective model, used widely in practice and in the re-
search literature as a common baseline. In both chapters 6 and 7, we make use
of BM25 scoring to retrieve documents from heterogeneous collections and con-
struct composite objects from these initial rankings. In addition to the retrieval
models discussed so far, many other types of retrieval models have been dis-
cussed in the research literature over the past decades. We briefly review some of
them in the following section.
2.2.1.4 Other Models of Information Retrieval
Much like user models of search, many different information retrieval models
have been studied over the past decades. Even the models discussed in the
previous sections have been extended into many different variants. Croft et al.
(2009, c. 9) and Manning et al. (2008, c. 11–15) provide thorough discussions of
retrieval models from an applied perspective, whereas Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto (1999, c. 2) provide a comprehensive review of research developments in
8BM stands for Best Matching, whereas 25 is just an artefact of a numbering scheme used by the
developers of the algorithm.
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the area of information retrieval modelling. Although the models we use in our
work have been discussed in the previous sections, we briefly review here other
popular information retrieval models that have played a fundamental role in the
development of Information Retrieval.
One of the most widely known family of probabilistic models, in addition to
BM25, is the Divergence-from-Randomness (DFR) set of models (Amati and Van Rijs-
bergen, 2002). The paradigm proposed by DFR encodes the idea that the diver-
gence of the within-document term frequency from the within-collection term
frequency is an accurate estimate of the information carried by a term t in doc-
ument D. Specifically, term weights are computed by measuring the divergence
between the actual term distribution and the term distribution produced by a
random process. Because there are many random processes to choose from, dif-
ferent alternatives are proposed in Amati and Van Rijsbergen (2002), with each
option defining a basic DFR model.
Another probabilistic approach to information retrieval is found in the applic-
ation of language modelling to the task of matching queries to documents. Lan-
guage modelling approaches to information retrieval typically encode the idea
that a document is a good match to a query if the document language model (i.e.,
the probability distribution over terms within the document) is likely to generate
the query, something that is more probable if the document contains the query
terms often. Unlike traditional probabilistic approaches, which aim to model the
probability of document D being relevant to query q, language modelling ap-
proaches build a probabilistic model from each document Di within a collection
of documents, and rank documents based on the likelihood of their correspond-
ing language models to generate query q. Manning et al. (2008, c. 12) provide an
expert review of language modelling-based information retrieval.
There is considerable overlap between the fields of Information Retrieval and
Machine Learning. Many of the developments in Information Retrieval (e.g., in-
corporating relevance feedback into ranking) can be described as machine learn-
ing algorithms, and many machine learning algorithms can be directly applied
to the task of matching documents to queries (e.g., text classification). Over the
past decades, machine learning techniques applied to information retrieval have
been described under the label of Learning-to-Rank (LTR). LTR techniques are seen
as a subset of supervised learning, which means that these techniques typically
require training data to “learn” optimal ways of combining any types of features
extracted from query-document pairs (e.g., term frequencies, user clicks as ob-
served in a search engine query log, or even the output of other ranking models
like BM25) such that the retrieval model can accurately output the probability of
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a document being relevant, given its training and structure. Although usually
not as principled as some of the previous models discussed here (in that, in gen-
eral, LTR techniques do not necessarily make underlying assumptions about the
nature of relevance, but rather optimise certain measures of success, as defined
by a loss function), LTR technique have proved very effective in large scale search
applications, such as web search, mostly because commercial search companies
incorporate hundreds of behavioural and content features in their retrieval mod-
els. Liu (2009) provides a review of modern LTR models.
In the most popular application domain of information retrieval, web search,
the network structure of the environment allows for modelling approaches that
incorporate link information. HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) and PageRank (Brin and Page,
1998b) are, perhaps, some of the most widely known web search algorithms that
are based on models of linked structures. In particular, PageRank simulates a
searcher navigating on the web who jumps to a random page with probability
p, or follows a random hyperlink from their current page with probability 1´ p.
This process is modelled using a Markov Chain (Norris, 1997), from where the
stationary probability of being in each page is computed and is then used in the
ranking mechanism (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).
The aim of this section was to introduce the models used throughout our
work, as well as review some of the models that have played a fundamental role
in the development of Information Retrieval. Advances in information retrieval
can only be achieved by determining whether novel approaches to retrieval mod-
elling outperform existing ones. In this process, evaluation plays a key role, and
we review different aspects related to information retrieval evaluation next.
2.2.2 Evaluation of Retrieval Models
Evaluation is a key component of developing information retrieval systems. From
an algorithmic perspective, the evaluation of search systems is typically con-
cerned with two aspects: effectiveness and efficiency of retrieval. Effectiveness is
concerned with measuring the ability of a search system to place relevant doc-
uments closer to the top of the results ranking, and efficiency is concerned with
how fast and how many resources are used in generating a response to searcher
requests issued to the system. Other types of evaluation, which consider situ-
ational relevance, are discussed in the following chapter. In this section, we re-
view some measures of search system effectiveness, as these types of measures
are used later, in chapters 6 and 7.
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2.2.2.1 Effectiveness Measures
The effectiveness of search systems is typically considered in a laboratory set-
ting, where the task of submitting a query to the search system is simulated in
batch mode. In broad terms, the laboratory setting implies that (i) a collection
of documents is available to researchers, (ii) a set of queries pertinent to the col-
lection is selected by researchers and (iii) for each selected query, a candidate
set of documents (i.e., potentially relevant documents) is manually judged by a
group of employed assessors as being relevant to the query or not (using either
binary or multi-level relevance gradings). The candidate set of documents may
contain the entire collection, or may be a sample of the collection assembled us-
ing filtering methods. In the evaluation procedure, each of the selected queries is
automatically issued to the retrieval algorithm under evaluation, which returns a
ranked list of documents from the underlying collection, ordered by their estim-
ated relevance to the query. The quality of the rankings returned by the retrieval
algorithm is then assessed, using measurements not unlike the ones described
later in this section, which make use of assessor relevance labels. Typically, av-
erage performance metrics are computed (i.e., averages of quality measurements
over individual queries) and interpreted as measures of overall algorithm or sys-
tem effectiveness. Multiple algorithms can be evaluated and compared using this
methodology — yet decisions about which algorithm performs better in an ap-
plication setting usually include aspects regarding efficiency or other constraints
(e.g., if a retrieval algorithm performs twice as better as another one, but takes ten
times as long to respond to queries, it might not necessarily be useful in a prac-
tical setting). Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999) mention repeatability and
scalability as the two main advantages of laboratory-based evaluations of search
effectiveness over real life experiments. Indeed, we evaluate the effectiveness
of our result composition in a laboratory setting in chapter 6, and the retrieval
(and aggregation) effectiveness of using unified representations for heterogen-
eous documents in chapter 7. We now review some of the popular measures
used to evaluate ranking quality in laboratory settings.
Precision and Recall Two of the most popular measures of search quality are
precision and recall — introduced in Cleverdon (1970). Recall measures how well
the search system is at finding all the relevant documents in the collection, for
a given query, whereas precision measures how well the system is at rejecting
non-relevant documents (Croft et al., 2009). Specifically, if A is the set of relevant
documents (that exist in the collection) for a given query, B is the set of documents
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retrieved by a system under examination, and |.| gives the cardinality of a set,
precision and recall are defined as:
precision “ |AX B||B|
recall “ |AX B||A|
where precision is interpreted as the proportion of documents that are retrieved
and are relevant (based on labels given by assessors), and recall is interpreted as
the proportion of relevant documents from the collection that are retrieved.
Precision and recall as defined above, used in evaluating search, make the
assumption that all documents returned by a search system are examined by
searchers. However, searchers typically examine a ranked list of results, ordered
by estimated relevance, with the result most likely to be relevant (as estimated by
the system) placed at the top of the list. Given that users tend to inspect the top
ranked results only, precision and recall measures are usually computed at spe-
cific (top) ranks of the results list. For example, if set Bk contains the top k results
returned by the search system, precision or recall at rank k are defined as:
precision@k “ |AX Bk||Bk|
recall@k “ |AX Bk||A|
Common values of k are 5, 10, 20. It is important to note that the implicit search
task assessed by rank-limited measures is that of placing relevant items in the
top k section of the ranking, rather than finding as many relevant documents
as possible (i.e., beyond k, ranking quality is not considered). In addition, such
rank-limited measures do not distinguish between differences in rankings at po-
sitions 1 to k ´ 1, which is usually an important aspect of ranking quality (e.g.,
precision@10 has the same value for two systems, one that returns relevant doc-
uments at positions 1 and 2, and the other that returns relevant documents at
positions 9 and 10). We make use of precision at rank in chapters 6 and 7.
Another common method of measuring system quality is by computing the
average of precision values at ranks where relevant documents are placed (i.e.,
where ranking recall increases). For example9, consider a ranking of documents,
9Example taken from Croft et al. (2009, c. 8).
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with each document di subscripted by its ranking position, their associated relev-
ance labels (i.e., a value of 0 at position i meaning that the document at position i
is not relevant) and the set of corresponding precision@k values:
Ranking “ td1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, d10u
Relevance “ t1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1u
precision@k “ t1.0, 0.5, 0.67, 0.75, 0.8, 0.83, 0.71, 0.63, 0.56, 0.6u
average precision “ p1.0` 0.67` 0.75` 0.8` 0.83` 0.6q{6 “ 0.78
Average precision (AP) has the advantage of being a single measure, derived from
multiple rank-limited precision values, but depends heavily on relevant docu-
ments being placed at the top of the results list. As such, this measure is ap-
propriate for evaluating both the task of finding as many relevant documents as
possible, and the task of placing these documents at the top of the ranking.
The measures of quality discussed so far are used in single instances of re-
trieval (i.e., for a single query and its associated ranking). However, the effective-
ness of retrieval algorithms is typically assessed with respect to many different
queries. As such, methods that summarise search quality for an entire set of eval-
uation queries have been proposed. One of the more popular summary meas-
ures of search quality is the average of average precision values across queries,
more commonly known as mean average precision (MAP). MAP provides a com-
pact summary of the effectiveness of retrieval algorithms across many different
queries, although, much like other instances of averaging, information can be lost
in creating such summaries. Various modifications to MAP, such as GMAP, the
geometric mean of average precisions (Robertson, 2006), that partially address
this loss of information, have been proposed. Fuhr (2018) discusses some of the
limitations of MAP, suggesting it is based on a superficial user model and can
be misleading. We make use of MAP, in addition to other measures of search
quality, in chapter 7, where we compare system effectiveness in retrieving (and
aggregating) diverse documents represented in a unified feature space.
As mentioned earlier, searchers typically inspect ranked lists of results in a
top-down approach. It seems, then, that placing relevant items at the top of a
ranking, rather than lower down in the ranking, can be useful, as it reduces the
effort required to locate relevant information. We now discuss measures of search
quality that explicitly encode this assumption.
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Gain One of the popular measures used in assessing retrieval algorithms is dis-
counted cumulative gain (DCG), proposed by Järvelin and Kekäläinen (2002). DCG
encodes two assumptions: (i) that documents are less useful to searchers if they
are ranked lower in the list, and that (ii) marginally relevant documents are less
useful than highly relevant documents (which can be operationalised only in
cases where multiple levels or relevance are assessed). DCG measures the (as-
sumed) usefulness or gain of examining a document at various ranks. The most
gain is derived from examining a highly relevant document at the top of the rank-
ing, and the gain associated with relevant documents lower in the ranking is re-
duced or discounted. The total gain obtained from a given ranking, at a particular
rank k, is measured through DCG@k or DCGk, formalised as:
DCGk “ rel1 `
kÿ
i“2
reli
log2 i
where reli is the relevance level of document d retrieved at rank i, although bin-
ary relevance judgements can also be used. The log2 i used in the denominator
provides the degree with which gain is reduced at lower rank — the log is used
to provide a gradual, rather than linear, reduction of gain.
Similar to precision@k, specific values of k can be used in evaluating search
quality, and these values can be averaged across a set of queries to compute and
overall estimate of (rank biased) search quality. One of the problems with this
approach is that queries can have different numbers of associated relevant doc-
uments (in a given collection), and, as such, DCG values can vary widely across
queries, making an average DCG value difficult to interpret. To allow for com-
parisons across queries, Järvelin and Kekäläinen (2002) propose a normalised ver-
sion of DCG (nDCG). Normalising occurs by comparing the DCG@k values to the
ideal DCG (IDCG) at position k. IDCG is computed by sorting all the documents
in the collection that are relevant to a given query by their relative relevance, and
computing DCG@k over this sorted list; formally:
nDCGk “ DCGkIDCGk
IDCGk “
|Ak|ÿ
i“1
2reli ´ 1
log2pi` 1q
Some of the limitations of nDCG include the fact that it does not penalise non-
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relevant documents placed high in the ranking, and that it is unsuitable for quer-
ies that often have many equally relevant results (e.g., “things to do in Glasgow”).
We make use of nDCG in chapters 6 and 7 to evaluate different types of (rank
biased) system effectiveness.
Many other measures of search quality have been proposed in the (relatively)
long history of Information Retrieval. With respect to system effectiveness, meas-
ures such as the harmonic mean of precision and recall (F-score), mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) or binary preference-based measures (Sakai and Kando, 2008) are
commonly used in the research literature. In a more user-oriented approach to
evaluation, Borlund (2003b) discuss the use of simulated work tasks together with
alternative performance measures, such as relative relevance or ranked half-life,
as a more realistic alternative to system evaluation.
The design and interpretation of retrieval evaluation measures is typically ex-
plored in test environments, where information about documents and their relev-
ance to queries is available to researchers. We briefly discuss environments that
enable laboratory-based information retrieval research and model evaluation in
the following section.
2.2.2.2 Test Collections
To facilitate the reproducible study of novel retrieval algorithms, test collections
specialised for this purpose have been developed over the past decades — an
early review of test collections for information retrieval research is provided in
Spärck Jones and van Rijsbergen (1976). Many of these publicly available collec-
tions are assembled by the community around the Text Retrieval Conference10
(Voorhees and Harman, 1999), where researchers and practitioners of search typ-
ically compete in a series of challenges aimed at advancing the field of Informa-
tion Retrieval in various ways.
Many collections have been developed over the past decades, tailored to-
wards different search-related tasks, such as microblog retrieval (Sequiera and
Lin, 2017), medical record search (Voorhees, 2013) or search over specialised in-
formation structures, such a genome data (Hersh, 2002) or large-scale chemical
data (Lupu et al., 2009). The characteristics of such collections have been dis-
cussed briefly in the previous section. Typically, these collections contain a set of
documents, a set of queries that might be issued to a search system tasked with
locating relevant content within the collection of documents, and a set of binary
or multi-level document relevance judgements for each query (usually collected
10Commonly known as TREC.
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by employing people to assess relevance).
In our work, we make use of the collection assembled by Nguyen et al. (2012).
This publicly available collection contains results from 108 real web search en-
gines, ranging from large general web search engines such as Google or Bing,
to small domain-specific engines (such as image search services). For a set of 50
test queries, Nguyen et al. (2012) collected relevance judgements for the top 10
results returned by each of the search engines they considered. In chapter 6, we
make use of this collection to investigate our approach to result composition in a
heterogeneous web environment.
Test collections and their corresponding test environments allow research in
the field of Information Retrieval to advance, by enabling easily controllable and
reproducible studies. The efforts made to develop theses publicly available data-
sets are significant, and we acknowledge them here, as they also enable our work.
2.2.3 Retrieval Across Collections
The retrieval models discussed in the previous sections make the assumption
that documents within a collection have the same underlying (textual) structure,
or that the same model applies equally as well to different collections. In practice,
however, different models, algorithms or algorithm parameters are used in con-
junction with different collections to optimise retrieval effectiveness. In certain
situations, it is desirable to merge the outputs of several retrieval systems, each
aimed at a different collection, within one single ranking, in order to provide
users with unified search access to a wide range of collections. This raises in-
teresting questions about how to select collections that contain relevant inform-
ation, when multiple collections are available, how to assess collection relevance
to a given query, or how to merge rankings output from different retrieval mod-
els (and different underlying collections) within a unified ranking. The following
sections reviews prior research efforts focused on modelling information retrieval
across collections of documents.
2.2.3.1 Federated Search
Federated search — also known as federated information retrieval or distributed
information retrieval — is a technique for searching multiple text collections sim-
ultaneously (Shokouhi and Si, 2011). In federated search, queries are submitted to
search systems connected to different document collections. Results are returned
by selected systems (i.e., systems that are estimated as relevant), and are then
merged within a single ranked list. Federated search is preferred over centralised
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search alternatives in many environments. Shokouhi and Si (2011) mention the
example of the hidden web, where specialised search systems are able to access
hidden collections of documents, that search engines such as Google cannot easily
index (examples of such systems are PubMed11, the US census bureau12 or various
patent offices that provide search over private information). Instead of attempt-
ing to index documents in the underlying “hidden” collections of such systems
(some of which cannot be accessed at all), federated search techniques pass quer-
ies to the interface of the specialised search systems and merge their results in
a unified ranking. The final output is a ranking of documents, originating from
various collections, ranked by their estimated relevance to the query.
The major challenges in federated search are related to (i) determining which
specialised search systems to issue the query to (known as the collection selec-
tion problem), (ii) creating representations of search systems for the purpose of
determining which systems and their associated collections are relevant to the
query (known as the collection representation problem), and (iii) merging results
from various systems within a single ranking by computing a unified relevance
estimate across specialised rankings (known as the result merging problem).
The collection representation problem is typically addressed by issuing a wide
range of queries (e.g., a representative sample of queries observed previously) to
each specialised search system and collecting the results returned. Each result
sample (associated with a specific search system) is then assumed to be represent-
ative of the specialised service and its underlying collection (sometimes referred
to as the representation set of a search system). What make a sample of documents
representative for a collection is one of the problems that is addressed by prior
research in this space. Shokouhi and Si (2011, c. 2) provide an expert review of
modern approaches to collection representation.
In federated search, after a query is issued by a user, the system needs to
determine which collections contain potentially relevant information. In other
words, collections need to be ranked according to their estimated relevance to
the query. Various strategies for selecting relevant collections have been explored.
Shokouhi and Si (2011) defines the following categories of techniques: (i) lexicon-
based strategies, which treat collections as bags of words13 and rank them ac-
cording to their (i.e., their representation set) lexical similarity to the query; (ii)
document surrogate strategies, which incorporate information from individual
document rankings in addition to lexical similarity; or (iii) classification-based
11https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ – Accessed March 2018.
12http://www.census.gov – Accessed March 2018.
13A set of unique terms observed in the collection.
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strategies, which attempt to determine relevant collections by assessing the sim-
ilarity of a query to other queries for which relevant collections are known —
other specialised strategies are reviewed in Shokouhi and Si (2011, c. 3).
In our work, we make use of the relevant document distribution estimation
(ReDDE) collection selection strategy (Si and Callan, 2003). ReDDE attempts to
select a small number of collections, with the largest number of relevant docu-
ments, by explicitly estimating the distribution of relevant documents across all
the collections. It then ranks collections based on the likelihood of containing rel-
evant information. Formally, the number of documents relevant to a query q in a
collection c is estimated as follows:
Rpc, qq «
ÿ
dPSc
PpR|dq |c||Sc|
where PpR|dq is the estimated probability of document d being relevant (e.g., by
counting how many query terms exist in the document), |c| is the size of the col-
lection, which is typically known or can be computed a priori, |Sc| is the size of
the collection’s representation set, and |c|{|Sc| is an estimate of prior probability
of collection relevance (e.g., if there is one relevant document in the represent-
ation set Sc, |c|{|Sc| relevant documents are expected in the overall collection).
Given that the probability of document relevance to a query can be estimated in
various ways, ReDDE approximates this probability by merging all representa-
tion sets into a single collection (CSI) and ranking all documents in CSI by their
similarity to the query. A document’s estimated relevance is then assumed to be
proportional to its position in this unified ranking. Typically, the probability of
relevance is assumed constant for the top ranked documents of the unified rank-
ing of documents; formally:
ppR|dq “
$’’&’’%
α, if rpdq ă β
ÿ
i
|ci|
0, otherwise
where |ci| denotes the number of documents in collection ci, β is a percentage
threshold (Si and Callan (2003) suggest the value β “ 0.003 achieves robust per-
formance across collections) which selects how many documents at top rank to
consider relevant, and rpdq is the rank of a document in the unified ranking.
Many different variants of ReDDE have been proposed in the literature, for
various specific search tasks, primarily investigating alternative methods of es-
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timating relevance (Si and Callan, 2004; Thomas and Shokouhi, 2009). We make
use of ReDDE in chapter 6 to estimate collection relevance in a heterogeneous
web environment in order to apply our result composition approach.
The last step of federated search involves merging (or interleaving) results14.
Each search system returns a list of documents that is sorted by document rel-
evance to the query. The federated search system must, then, estimate a unified
relevance measure associated with individual documents, across rankings, and
rank all documents according to this estimate. Most merging techniques assume
that the degree of overlap among individual rankings is negligible (Shokouhi and
Si, 2011) — although de-duplication has been explored in the context of federated
search as well (Bernstein et al., 2006; Shokouhi et al., 2007).
One of simplest (and most popular) approaches to result merging is the CORI15
formula (Callan et al., 1995). CORI combines relevance estimate scores for both
collections and documents into a unified document score. Formally, given a col-
lection score Ci, its normalised relevance score C1i is computed by:
C1i “
Ci ´ Cmin
Cmax ´ Cmin
where Cmin is the score of the collection estimated as least relevant, and Cmax is
the score of the collections estimated as most relevant. Collection score is then
combined with individual document scores. Given a document Di, its unified
relevance score D1i is estimated by:
D1i “
Di ` α ¨Di ¨ C1i
β
where α and β are heuristic-derived weighting parameters (Callan et al. (1995)
suggest α “ 0.4 and β “ 1.4). We make use of the CORI re-weighting technique
in chapter 6, where we explore merging results, retrieved from various hetero-
geneous collections, within composite objects.
Other types of result merging technique have been explored, from using re-
gression to determine optimal collection and document weighting strategies (Si
and Callan, 2002, 2003), to merging multi-lingual documents in a unified rank-
ing (Si and Callan, 2006; Si et al., 2008). Shokouhi and Si (2011) provide an excel-
14Different types of result merging are discussed in the literature: federated search merging, data
fusion and metasearch. Data fusion typically refers to merging the outputs of various search
systems that return results from the same collection, whereas metasearch is used interchangeably
with federated search merging.
15From collection retrieval inference network.
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lent review of modern research efforts and practical developments in the space of
federated information retrieval.
2.2.3.2 Aggregated Search
Much like federated search, Aggregate Search is the task of selecting collections
(i.e., verticals) and merging results into a unified ranking. Unlike federated search,
aggregated search explores collections of documents that are heterogeneous, mean-
ing that the they contain different types of media (e.g., image, video or tweets) or
focus on different types of search tasks (e.g., search for local business, products
for sale, scientific articles) — indeed, aggregated search is sometimes referred to
as federated search over heterogeneous environments.
As with federated search, the main tasks in aggregated search consist of ver-
tical selection, vertical representation and results merging. In contrast to federated
search, where most approaches assume all collections contain textual documents
(and therefore can be processed in the same way), in aggregated search, most col-
lections contain very different types of items that can not be indexed and searched
in the same way (Arguello, 2017). This heterogeneity of content makes estimat-
ing relevance across verticals challenging — unlike federated search, where the
same scoring function can be applied to every available collection. Thus, in ag-
gregated search, vertical selection and merging approaches need to make use of
vertical-specific features. Finally, most federated search approaches assume that
results retrieved from different sources can be merged in an unconstrained fash-
ion (Arguello, 2017). However, in most aggregated search approaches, results are
typically merged at block-level, because document surrogates vary widely across
collections and also because estimating unified relevance scores across heterogen-
eous vertical is challenging. As such, result presentation approaches in aggreg-
ated search need to consider where and how to display vertical results within
a unified ranking. To summarise, the additional challenges in aggregate search
compared to federated search are: (i) documents across collections have widely
varying underlying representations, and as such a uniform approach to estimat-
ing collection relevance is difficult; (ii) document relevance across collections is
not directly comparable; (iii) merging results in unified ranking needs to consider
vertical-specific features, in addition to document relevance estimates. Many of
these challenges transfer to result composition as well, some of which we address
in chapter 7, where we study the problem of representing heterogeneous docu-
ments in a unified feature space.
Modern approaches to aggregated search make use of machine learning to
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combine a wide range of features into vertical selection and vertical presentation
models. These features can be derived from query or vertical properties (e.g., for
a query containing the term “images”, it is likely that the image vertical is rel-
evant). However, given differences between collections in an aggregated search
context, not all features may be available across verticals — Arguello (2017) give
the example of the weather vertical, which is typically not directly searchable,
and therefore does not have a vertical-specific search log or features derived from
such a log. Another challenge is that features across verticals might indicate rel-
evance in different ways. For example, items retrieved from the news vertical
can receive more clicks than items from the weather vertical (i.e., items from the
weather vertical can satisfy a searcher’s information need directly on the uni-
fied results page), therefore incorporating such features into vertical selection or
vertical presentation models is a challenge. Arguello (2017) provide an expert re-
view of modern approaches to aggregated search, covering both user-centric and
system-centric perspectives.
Like aggregated search, result composition is concerned with selecting hetero-
geneous documents from different verticals and merging these documents within
a unified results page. Unlike aggregated search, result composition aims to con-
struct complex result aggregates, that contain information from multiple vertic-
als, which are specific to individual aspects of a searcher’s query, and are not in-
tegrated within the results page as a (vertical or horizontal) ranking. In addition,
result composition also explores which results to return to users from individual
verticals, rather than simply returning the top-k results, as in the case of most
modern approaches to aggregated search.
Aggregated search has been studied widely in the context of web search, as
such, we review its application in more detail in the following chapter, where we
discuss interfaces and interactions in web search.
2.2.4 Clustering and Composition
Organising documents around common properties or features has been widely
explored in Information Retrieval. Ranking, for example, is a type of organising
documents around their common properties in relation to a user’s query, whereas
clustering and composition typically relate to organising documents around their
common properties in relation to each other. Most of the basis for research around
clustering and composition is provided by the cluster hypothesis, originally for-
mulated by van Rijsbergen (1979):
“Closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same request.”
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In this section we review clustering as applied to information retrieval, as well as
composite retrieval and its defining characteristics in contrast to clustering.
2.2.4.1 Clustering and Retrieval
Clustering algorithms for information retrieval group documents within a collec-
tion into closely-related subsets (i.e., clusters). The goal of clustering algorithms
is to identify documents that are similar to each other, and assign them to a com-
mon clusters in such a way as to maximise the cluster’s internal cohesion, while
at the same time minimising similarities between clusters.
Different types of clustering algorithms have been developed and applied
to information retrieval. Manning et al. (2008) distinguishes between flat and
hierarchical clustering algorithms, where flat clustering generates a set of clusters
without explicit structure that can relate clusters to each other, whereas hierarch-
ical clustering outputs a hierarchy of clusters that have explicit connections. Flat
clustering approaches have the benefit of being conceptually simple, but require
defining a specific number of clusters K a priori and are non-deterministic. Hier-
archical clustering algorithms on the other hand output a more informative hier-
archy of clusters which can be helpful in revealing relationships between docu-
ments, do not require pre-specified parameters and are (mostly) deterministic.
In some of the earlier work on clustering for information retrieval, Voorhees
(1985) investigated whether the cluster hypothesis — as mentioned above —
characterises different types of document collections, and found that even though
clusters of documents are more readily identified within some collections than
others, cluster-based retrieval (e.g., ranking results from a relevant cluster higher)
is not affected by how well clustering characterises the underlying collection.
Even though there is evidence suggesting the cluster hypothesis holds across
collections, employing clustering in information retrieval can take many different
forms. Typically, clustering can be applied to a collection as a whole, after which
clusters can be ranked and returned in response to user queries, rather than in-
dividual documents, or clustering can be applied after retrieval, on a subset of
documents extracted from the collection in response to a given query (i.e., query-
specific clustering). Clustering can also be used to improve ranking algorithms by
providing additional information regarding document content, relative to cluster
or collection content. Specifically, Kurland (2008) or Liu and Croft (2004, 2008) use
clustering as a way to estimate a distribution of terms relevant to a given query,
by ranking clusters in response to the query and using the distribution of terms
within highly ranked clusters as a basis for assessing the likelihood of documents
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(within or across clusters) being relevant.
Clustering algorithms are general techniques, widely discussed in the field of
Machine Learning, and are not specific to information retrieval modelling nor do
they provide a theoretical perspective on the relationship between queries and
documents. As such, we not review clustering algorithms in more detail here.
However, clustering has very practical applications in search, and we review the
application of clustering in the following chapter, where we discuss interfaces
used in searching the web.
2.2.4.2 Composite Retrieval
Composite retrieval has been proposed in a number of recent studies (Amer-
Yahia et al., 2013, 2014; Basu Roy et al., 2010; Leroy et al., 2015) as a method of
assembling information objects that adhere to certain constraints, using items re-
trieved from various sources. Composite information objects — called bundles
in Basu Roy et al. (2010), or Amer-Yahia et al. (2013), composite items in Leroy et al.
(2015), composite objects or composite results in this thesis — address the task of
finding complementary items that together achieve a common goal (Amer-Yahia
et al., 2014). For example, many of the studies referenced above mention finding
restaurants while visiting an unfamiliar city as a plausible scenario in which com-
posite retrieval can be applied. In such a scenario, a searcher might want to find
several restaurants to try throughout their visit. A search system would typically
respond with a ranking of restaurants in response to a user’s query. However,
a searcher in this context might have budget or time constraints, and so the res-
taurants retrieved by the system would need to satisfy these constraints, as well
as the underlying information need. Beyond resource constraints, the searcher
might have subjective preferences for different cuisines or allergy considerations.
Even more, the searcher might prefer visiting different types of restaurants on
successive days, and as such, returning composite objects, each containing mul-
tiple restaurant, for different days might be appropriate. These composite objects
would need to be compatible (e.g., not contain the same restaurants, be within a
certain geographical distance) not only meet searcher’s resource constraints. In
such scenarios, composite retrieval can provide searchers with results assembled
within composite objects that are complementary and representative for searchers’ in-
formation needs. Other scenarios that are typically mentioned in prior work in-
clude finding a set of compatible gadgets (e.g., finding a mobile phone and its
related accessories) or finding a set of landmarks that are close to each other.
More formally, composite retrieval is defined as the task of retrieving a set of
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composite objects S “ tS1, ..., Sku, where a composite objects Si is a set of items
that satisfy constraints of complementarity and budget. The set of all possible items
is defined as I , where each item is uniquely identified and has a number of as-
sociated attributes (i.e., features). Typically, given two items u, v P I , composite
retrieval assumes the existence of a similarity function spu, vq : I ˆI Ñ r0, 1s (e.g.,
cosine similarity between feature vectors). The validity of a composite object is
formally defined in Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) as:
Complementarity. Given a property α of the items in I , no two items in
Si P S exhibit the same value for that property: @u, v P Si, u.α ‰ v.α.
Budget. Given a non-negative and monotone function f : 2I Ñ R, and a
budget threshold β, @Si P S , f pSiq ď β. An example budget limit is the
number of items within a composite object.
Continuing the example above, Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) suggest property α as
cuisine type (e.g., Korean, Italian) or neighbourhood (e.g., Ballard or Capitol Hill
in Seattle). Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) then define composite retrieval as:
Composite retrieval. Given a set of items I “ ti1, ..., inu, a pairwise simil-
arity function spu, vq for each pu, vq P I ˆ I , a complementarity attribute α,
a budget function f : 2I Ñ R, a budget threshold β, an integer k, and an
empirically defined scaling parameter γ, find a set S “ tS1, ..., Sku of valid
composite objects that maximises:
ÿ
1ăiăk
ÿ
u,vPSi
γ ¨ spu, vq `
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
p1´ γq ¨ p1´ max
uPSi, vPSj
spu, vqq
Given this formal definition, it is apparent that composite retrieval has an ob-
jective function that is very similar to traditional clustering, where the quality of
clustering is defined as the weighted combination of the quality of single clusters
(i.e., intra-cluster cohesion), and the distance between clusters (i.e., inter-cluster
separation). Unlike traditional clustering, composite retrieval does not aim for a
total partitioning of the input space within clusters, but rather seeks to retrieve
a (potentially small) set of k objects, that meet certain constraints. Composite re-
trieval can be seen as a type of constrained clustering (Wagstaff and Cardie, 2000),
where the requirement for items within a composite object to have different val-
ues for property α is a type of cannot-link constraint (Wagstaff and Cardie, 2000;
Wagstaff et al., 2001) (i.e., given the presence of an item with value x for prop-
erty α within a composite object, no other item with value x for property α can
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be added to the composite object). Constraint clustering is an emerging area of
Machine Learning, which, like clustering, is typically concerned with a complete
partitioning of the input space (Davidson and Ravi, 2007; Davidson et al., 2007).
In contrast, composite retrieval is concerned with selecting and ranking (in re-
sponse to a query) a set of k representative composite objects.
Beyond providing a definition, Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) also formally prove
that the task of composite retrieval is NP-hard, by reducing from the Maximum
Edge Sub-graph problem. They propose several two-step greedy approximation
algorithms to address the complexity of the task by first producing and then
selecting an approximately optimal set of composite objects, and evaluate their
algorithms. Extending their work, Leroy et al. (2015) adapts a constrained clus-
tering algorithm (i.e., Fuzzy C-Means (Bezdek et al., 1984)) to the task of compos-
ite retrieval, by incorporating measures of validity, cohesion and representativeness
in the algorithm objective function. They evaluate their work on three differ-
ent datasets and suggest that an integrated approach, as proposed in their work,
outperforms two-stage ones, as proposed in Amer-Yahia et al. (2014), leading to
composite objects that are more representative of the input space.
Similar approaches to composite retrieval have been employed in recommend-
ation tasks. The Composite Alternative Recommendation Development (CARD) frame-
work proposed by Brodsky et al. (2008) investigates an approach to recommend-
ation that returns groups of compatible items (e.g., a phone and its related ac-
cessories), that also meet certain user-defined constraints, rather than individual
items in a ranked list. In a similar context, Xie et al. (2010) explore recommending
variable size composite objects, and provide approximate solutions to compos-
ite recommendation; De Choudhury et al. (2010) and Basu Roy et al. (2010) also
explore different approaches to composite recommendation.
In chapter 6, we study the application of composite retrieval, in a similar
definition to that provided by Amer-Yahia et al. (2014), to heterogeneous web
search. In our work, we explicitly look at ranking composite objects, in addition
to creating and selecting representative objects. Given that in web search, top-
ical relevance is highly correlated with a satisfactory user experience (Sanderson
et al., 2010), in contrast to prior studies of composite retrieval, we use topical
relevance as our main criteria of optimisation. In addition to relevance, we expli-
citly encode coherence, topical diversity and vertical diversity within our approach to
object selection. Given the heterogeneous nature of our experimental collection,
we also explicitly address the problem of estimating item similarity, something
that is typically assumed in prior studies of composite retrieval. We then eval-
uate our approach against other methods of aggregating heterogeneous content
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on the web that are widely used in practice (e.g., aggregated search), rather than
only compare between different methods of constructing composite objects, as in
most prior work in this space.
In general, our work on result composition differentiates itself from prior ef-
forts on composite retrieval in two directions: firstly, our work provides a novel
user-centric perspective on result composition, something that has not been in-
vestigated in previous studies; secondly, our system-centric work explores the
application of result composition to the context of heterogeneous web search, and
addresses problems specific to this context (e.g., bridging the cross-vertical gap),
something that has not been explored in prior studies.
2.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we review some of the more theoretical aspects of Information
Retrieval that provide a foundation for this thesis. We begin the chapter with an
attempt at reviewing prior efforts at conceptualising search, from a user-centric
perspective, discussing user models of search, as well as reviewing some of the
vocabulary used in the literature and throughout this thesis to communicate about
search (e.g., information objects, topical relevance, usefulness). We then review
concepts from the system-centric perspective of information retrieval, discussing
general retrieval models, evaluation metrics, as well as retrieval across collec-
tions. Finally, we review previous work on composite retrieval, an area of research
within which our work is contextually placed.
The study of Information Retrieval is motivated by the application of theoret-
ical models to real-world settings. For many people, the only real-world setting
in which they interact with Information Retrieval is web search. In the following
chapter, we review previous work on web search, from an applied perspective,
discussing web search interfaces and interactions, highlighting how our work on
result composition complements prior efforts.
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Searching the Web
The main goal of theoretical research in Information Retrieval is improving real-
world search systems. By far the most popular search systems today are those
that help people find information on the web. In this chapter, we review prior
research related to the way people engage with web search systems, focusing on
search interfaces and user search interactions, rather than algorithms or formal
retrieval models. In addition, we place emphasis on heterogeneous information
access, as this aspect of web search is directly related to our work. We begin
the chapter by reviewing prior research on users’ interactions with web search
systems, and the use of interaction records in improving search experience.
3.1 Search Interactions
The primary way people interact with web search systems is by issuing quer-
ies and selecting results. All commercial search providers record these interac-
tions, on one hand to improve the underlying search machinery in various ways
(e.g., train algorithms, evaluate system performance), and on the other to en-
able commercial profit through targeted advertising. Research efforts directed at
web search also make use of search interactions, typically recorded in laboratory-
based user studies. Given that we make extensive use of search behaviour records
throughout this thesis, in this section, we briefly discuss different types of search
interactions, how they are recorded in both real-world and research settings, and
how they have been previously used to better understand and improve search
experience on the web.
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3.1.1 Recording Search Interactions
To conduct research on users’ behaviour when engaging in web search, various
data are recorded by search systems (real or experimental) regarding both search
activity (e.g., clicks) and search context (e.g., mobile or desktop). It is common
that these data contain the type of event being logged, a timestamp, and other
information associated with the interaction event (White, 2016, c. 2). Numer-
ous approaches to recording search interactions can be employed, depending on
whether the search system under examination is used in a laboratory or natural
setting. We briefly review these approaches next.
3.1.1.1 Laboratory Settings
Laboratory-based studies of web search are studies conducted by researchers in
controlled environments (i.e., by using an experimentally controlled search sys-
tem) with the goal of understanding how people engage in web search. Such
studies allow researchers to capture a broad range of user interactions with search
systems, and also enable them to isolate the effects of extraneous variables (e.g.,
screen size or network latency) on search behaviour. Capturing richer interaction
records is also possible in laboratory settings, such as records containing inform-
ation about users’ keystrokes, application switching events or eye movements,
which are typically not possible in real-world settings (White, 2016, c. 2). The
laboratory-based studies discussed in this section can also be described as user
studies, which, as Kelly (2009, c. 7) point out, has become a term generally used to
describe any study that involves human participants.
Different types of laboratory-based user studies have been used to investigate
users’ web search behaviour. Kelly (2009, c. 4) distinguish between exploratory,
descriptive and explanatory studies. Exploratory studies are typically conducted
when a particular phenomenon is not understood, descriptive studies usually
document and describe a particular phenomenon, whereas explanatory studies
examine the relationship between multiple variables with the goal of predict-
ing or explaining a certain phenomenon (Kelly, 2009). Chapter 4 presents the
outcomes of an exploratory, laboratory-based user study we conducted aimed
at investigating searchers’ perspective on result composition, whereas chapter
5 presents the outcomes of an explanatory user study investigating interactions
between entity card properties, searchers’ behaviour and their perceived task ef-
fort when engaging in web search.
In most laboratory-based information seeking studies, search scenarios and
information needs are simulated and assigned by researchers to study participants,
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who then use an experimental search system to address their assigned inform-
ation need. However, participants need not be physically co-located with the
search system under investigation (i.e., in the same lab as the researchers). In-
deed, in information retrieval research, it has become common to conduct user
studies with participants recruited from crowdsouring platforms, such as Amazon
Mechnical Turk1 or CrowdFlower2, who engage with an experimental search sys-
tem remotely — Arguello and Capra (2014, 2016) and Maxwell et al. (2017) are
some examples of such studies. The main benefits of crowdsourcing, over co-
located study participants, are the ease with which participants can be recruited
and filtered based on a wide range of criteria, and the low cost in conducting such
studies with large numbers of participants. In contrast, lower reliability of exper-
imental outcome measures in crowdsourcing experiments is often mentioned as
a disadvantage (Alonso and Lease, 2011; Lease and Yilmaz, 2013) (as well as the
more obvious disadvantages of not limiting the effects of extraneous variables or
not being able to observe searchers’ context in detail). In chapter 5, we conduct
an experiment investigating the effect entity cards have on search behaviour, and
recruit participants to engage with our experimental search system via crowd-
sourcing platforms. We address the outcome reliability issue from several angles,
as discussed further in chapter 5.
In addition to rich interaction records, complementary methods of recording
users’ search experience are typically employed in laboratory-based user stud-
ies, such as interviews or questionnaires, which can help researchers develop
a broader understanding of search experience, and which cannot be easily de-
ployed in natural settings. One of the most widely used questionnaires to gauge
users’ perceived task effort in relation to various experimental manipulations is
the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) (Hart and Staveland, 1988). The TLX is used to
assess perceived workload, and measures various types of demands imposed on
participants during their task, as well as self-assessed effort, frustration and per-
formance. The TLX has been applied in various studies related to information
seeking (Brennan et al., 2014; Speier and Morris, 2003; Stasi et al., 2011), and in
chapter 5, we make use of the TLX to estimate the effect entity card manipulations
have on users’ perceived effort when searching the web.
The most common criticisms of laboratory-based studies are that they are ar-
tificial (i.e., they use simulated search tasks and information needs), and do not
generalise to the real-world (Kelly, 2009, c. 4). To address these issues, collecting
and analysing search interaction data generated in natural settings has also been
1https://www.mturk.com/
2Recently renamed to Figure Eight: https://www.figure-eight.com/
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explored in information retrieval research, as briefly discussed next.
3.1.1.2 Natural Settings
Different methods of recording search interactions in a natural settings have been
explored. Perhaps the most widely used approach by commercial search engines
is collecting interaction events from each individual interacting with the system,
recorded in what is commonly known as a query log. Query logs are used extens-
ively by search providers, as discussed in the following section. Various query
logs from commercial search engines have also been made available for public
research3. In chapter 7, we make use of a large-scale query log to derive repres-
entations for heterogeneous documents within a unified feature space.
Query logs are records of entirely natural search behaviours, but typically fo-
cus on few interaction events, primarily due to practical aspects (e.g., network
bandwidth or data storage costs). To address some of the limitations of query
logs, researchers have also explored using specialised software that searchers can
install on their devices (e.g., browser toolbars) which can track search activity in
more detail (e.g., record what browser tabs are open during search) or prompt
users with questionnaires when executing different types of search interactions
(e.g., Fourney et al. (2017) use a browser extension to detect when searchers are
looking for word definitions on the web, and insert a questionnaire in the results
page for them to fill in, in an effort to enhance query log data with additional in-
formation on searchers’ motivations). Methods such as longitudinal studies (e.g.,
Vakkari (2000)) or case studies (e.g., Ford and Graham (2016)) have also been ex-
plored, but are less common, in information retrieval research.
3.1.2 Types of Interactions
White (2016, c. 2) distinguish between two types of search interactions: (i) atomic
interaction events, such as individual queries or clicks, and (ii) sequences of interac-
tion events over time. This distinction is motivated by the different ways in which
interactions can be used to improve search systems (e.g., clicks can be used to im-
prove the ranking of results, whereas sequences of clicks can be used to personal-
ise search over time). In our work, we interpret and report on atomic interaction
events and, as such, we discuss these events and how they have previously been
used to improve web search next.
3AOL, MSN or Yandex query logs.
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3.1.2.1 Queries
In web search, queries are the only method of expressing information needs. Web
search engines typically record what queries are issued by searchers to enable a
range of applications, such as spelling correction or query recommendation. For
example, Cucerzan and Brill (2004) show how recording user queries at scale
can be used to generate corrected versions of misspelled queries. Query correc-
tions have become common elements of modern web search interfaces. Query
auto-completion is another application area of search interaction records. Query
auto-completion is typically enabled on the search interface as the user is typ-
ing a query, and is intended to support more rapid expression of information
needs. In web search, query auto-completion is based on query — or query pre-
fix (Chaudhuri and Kaushik, 2009) — frequency across the searcher population,
but can also be personalised to consider individuals’ search history (Shokouhi,
2013). Moreover, queries issued by a population of searchers and recorded by
search engines can also be used to provide query recommendations (i.e., queries
that may be useful as follow-up queries to a searcher’s current query).
In addition to query-related applications, such as spelling correction or auto-
completion, query interaction records can be used to determine the similarity of
documents (e.g., documents retrieved and clicked for a given query are likely
related). In chapter 7, we make use of query interaction records, collected from a
real-world web search engine, to assess document similarity across verticals.
3.1.2.2 Clicks
Clicks on results are used widely by popular web search systems as indicators of
result relevance. Aggregated across the searcher population, result clicks, as col-
lected in query logs, are some of the most important features used in improving
ranking quality in commercial web search (Jiang et al., 2016). Even though clicks
are not equivalent to explicit relevance judgements (assigned by professionals
employed to determine a document’s relevance to a given query), there is extens-
ive evidence in the literature suggesting that clicks, aggregated across searcher
populations, are useful in improving the direct ranking of documents (Agichtein,
Brill and Dumais, 2006; Agichtein, Brill, Dumais and Ragno, 2006). Besides the
number of result clicks, click-through rate (i.e., the proportion of times a result is
clicked on by searchers, relative to how often it is displayed on different result
pages) is a measure derived from direct user interactions commonly used to im-
prove and evaluate ranking quality.
In addition to clicks on individual results, the click distribution at page level is
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also typically recorded and used to improve search quality. Searchers have been
shown to scan the results page, from top to bottom, regardless of query or results
relevance (Craswell et al., 2008). Click inversions occur when more clicks are is-
sued, across searchers, on a given page, on results lower in the ranking (Clarke
et al., 2007). Click inversions are typically interpreted as signals of poor ranking
quality or result bias (e.g., White and Horvitz (2013) suggest that, in web searches
related to medical conditions, results associated with more serious illnesses re-
ceive more clicks, regardless of ranking position).
In chapter 7 we make use of result clicks collected in a large-scale search in-
teraction log to generate a unified representation space for documents across ver-
ticals. In chapter 5, we conduct an experiment where we manipulate entity card
properties and measure the effect of our manipulations on search engagement
and perceived workload. As discussed in this section, measuring clicks is a com-
mon and effective proxy for user search satisfaction, and as such, in the work
presented in chapter 5, we report the number of clicks searchers issue on web
results, in different experimental conditions, as evidence for our claims that en-
tity card properties influence overall user search experience.
3.1.2.3 Cursor Movements
In addition to click interactions, mouse cursor movements have been used reli-
ably in estimating which results are considered by searchers (Huang et al., 2011).
Cursor movements can then be used to develop models of search attention, which
in turn can be used to evaluate and optimise result presentation. However, re-
cording cursor movements can have impact on interface responsiveness and page
loading times (Huang et al., 2011), and can also generate large amounts of data
that are difficult to transfer and store. Another approach to using cursor move-
ment signals for improving search quality is by monitoring engagement with
areas of interest (AOI) on the results page (e.g., a cursor being placed over an entity
card for a long period of time). Edmonds et al. (2007) demonstrate the benefit of
recording rich representations of cursor movements (i.e., thorough the monitor-
ing of AOIs) over cursor position tracking, with respect to measuring task success,
quantifying error conditions and assessing feature usage versus feature discov-
ery. We use a similar approach in chapter 5, where we monitor cursor movements
over areas of interest (e.g., entity cards and document surrogates) to assess dif-
ferent levels of user engagement with search interfaces across the experimental
conditions we explored.
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3.1.2.4 Other Types of Interactions
Other types of interactions, in addition to mouse clicks or cursor movements,
have been used in previous efforts to model and improve search experience. One
of the most widely used sources of evidence indicating result relevance is dwell
time (i.e., the amount of time that searchers spend examining a particular docu-
ment, after accessing it from the results page) (White, 2016, c. 2). Related to dwell
time, scroll depth has also been shown as a reliable indicator of document rel-
evance. Guo and Agichtein (2012) use dwell time, cursor movement, and scroll
depth to accurately predict whether searchers are engaging with relevant or non-
relevant documents.
Eye-tracking has also been used to monitor search interactions. Unlike cursor
movements, eye-tracking requires the use of special hardware, and is therefore
mostly used in laboratory studies of search behaviour. Eye-tracking can be used
to determine which elements of the interface attract searchers’ attention even in
the absence of mouse movements or clicks (e.g., on devices that do not make
use of cursors) (Buscher et al., 2010), or to measure searchers’ pupillary response,
as an indicator of relevance (Gwizdka and Zhang, 2015). Differences between
searchers with respect to visual attention patterns on the results page have also
been observed (Dumais et al., 2010), suggesting that eye-tracking can be useful
for personalising search results as well.
All types of search engagement recorded in user studies or real-world systems
are generated by users interacting with a system interface. Web search interfaces
have been studied extensively over the past decades and, as such, we briefly
review prior research related to search interfaces next.
3.2 Search Interfaces
Hearst (2009) begin their seminal review of search interfaces by clarifying that the
task of a search user interface is to “aid users in the expression of their information
needs, in the formulation of their queries, in the understanding of their search results,
and in keeping track of the progress of their information seeking efforts”. In contrast
to their ambitious goal, search user interfaces, as seen in web search systems
today, are relatively simple, enabling users to (a) type keywords in a box to ex-
press what they want to find, and (b) scan a vertical list of results. In addition to
simple, web search interfaces have not changed much in their (somewhat short)
history: Hearst (2009, p. 1) remark on web search interfaces remaining “nearly
identical” in recent years, whereas White (2016, p. 24) highlight limited innova-
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tion in the way results are presented in web search, over the past few decades.
Perhaps the most significant change to web search interfaces, over the past few
years, has been the integration of diverse content within a unified results space,
through aggregated search or entity cards (as briefly discussed in chapter 1 and
detailed later in this chapter).
Why have web search interfaces remained so consistently simple4 over the
past decades? Hearst (2009) suggest as reasons for this simplicity that (i) search
is a means towards a goal, and as such any distractions from the goal should
be minimised; (ii) search is a mentally intensive task, which involves reading
and thinking about information, thus fewer distractions lead to a more usable
interface; and (iii) a wide range of people use web search, therefore the interface
needs to be navigable by people with a variety of skills and abilities.
However, even apparently simple interfaces, as those used in web search
today, contain a range of complex elements that influence users’ interaction with
the underlying system. Relatively simple display properties of search results —
such as the colour of links, amount of white space around results, or the num-
ber of results on the page — have been shown to influence the way searchers
interact with the system. As such, we review prior efforts investigating results
presentation strategies in more detail next.
3.2.1 Search Results Presentation
Most modern web search systems display results in a vertical list, typically con-
taining ten items, on a page that is known as the search engine results page or
SERP. Each result is associated with a document from the web, and usually dis-
plays the document title (i.e., a blue link), a short summary of the document (also
known as a snippet), and potentially other metadata about the document, such as
author, date, URL or rating. The representation of a document on the results page
is commonly called a document surrogate.
Surrogates shown on the results page play an important role in searchers’
assessment of document relevance. If the quality of a surrogate is poor (e.g.,
misleading title or uninformative summary), it is unlikely that its correspond-
ing document will be visited by searchers, regardless of document relevance.
Many studies have been conducted over the past decades exploring the prop-
erties of document surrogates and their role in making search interfaces more
4Simple in contrast with older search system — for example, those used by librarians, patent of-
ficers or legal professionals — which commonly required specific querying syntax (e.g., Boolean
syntax or command language) and returned highly specialised results that only a small group of
trained professionals might interact with.
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usable. Clarke et al. (2007) compared 10000 pairs of results in an effort to under-
stand why certain surrogates receive more clicks than others (in the case of results
returned for the same query and shown on the same page, in proximity to each
other). Their findings suggest that (i) highlighting query terms in the surrogate
summary is beneficial, that (ii) when the document title contains query terms,
they do not need to appear in the summary as well, and that (iii) the length of
URLs displayed in surrogates should be minimised, and their relationship with
the query emphasised. Overall, their findings suggest that highlighting query
terms in the various components of document surrogates can lead to more clicks.
Similar findings have been reported in other studies looking at query-biased
document summaries5 (i.e., document summaries that contain query terms or
fragments of text related to query terms). For example, Tombros and Sanderson
(1998) and White et al. (2003) report higher performance in terms of precision,
recall and total time taken to find relevant information (i.e., searchers find more
relevant documents faster) when query-biased summaries are used; Varadara-
jan and Hristidis (2006) report that users assign higher ratings to query-biased
summaries than those produced by commercial search engines at the time (which
were less biased towards the query). Query-biased summaries have become a de-
fault element of document surrogates in modern web search (Hearst, 2009, c. 5).
Highlighting query terms in result summaries has also been explored in a
number of studies, over the past decades. Highlighting query terms refers to
modifying the display properties of text in order to make it more noticeable (e.g.,
boldface, different colour text). Landauer et al. (1993) report that highlighting
terms in document surrogates increases the number of results scanned by search-
ers, as well as reduces the number of non-relevant results examined. More re-
cently, Yue et al. (2010) found that searchers click more on results that had query-
terms in the surrogate summary displayed in boldface. Baudisch et al. (2004)
suggest that highlighting query-terms in more detailed surrogates, that present
a document overview rather than just a document summary and its title, is also
preferred by searchers.
The length of surrogate summaries has been studied in detail as well. Cutrell
and Guan (2007) show that longer snippets (6-7 lines) improve performance for
information tasks, but degrade performance for navigational tasks, a finding fur-
ther supported by Kaisser et al. (2008). Maxwell et al. (2017) reiterate, suggesting
that searchers broadly prefer longer summaries, and perceive them as more in-
formative, but perform equally well in terms of identifying relevant documents
5Also known as query-oriented or keyword-in-context summaries
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regardless of summary length (as manipulated in their experiment).
Other ways of enhancing surrogates, by incorporating images or non-textual
elements, have been studied also. Teevan et al. (2009) investigate different sized
surrogates that contain visual elements (i.e., images and logos) extracted from
their associated documents. Their findings suggest visual summaries of docu-
ments support browsing behaviour while being significantly smaller than text-
only surrogates (which can be important in contexts such as mobile search), and
that visual summaries are particularly valuable in re-finding relevant informa-
tion. Capra et al. (2013) augment surrogates using images extracted from their
associated documents, and conduct a large-scale user study to examine the effects
image-augmented surrogates have on effectiveness (as determined, for example,
by searchers’ accuracy in finding relevant content) and efficiency (e.g., task dur-
ation). In their study, they look at document surrogates in isolation, as well as
document surrogates in context (i.e., on a results page). In addition, they invest-
igate the “goodness” of images with respect to underlying document content, and
its effect on experimental outcome measures. Their findings suggest that at in-
dividual level, augmenting surrogates with images provides very small benefits
in term of relevance judgement accuracy and duration, whereas at page level,
augmenting surrogates with images has no effect on measures of effectiveness or
efficiency, compared to text-only surrogates. Their findings also suggest that, on
result pages that are explicitly diversified (e.g., result pages returned for ambigu-
ous queries), searchers are more precise at identifying relevant documents when
augmented surrogates are displayed. Overall, their study highlights different
tradeoffs in the use of image-augmented surrogates in different situations. Sim-
ilar findings have been reported in studies prior to Capra et al. (2013), which gen-
erally report mixed results regarding image-augmented surrogates, with some
studies suggesting benefits of using images with or as document surrogates (Jiao
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2008), whereas other studies finding less clear benefits over
traditional text-based surrogates (Aula, Khan, Guan, Fontes and Hong, 2010).
Augmented surrogates have also been explored in domain specific search con-
texts. BioText (Hearst, Divoli, Guturu, Ksikes, Nakov, Wooldridge and Ye, 2007)
is a search engine that provides a novel way for researchers to access bioscience
literature. In addition to text summaries and titles, BioText enhances document
surrogates with figures extracted from the underlying document. Extensive re-
search using the BioText search interface (Divoli et al., 2010; Hearst, Divoli, Ye
and Wooldridge, 2007) found that searchers have a strong preference for image-
augmented surrogates, when searching for research literature.
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In contrast to image-augmented surrogates, which can be viewed as a mer-
ging of heterogeneous results, composite results contain multiple surrogates, of
various types, each associated with a different document and aggregated around
a common topic, rather than a common document. Although our work is not dir-
ectly concerned with the display and presentation of composite results, it it pos-
sible to conclude from the studies reviewed in this section that presentation as-
pects are crucial for the usability of search systems, and that studying the present-
ation of complex result aggregates is necessary for search systems that make use
of such aggregates. We indicate indicate presentation aspects as salient matters
for the future study of result composition in chapter 9.
In addition to the display properties of document surrogates, numerous as-
pects of the search engine results page have been studied, such as the visual dis-
play of relevance estimates associated with documents (White et al., 2007), or the
integration of interface elements that support browsing as part of the search pro-
cess. We review prior studies investigating browsing support in web search in
the following section.
3.2.2 Assistance in Browsing Results
Browsing and searching are two components of the information seeking pro-
cess. Hearst (2009, c. 8) distinguish browsing from searching by noting that
searching tends to produce new, previously unseen listings of information objects
(i.e., rankings of results) that have not necessarily been retrieved together before,
whereas browsing is a sequence of scan-and-select operations which restrict the
information space to pre-defined groups of information objects (e.g., clicking on
a result restricts the information space from a ranking of possibly relevant docu-
ments to the content of one document).
In web search, support for browsing behaviour has been offered (at interface
level) through grouping search results into pre-defined categories (i.e., result cat-
egorisation) or into arbitrary groups of inter-related documents (i.e., result clus-
tering). Given that result composition is a type of result grouping, we review
some of the more widely known approaches to categorisation and clustering next.
3.2.2.1 Categorisation
Categorisation is a system of applying one or multiple meaningful labels to in-
formation objects in a way that reflects their topical focus. Typically, the set of
possible labels is limited (and relatively small, in contrast to the number of in-
formation objects) and pre-defined in order to provide structure to the inform-
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(a) Experimental condition in Dumais
et al. (2001): results displayed in a linear
view with category labels shown, not
grouped into individual categories.
(b) Experimental condition in Dumais
et al. (2001): results displayed in a linear
view but grouped into individual cat-
egories, with category labels shown.
Figure 3.1: Interface used in Dumais et al. (2001) to explore result categorisa-
tion. Findings suggest that grouping results within categories can lead to less
time taken by searchers to locate relevant information, and that searchers have a
strong subjective preference for category grouping, over linear displays, as long
as category labels are shown on the page. From Dumais et al. (2001), as seen in
Hearst (2009, p. 179).
ation space. Hearst (2009, c. 8) differentiates between three types of category
systems available on various web search interfaces: flat, hierarchical or faceted.
Flat categorisation Figure 3.1 shows an experimental interface used in Dumais
et al. (2001) to study (flat) result categorisation in a web search setting. In their
work, web results are assigned one of ten top-level category labels (e.g., Com-
puter & Internet, Travel & Vacations, Shopping & Services). Their findings sug-
gest that grouping results within categories can lead to less time taken by search-
ers to locate relevant information, and that searchers have a strong subjective
preference for category grouping of results, as long as category labels are shown
on the page. More detailed analysis revealed that time-gains were achieved es-
pecially for queries where relevant results were displayed below rank 20 in the
linear results page, in which case categorisation typically moved relevant docu-
ments upward in the ranking.
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In a similar study, Käki and Aula (2005) design a text categorisation algorithm
that extracts the most frequent words and phrases from a list of results, and then
use this list of labels in a search interface, displayed next to a results ranking, as
a flat category structure. Selecting a label in the interface filters the ranking to
show results containing specific words or phrases. They compare their interface
to a ranking only interface, and suggest that allowing searchers to filter using
categories not only leads to faster and more accurate use of web search, but also
leads to more positive attitudes towards the search system. In a follow-up lon-
gitudinal study, Käki (2005) follow 16 searchers over two months and show that
categories are successfully used as part of users’ search habits — especially when
more results are needed to satisfy an information need, as in the case of explorat-
ory or undirected search. Kules and Shneiderman (2008) conduct a similar study
and find that searchers consider the categorised search interface as more appeal-
ing than a linear interface.
In the context of heterogeneous web search, the different vertical tabs, avail-
able on most modern web search interfaces, can be viewed as a type of flat cat-
egorisation assistance on the basis of document type, rather than content.
Hierarchical categorisation Another approach to structuring information is by
defining a hierarchy of concepts related to the information space (e.g., the table of
contents in a thesis). Hierarchical categorisation has been explored in the context
of web search, to support user browsing. Much like flat categorisation, search
interfaces making use of hierarchical categories typically displayed a tree of cat-
egories in addition to search results, on the same page. As an example, although
not in the context of web search, Landauer et al. (1993) explore the use of hierarch-
ical categorisation in a novel search interface, which they suggest can increase
search accuracy and speed.
Faceted categorisation Assigning documents a single categories is problematic,
given that most documents discuss multiple topics. Faceted categorisation ad-
dresses this problem, by assigning documents a set of category labels (e.g., Com-
puter & Internet, Web Search) or attribute labels (e.g., date created) and means for
manipulating these labels within the interface. Even though consistently found
as helpful, across studies, it still remains “an open question whether these [ categor-
isation approaches ] will eventually be widely and regularly used on the open-domain
Web” (Hearst, 2006). However, categorisation approaches are common in special-
ised search interfaces, such as e-commerce or other types of vertical search — for
instance, both the Google and Bing image search interfaces make use of categor-
isation tools to help users browse and easily filter results.
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3.2.2.2 Clustering
Clustering refers to the automatic grouping of documents or results according to
some measure of similarity (Hearst, 2009, c. 8). Unlike categorisation, where doc-
ument categories are assigned by hand or by an algorithm, clustering is driven by
similarities between document features (e.g., the terms they contain). The assign-
ment of documents to categories also typically requires a relatively limited set
of categories (Hearst, 2009, c. 8) (which tend to become very large on large-scale
collections of documents, such as the web), whereas clustering can be applied
effectively, regardless of collection size.
Clustering, as discussed in the previous chapter, can be performed at collec-
tion level (in which case, search interfaces can enable the exploration of collec-
tion clusters) or at ranking level (in which case, documents retrieved for a given
query are grouped, in the search interface, by their similar features). Although
not directed at the web, one of the most widely known search systems enabling
the exploration of collection-level document clusters is Scatter/Gather (Cutting
et al., 1992). The goal of Scatter/Gather is to group documents (in a collection)
within coherent groups (i.e., clusters) and present document groups (and their
automatically generated textual summaries) to searchers. Searchers can then se-
lect clusters (i.e., gather) that appear to contain relevant content, based on their
textual summaries, and re-cluster selected documents (i.e., scatter) based on their
feature similarity. Through this iterative clustering process, the contents of a col-
lection can be explored at incremental levels of detail. Pirolli et al. (1996) show
that using Scatter/Gather on a large collection of documents induces a more co-
herent view of a text collection, leads to searchers expressing their information
needs through a richer vocabulary, and also communicates the distribution of
relevant documents across collection clusters.
At ranking level, and in the context of web search, a number of search en-
gines have made use of result clustering over the past decades. Hearst (2009, c. 8)
mention Clusty.com6 and iBoogie.com7 as examples. Browsing assistance through
clustering is, however, not widely adopted in modern web search, as far as gen-
eral web results are considered, but is widely adopted with respect to heterogen-
eous results (e.g., images or videos). Indeed, most web search interfaces today
assemble diverse content, displayed in what can be described as clusters of het-
erogeneous documents, on a unified results page. This paradigm has become
known as aggregated search. Given that result composition is also a type of clus-
6Now renamed to Yippy.com: https://yippy.com/
7No longer available.
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tering heterogeneous results, we review prior studies on the use of aggregated
search systems in the following section.
3.2.3 Aggregated Search Results
Aggregated search refers to the task of merging results from different collections
(i.e., verticals) within a unified results page. Arguello (2017) provide a compre-
hensive review of research efforts in the field of aggregated search — with a par-
ticular focus on user search behaviour and interaction with aggregated search
systems in Arguello (2017, c. 5).8 Given that aggregated search is the de facto
method of integrating diverse content within a unified results page in modern
web search, and that our work is also concerned with merging results from dif-
ferent sources within the same results space, we review prior efforts investigating
aggregated search interfaces in more detail next.
3.2.3.1 Presentation of Aggregated Search Results
Most aggregated (web) search interfaces are defined by three design aspects:
(i) They integrate top-k results from verticals estimated as relevant within the
ranking of web results, with the goal of “showcasing” verticals that might be
useful to searchers. An alternative to this approach is allowing searchers to
access diverse content in a tabbed interface.
(ii) They display results from the same vertical in a block (with results stacked
vertically or horizontally), clearly delimited from the list of web results, as
opposed to interleaving results, regardless of type, as in the case of merging
federated search rankings.
(iii) They display only relevant verticals, and the position at which vertical blocks
are merged within the unified ranking depends on their relevance to the
query (i.e., the page is dynamically assembled in response to a query). An
alternative would be to show results from all verticals, or show vertical res-
ults at fixed positions.
Many of these design decisions are supported by prior studies exploring what
searchers expect from aggregated search systems. Multiple studies have found
that searchers are more likely to click and mark vertical results as useful when
they are blended within a unified results listing (Arguello et al., 2012; Sushmita
8We follow their structure in presenting our review of prior work in this section.
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et al., 2009; Turpin et al., 2016). Sushmita, Joho, Lalmas and Villa (2010) use
query-log analysis to show that searchers often click on diverse results for non-
navigational search, when diverse content is shown in a blended ranking of res-
ults. In addition, Bron et al. (2013) investigate a search system that allows users
to switch between an aggregated view of results (i.e., results merged within a
unified ranking) and a source-specific view (i.e., tabbed view), and find that the
blended view increases awareness about information available across sources.
These findings suggest that merging results from different sources in a unified
ranking, rather than exposing diverse content solely through a tabbed interface,
can be beneficial to search user experience.
Results from different sources can be interleaved directly, not at block-level,
like in the case of federated search. However, Arguello (2017, p. 86) point out, to
date, no single study has directly compared block-level versus item-level inter-
leaving of results and user preference on this matter. Nevertheless, the argument
for block-level merging can be made by referring to principles of pattern recog-
nition, as studied in psychology (Koffka, 2013; Palmer, 1992), which suggest that
items displayed together (i.e., in the same block, delimited from other items) are
perceived as a group and are more easily interpreted. In search, group displays
are assumed to help users more quickly identify vertical results that are relevant
and more easily disregard vertical results which are not relevant. Grouping of
results based on their type can also be seen as a form of categorisation or cluster-
ing (as discussed previously in this chapter). Given the benefits of categorisation
on searcher effectiveness and their overall perceived satisfaction with search sys-
tems — e.g., as shown in Dumais et al. (2001) — it is reasonable to assume that
block-level merging is preferable to item-level merging of heterogeneous results.
A number of studies experimented with aggregated search systems that al-
ways presented results from different verticals, regardless of query, and found
that searchers rated systems poorly compared to other systems than only provided
tabbed access to diverse content (Arguello and Capra, 2012; Turpin et al., 2016).
Chen et al. (2015) found that searchers report greater levels of satisfaction when
using search interfaces that display content extracted from relevant verticals only,
the effect being stronger for visually salient verticals (e.g., images).
3.2.3.2 Factors Affecting Aggregated Search Use
Various factors related to (i) vertical block (e.g., relevance, position in the rank-
ing), (ii) search task (e.g., task complexity) or (iii) the searcher (e.g., perceptual
speed) have been shown to affect searchers’ decision to engage with aggregated
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search results merged within a unified results page.
Vertical relevance has been shown to increase engagement with vertical res-
ults in a number of studies (Arguello and Capra, 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Turpin
et al., 2016) as well as the number of eye fixations on vertical results (Liu et al.,
2015). In addition, Chen et al. (2015) suggest that searchers perceive higher levels
of satisfaction when relevant vertical results are displayed higher in the ranking
(e.g., rank 1 versus rank 3). With respect to vertical block presentation, Sush-
mita, Joho, Lalmas and Villa (2010) and Sushmita, Piwowarski and Lalmas (2010)
uncover click biases in favour of visually salient vertical results (e.g., images or
videos), whereas Liu et al. (2015) report greater levels of visual attention given
to salient verticals, regardless of vertical relevance. Arguello (2017) conclude that
there is complex interaction between vertical relevance, position and presentation
factors, with each factor being influential on searchers’ decision to engage with
the results page, either through clicks or eye fixations.
Other factors related to search task or user characteristics have been shown
to affect engagement with aggregated search results. Specifically, Arguello et al.
(2012) found that searchers who are assigned more complex tasks engaged more
with vertical results, but only when vertical results were merged within a unified
results page, rather than exposed through a tabbed interface. With respect to user
characteristics, Turpin et al. (2016) found that users with low perceptual speed
(i.e., “speed in comparing figures and symbols [ ... ] or carrying out other simple tasks
involving visual perception” (Ekstrom et al., 1979)) took longer to complete their
tasks when using a blended aggregated search interface, rather than a tabbed one.
Overall, these findings suggest that a “one size fits all” approach to aggregating
results might not be optimal across searchers (Arguello, 2017).
3.2.3.3 Spillover Effects in Aggregated Search
Many studies in the space of aggregated search have explored how results from
one source affect user engagement with results from other sources — an effect
known in the literature as “spillover”. Studies investigating the spillover effect
typically focus on ambiguous queries (i.e., that have multiple senses — for ex-
ample, the query “tesla” which can refer to the scientist Nikola Tesla, or Tesla the
electric car). In response to ambiguous queries, search systems can either diver-
sify results, returning items relevant to all possible meanings of an ambiguous
query, or predict which meaning of the query to return results for. Arguello and
Capra (2016) found that top web results are typically diversified in response to
ambiguous queries, whereas top vertical results are skewed towards a particular
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meaning of an ambiguous query. Therefore, it is possible in aggregated search
that vertical results address a different meaning of a searcher’s ambiguous query
than their intended meaning, which can then influence their decision to interact
with other web or vertical results present on the page.
Several studies report that the spillover effect is stronger for visually salient
verticals, such as images (Arguello, 2015; Arguello and Capra, 2012, 2014; Ar-
guello et al., 2013). These studies suggest that searchers are more likely to notice
visually salient verticals which, if reflecting a different query-meaning than the
searcher’s intended one, can lead to searchers assuming the entire page contains
results that are not relevant. In addition, the spillover effect is stronger when ver-
tical results are shown higher in the ranking rather than the middle (Arguello and
Capra, 2014) or the right side of the ranking (Arguello and Capra, 2016). Arguello
and Capra (2014) also suggest that enclosing vertical results by a visual border
has a subtle moderating effect on spillover. Arguello and Capra (2016) comple-
ment this finding, suggesting no spillover effects when images are enclosed by a
border and displayed to the right of the results ranking.
Overall, findings in the context of aggregated search further support our study
of result composition. On one hand, numerous studies investigating aggregated
search show that searchers subjectively prefer and engage more with heterogen-
eous results when results are merged within a unified page, therefore suggesting
that diversity on the results page is an important aspect of web search. Our work
on result composition attempts to enhance result page diversity in a more struc-
ture approach. On the other hand, delimiting diverse results from the general
ranking is shown to have positive effects in certain contexts, which suggests that
investigating novel ways of aggregating and presenting diverse results (such as
result composition) can be beneficial for overall search experience. Such novel
methods of merging complex aggregates on the results page have been attemp-
ted previously in web search, in the form of entity cards. Therefore, we review
formal studies related to the use of entity cards in web search next.
3.2.4 Entity Cards
In addition to merging different types of results within a unified page, most mod-
ern web search engines also display entity cards9 in response to entity oriented
9Entity cards are also known in the research literature as knowledge graph results or knowledge graph
panels. We use the former term to refer to such objects on one hand because the term knowledge
graph is also the name of the knowledge base used by Google to assemble these information
objects, and therefore is more of a proprietary brand name rather than a generic term, and on
the other hand, the term entity card is useful in distinguishing between the actual search page
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queries. Entity cards are intended to enhance search experience in several ways:
(i) they help searchers navigate diversified results, (ii) provide a summary of rel-
evant content directly on the results page and (iii) support exploratory search by
highlighting relevant entities associated with a given user query. Entity cards are,
in our definition, a type of composite result.
Entity cards have become very popular. Bota et al. (2016) report that entity
cards are displayed in more than two thirds of searches triggered by ambigu-
ous queries. In a less formal setting, Enge (2017) suggest that rich answers (i.e.,
entity cards and in-line answers) are shown on the majority of Google’s results
pages. Although popular, entity cards have received relatively little attention in
the research community10, compared to aggregated search. In perhaps the first
effort exploring the use of entity cards in web search, Navalpakkam et al. (2013)
conduct a laboratory study aimed at understanding the effect of rich informational
panels (i.e., entity cards) on eye fixations and mouse movements. They report
that searchers’ flow of attention is different when an entity card is present on the
results page, compared to the widely believed top-down linear examination of
search results. Specifically, they show that searchers’ attention is captured by en-
tity cards (as reflected in both eye fixation and mouse hovers over the card) and
that, when the entity card is relevant, this leads to searchers terminating their
tasks faster. In addition, they report that a majority of searchers focus their atten-
tion on the top ranked result first, but are equally likely to scan further down the
ranked list or to shift their attention to the entity card immediately after. Overall,
their study concludes that as search pages become increasingly complex, with the
addition of non-linear interface elements, searchers’ behaviour and examination
patterns change significantly as well.
In the context of mobile web search, Lagun et al. (2014) study the effect answer
results (e.g., entity cards and in-line answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011)) have on
searchers’ satisfaction by varying their presence and relevance. They monitor eye
fixations and viewport (i.e., the part of a search page in focus on a mobile device),
and record explicit user satisfaction assessments. Their findings suggest scrolling
past the entity card or increased time spent viewing the page below the answer
result as a clear, measurable signal of user dissatisfaction with the results page.
Also in a mobile setting, Williams et al. (2016a) find that relevant entity cards
contribute to good abandonment (Chuklin and Serdyukov, 2012) in web search.
interface element and the underlying data representation model used to construct these objects
(i.e., a knowledge graph or knowledge base).
10Entity cards as interface elements have been relatively understudied in the research community,
whereas their underlying data structures (i.e., knowledge graph) have been studied extensively.
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(a) Weather answer embedded in the
results page assembled by Google in re-
sponse to the query “weather”.
(b) Stopwatch answer embedded in the
results page assembled by Bing in re-
sponse to the query “stopwatch”.
Figure 3.2: Example interface elements used by modern web search engines to
address information needs directly on the results page. Accessed April 2018.
More recently, Hasibi et al. (2017) investigate dynamic entity summarisation
for entity cards (i.e., generating query-dependent factual summaries of entities)
and show that searchers prefer dynamic summaries over static ones.
In chapter 5, we report on our study investigating the use of entity cards in
web search. Like previous studies, we manipulate card relevance and report on
measures of search engagement. Unlike previous studies, in our work we ma-
nipulate card vertical diversity and card coherence, in addition to relevance, and
also report on searcher-assessed measures of perceived task workload.
3.2.5 Other Search Interface Elements
In addition to entity cards, modern web search engines make use of a variety of
interface elements to address searchers’ information needs directly on the results
page — known as in-line answers or answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011). Figure
3.2 shows examples of in-line answers displayed on Google and Bing.
Much like entity cards, in-line answers have not been studied widely. Chilton
and Teevan (2011) conduct a first study explicitly investigating the use of in-line
answers at scale, and report that in-line answers “cannibalize” clicks from the
web results ranking. In addition, they suggest repeat search behaviour (i.e., using
the same query multiple times without issuing a click) as an indication of in-line
answer usefulness. Their findings support previous reports by Li et al. (2009)
which found that in a majority of searches that are abandoned (i.e., searches in
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which no click is issued on any of the ranked results) different types of in-line
answers are shown on the results page.
In connection with search abandonment, but in a mobile context, Williams
et al. (2016a) show that good abandonment is driven by various search interface ele-
ments, including in-line answers. In a more detailed follow-up study, again in a
mobile search context, Williams et al. (2016b) investigate the effect different types
of in-line answers have on searchers’ satisfaction. They report that satisfaction
rates vary across in-line answers that have similar abandonment rates on their as-
sociated pages, showing that answer-related abandonment is not always a type of
good abandonment. They hypothesise that answers’ ability to fully address search-
ers’ queries (e.g., factoid queries are more easily addressed by in-line answers
than broader informational needs) is a factor in determining answer-related user
satisfaction. Fourney et al. (2017) also briefly discuss the use of in-line answers
with respect to addressing linguistic information needs.
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we review prior studies related to users’ search interactions and
how these interactions can be used to improve web search experience. We begin
the chapter by reviewing different methods of recording users’ search behaviour,
and how these interaction records are used in different research or commercial
contexts to address the many challenges associated with web search. We then
review prior studies of web search interfaces, highlighting several findings that
suggest grouping results on the search interface, using various methods, can sup-
port searchers’ browsing behaviour. With respect to heterogeneous information
access on the web, we discuss prior efforts investigating aggregated search which
suggest that merging diverse content within a unified results page can improve
overall user experience. In addition, we highlight how limited prior studies of en-
tity cards are in contrast to their wide adoption by modern web search engines,
which provides additional motivation for our work.
Given this overview of web search interactions and interfaces, we present our
first contribution to understanding heterogeneous information access through
web result composition in the following chapter.
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Exploring Result Composition from
the Users’ Perspective
Aggregating results from heterogeneous sources and presenting them in a uni-
fied interface (i.e., aggregated search) has become standard practice for most
commercial web search engines. In addition, composite objects containing results
originating from different sources have started being integrated in result pages
(e.g., entity cards or in-line answers). In this chapter, we report on our study
of result composition from the users’ perspective. We conducted an exploratory
user study where 40 participants were required to manually generate composite
objects that satisfy various information needs, using pre-retrieved heterogeneous
results. Our main objective was to analyse the contents and characteristics of
user-generated composite objects. The outcomes reported in this chapter show
that users generate composite objects on common subtopics, centred around pivot
documents, and that a clear hierarchy of object properties, with respect to user
preference, is not easily determined. Research presented in this chapter is based
on previously published work available in Bota et al. (2015).
4.1 Introduction
The past three decades have seen an explosion of information on the web, in
terms of both quantity and diversity of content. Modern web search engines ag-
gregate results from heterogeneous information sources (i.e., verticals) in order to
satisfy diverse user information needs (Zhou et al., 2012). Different approaches
to aggregating information on the web have been proposed and studied, such as
federated search or aggregated search (Diaz et al., 2010). In general, these approaches
focus on merging results from multiple homogeneous text collections into one
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ranked list or inserting blocks of results from different heterogeneous informa-
tion sources within a standard search engine results page (SERP). As the web is
becoming more diverse, it is important to return to users more structured inform-
ation objects, containing information extracted from different sources. Consider
the following user information need: “travelling to Austria”. Finding all the in-
formation that satisfies this need typically involves submitting several queries,
each focusing on different aspects of travelling, such as directions, accommoda-
tion or points of interest. Composition of web results aims to address the limit-
ations of merging homogeneous blocks within heterogeneous rankings, as in the
case of aggregated search, and return to users heterogeneous results organised
within composite objects, each object containing results from multiple verticals
and satisfying different aspects of their information need.
Prior research on composite retrieval has primarily focused on either analys-
ing the algorithmic aspects of generating composite objects or formalising the
desirable properties of composite objects (Amer-Yahia et al., 2013, 2014). Limited
effort has been dedicated to understanding result composition from the user per-
spective. For example, how do users manually aggregate information? What are
the most important criteria for users when assessing the quality of information
aggregates? Answering these questions can align future developments of hetero-
geneous web search systems to users’ expectations. Therefore, we pursue this
line of research and conduct an exploratory user study which allows us to invest-
igate the contents, characteristics and topical focus of user-generated composite
objects. Broadly, in our study, participants were shown search results originat-
ing from various heterogeneous sources and were required to manually generate
composite objects that satisfy their information needs. After building objects, dif-
ferent assessments of object characteristics were collected from users, in order to
understand their preferences regarding composite object properties. The experi-
ment presented in this chapter aims to answer the following questions:
(RQ1) Do users agree with each other with respect to the subtopics they form com-
posite objects on?
(RQ2) How do users aggregate information to construct composite objects? How
vertically diverse are the composite objects generated by users?
(RQ3) Which composite object characteristics are most important to users? What
are the interactions between these characteristics?
Although our study did not consist of traditional search interactions (i.e., formu-
lating queries followed by scanning a ranked list of results), but rather composi-
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tion interactions, the analysis of user-built composite objects and accompanying
assessments offers insight into user expectations from such objects, which can in-
form the development of modern web search systems. The main contributions
of the study presented in this chapter consist of: (i) a first exploration aimed at
understanding how users manually construct composite objects; and (ii) insight
into user preference with respect to composite object content and characteristics.
4.2 Prior Work
This work builds on two broad areas of prior research that we briefly review here:
composite retrieval and user behaviour in heterogeneous information access.
4.2.1 Composite Retrieval
Responding to information retrieval queries by presenting composite items has
been proposed and investigated in a number of recent papers (Amer-Yahia et al.,
2013; Angel et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2012; Guo and Ishikawa, 2011). Many of
the above papers have provided contributions on the theoretical side, studying
the complexity of evaluating queries with constraints, and proposing different al-
gorithmic formulations. Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) studied the complexity of gen-
erating composite objects with constraints (such as budget), and proposed differ-
ent algorithmic formulations to solve the problem of object generation. In many
ways, composite retrieval on the web is similar to both result clustering and res-
ult categorisation, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3, which have been shown to
improve both searchers’ effectiveness in identifying relevant content, as well as
their subject assessments of search experience.
4.2.2 User Behaviour in Information Access
Prior work has looked at user search behaviour in detail, mainly focusing on be-
haviour in traditional search environments — some examples include Jansen and
Pooch (2001); Rose and Levinson (2004); Spink et al. (2002). Our work aims to
go beyond traditional search scenarios and investigates user behaviour in a res-
ult composition setting. User behaviour in exploratory collaborative web search
has been studied in work related to ours, specifically focused on modelling user
search processes (Yue et al., 2014).
Significant effort has been made to understand user behaviour in an aggreg-
ated search setting (Arguello and Capra, 2012, 2016; Bron et al., 2013; Zhou et al.,
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2012, 2013). In particular, Arguello and Capra (2012) — later extended in Arguello
and Capra (2016) — investigate different aspects related to results page coherence
that influence search behaviour in an aggregated search scenario. User prefer-
ence of result aggregation methods is investigated by Bron et al. (2013), where
it is shown that users prefer heterogeneous blocks blended into traditional lists
over tabbed displays when trying to obtain an overview of the available informa-
tion space. This indicates that aggregation of results within a unified results page
can be beneficial, and motivates our investigation of more elaborate aggregation
techniques in the form of result composition.
Although search behaviour in aggregated search contexts has been investig-
ated extensively over the past few year, as discussed in detail in section 3.2.3, user
engagement with web results in a composite search setting has not been studied
at all. As such, in this study we aim to investigate user behaviour in a result
composition scenario and analyse manually generated composite object to gain
insight into user expectations regarding the structure, contents and characterist-
ics of composite objects.
4.3 Experimental Methodology
Our objective was to determine the contents and characteristics of user-generated
composite objects. In light of this objective, we ran a laboratory-based user study
where participants constructed composite objects using search results originating
from different verticals and assessed their own objects in terms of several criteria.
For the study, we employed 40 participants (17 female, 23 male) with an aver-
age age of 24 (µ “ 24.75, σ “ 5.42). Each participant was compensated with
£10 for their help. Half of the participants were undergraduate students at the
time of the study, 17 were postgraduates, and 3 were in active employment. In
terms of background, 60% of them had obtained, or were interested in obtaining,
a technical degree. Participants were given 4 different composition tasks and were
asked to construct composite objects, as described below, using results cached
from several existing search engines. Each task was completed in approximately
15 minutes (µ “ 15.55, σ “ 8.80). We used 40 different topics, collected from pub-
lic aggregated search collections (Demeester et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2012). Topics
were assigned randomly to participants, the only constraint being that each topic
needed to be assigned to exactly 4 different users. Overall, each of the 40 parti-
cipants performed 4 separate tasks, for a total of 160 result composition tasks.
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Figure 4.1: Web based interface used by our participants to build composite ob-
jects. In our experiment, we used the term “bundle” in what we assumed to be a
more user-friendly synonym for the term composite object.
4.3.1 Task Design
To reflect complex information needs suited for result composition, participants
were asked to imagine that they are bloggers, preparing a series of blog posts on
different aspects related to a given topic (e.g., living in India). Their choice of
aspects (or subtopics) to focus on was unrestricted, however the subtopics were
required to be distinct. For each subtopic, they were instructed to select the most
useful search results — that they considered to be the most helpful for writing the
blog post — and place them in a composite object containing multiple heterogen-
eous search results. Although they were required to title the objects they created,
they were not required to write an actual blog post, only to pre-select search res-
ults that might be useful for writing it.
During the study, participants were first shown a description of their general
task, that of constructing composite objects, and were guided through the system
interface. The interface allowed participants to explore eight different verticals
(General Web or GW, Image, News, Video, Social, Blog,Wiki, Q&A — shown in the
Verticals box in figure 4.1), each containing 50 pre-retrieved results, for the topic
they were assigned. All text-based results were presented using a standard web
search engine style, namely a highlighted title above a short document summary.
Hovering over any search result displayed a tooltip window that contained ad-
ditional information about the result. For example, hovering over Video results
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played a 10 second extract from the actual video result (without sound).
Figure 4.1 shows the system interface used in our experiment. The verticals
were presented as part of a tabbed section which occupied the left half of the
interface. Search results were displayed in a traditional search engine layout —
text-based documents were displayed in a ranked list of results, whereas Images
and Video were displayed in a grid of thumbnails. The right section of the inter-
face was occupied by the composition area, where participants could create objects
by adding documents from any of the verticals, and assign titles to the objects.
There were no restrictions imposed on the number or size of composite objects
participants were required to construct. After the composition phase, participants
were required to assess each of their objects in terms of the five criteria described
below. They were also required to assign relevance labels (non-relevant, relevant,
highly relevant, key and navigational) to each of the documents contained by the
objects they constructed.
Finally, participants were presented with pairs of their own composite ob-
jects in a side-by-side view and asked to make a preference judgement between
the two objects. When indicating preference, they were also required to indicate
the motive behind their preference in both free-form text and by indicating one
of the five object-level criteria as being most influential on their choice (options
None and Overall were also available). Pairwise object-level preference assess-
ments allow us to determine which composite object characteristics are the most
frequent indicators of user preference, and also determine the degree to which
our participants effectively assess object characteristics independently.
4.3.2 Object-level Characteristics
After generating composite objects, participants were required to rate them on
five different criteria, using a five point scale (very, fairly, somewhat, slightly, not at
all). Our choice of evaluation criteria was inspired by previous work on evaluat-
ing search results in context (Bailey et al., 2010a,b; Golbus et al., 2014), where it
has been shown that certain aspects of search relevance are difficult or impossible
to judge in isolation. In line with previous work, we focus our evaluation of com-
posite object characteristics on the five criteria described in table 4.1.
4.3.3 Limitations
We chose to present results in a traditional layout to maintain user interface fa-
miliarity. Results added to composite objects were presented using the same type
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Relevance – Are the documents in your object relevant to the topic?
Diversity – Does the object contain a diverse set of documents?
Coherence – Are the documents in your object related and about one
specific aspect of the topic?
Freshness – Is the object interesting and current?
Overall – How satisfied are you with your object?
Table 4.1: Criteria used for the evaluation of object-level characteristics. Parti-
cipants were asked to rate each of the objects they constructed with respect to
these criteria, using a five point scale (very, fairly, somewhat, slightly, not at all).
of layout because there is limited understanding of how this type of objects can be
presented effectively on a search results page, without confusing searchers. Be-
cause we are interested in the contents and characteristics of composite objects,
not in the actual search interaction, we believe the presentation of composite ob-
jects only minimally influenced their contents.
Verticals were presented in a fixed tabbed interface, in a predefined order (i.e.,
General Web occupied the first tab, followed by Image, Video and other types of
results). Even though the ordering of verticals may have had a biasing effect
on document selection, we believe it was minimal: on one hand because parti-
cipants were explicitly encouraged to explore all verticals before engaging in the
result composition task; on the other hand, our interaction logs show that study
participants explored an average of 7 (µ “ 7.27, σ “ 1.58) verticals per tasks,
suggesting they were at least acquainted with the top results in the majority of
verticals displayed on the experimental interface.
One of the limitations of our study is the fact that participants were unable to
explore actual documents, but were constrained to generating composite objects
using search results. Because we wanted to minimise the cognitive load on our
participants, as well as keep task duration manageable, we chose not to give par-
ticipants access to actual documents. Even so, we consider result snippets to be
highly representative of actual documents, and partially mitigated this limitation
by allowing users to view highlighted document snippets, and for Video results,
short excerpts (10 seconds) from the actual material.
4.3.4 Experimental System
Search results for all topics were cached on our server. The General Web, Image
and News results were retrieved using the Bing Web Search API; the Video ver-
tical was populated using the YouTube API; the Social vertical was populated us-
ing the Twitter API; all other verticals were populated using the Google Custom
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Search API over specific websites1 that matched a certain vertical profile, sourced
from Demeester et al. (2013).
4.4 Experimental Results
Our aim was to examine result composition from two different perspectives: on
one hand, we intended to analyse the contents and structure of composite objects
by looking at the types of documents they contain; on the other hand, we were
interested in determining how users assess composite objects in terms of the five
criteria we outlined in table 4.1. In particular, we were interested in determining
which criteria are most important to users. Broadly, the main questions we aim
to answer through this study are:
• What documents do user-generated composite objects contain? What roles
do these documents play within the composite object?
• What properties of composite objects do users consider most important?
The next sections of this chapter describe our findings. Section 4.4.1 provides a
brief analysis of object subtopic agreement among users, followed by an analysis
of composite object contents and of potential roles documents perform within
composite objects. Section 4.4.2 presents our results regarding user assessed object-
level characteristics.
4.4.1 Composite Object Contents
In this section, we present our analysis of composite object contents. In total, our
40 participants constructed 519 composite objects, using 2982 unique documents
sourced from all verticals used in our study.
4.4.1.1 Subtopics
Participants were asked to construct objects using pre-retrieved results, focusing
each of their objects on a specific aspect, or subtopic, of the topic they were given.
The choice of subtopic was unrestricted as long as it was pertinent to the general
topic. They were also required to assign a free-form text title to each of the objects
they constructed. Therefore, we define the subtopic of a composite object as the
facet of a specific topic around which an object is focused, as reflected by its title. We
1For example, the Blog vertical was populated using a Google custom search engine over the following domains: word-
press.com, medium.com, tumblr.com and blogspot.com.
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employ this specific definition of object subtopic because we intend to determine
objects that are similar, in terms of their topical focus, and analyse their common
contents and common properties. We use assigned object titles as proxies for
evaluating the topical similarity of composite objects, across participants.
To determine the semantic similarity of titles (and hence, that of their corres-
ponding composite objects), we used a directional similarity metric — i.e., simil-
arity of title ti with respect to title tj — inspired from Corley and Mihalcea (2005).
Object titles are tokenised and part-of-speech tagged, and because they are rel-
atively short (mean length of µ “ 2.55 words, σ “ 1.61) we annotate each non-
stopword in a title with a subset of its most likely synonyms, as determined by
WordNet (Miller, 1995). Starting with one title, for each word in its word class
set (e.g., noun or adjective), we determine the most similar word – using the Jiang
and Conrath (1997) similarity – from the corresponding class set in the other title.
We use the word similarity scores, weighed by the id f 2 scores of corresponding
words and normalised by the id f scores of starting words, to compute the direc-
tional similarity of two titles, as elaborated in more detail in Corley and Mihalcea
(2005). We use the directionality of the metric to determine whether two compos-
ite objects are mutually about the same subtopic. Given two composite objects
ci, cj P C, with their respective titles ti, tj, where C is the set of all user-generated
objects on a given topic, we assume that two composite objects focus on the same
subtopic if their titles mutually have the highest semantic similarity score:
maxpt @ck P C, i ‰ k | simpti, tkq uq “ simpti, tjq
maxpt @ck P C, j ‰ k | simptj, tkq uq “ simptj, tiq
This measure of title similarity is used to determine participant agreement on
object subtopic: we want to determine whether participants building composite
objects on a given topic choose to focus their objects on similar subtopics, as this
is interesting in itself, but also helps us identify similar objects across users, which
further allows us to describe more general patterns in their common contents and
common properties.
On average, our study participants built 3 composite objects of search results
for every topic they were assigned (µ “ 3.21, σ “ 0.90, averaged across all users
and all study tasks) – with each object being focused on a distinct subtopic, as
per our instructions. Because we want to determine different levels of subtopic
2The British National Corpus was used to derive document frequency counts. www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
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Proportion of participants per
topic involved in determining
subtopic agreement
100% 75% 50%
Proportion of objects about same subtopic 12% 14% 16%
Proportion
of topics
with
at least 1 common subtopic 32% 75% 90%
at least 2 common subtopics 0% 32% 85%
at least 3 common subtopics 0% 5% 60%
Table 4.3: Subtopic agreement based on semantic similarity of titles assigned to
composite objects by study participants.
agreement among users — e.g., 2 out of 4 (50%) participants generating objects
on the same topic agree on at least one common subtopic — we can restrict set
C to include only objects generated by a subset of users. The results in table 4.3
show that there is a general tendency for user agreement on at least one com-
mon subtopic for a given topic — e.g., half the users built composite objects on
at least two common subtopics, for 85% of the topics used in our study. As an
example, for the topic “living in India”, the following objects, constructed by dif-
ferent users, were determined to be similar based on their titles: “Cost of living in
India”, “average prices in india” and “Employment, Cost and Standard of Living”.
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Figure 4.2: Mean number of documents of different types, averaged over all com-
posite objects created by participants. Vertical error bars represent standard error
of the mean.
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4.4.1.2 Vertical composition
One of our main research objectives was to analyse the types of documents user-
generated composite objects contain. Figure 4.2 shows the average vertical struc-
ture of a composite object. Averaged across all composite objects created by par-
ticipants, the mean number of documents contained by an object is 7 (µ “ 7.82,
σ “ 5.57), with, on average, 3 (µ “ 3.02, σ “ 1.53) unique verticals being repres-
ented within each object. On average, General Web (GW) is the most represented
vertical in user-generated objects, which is not unexpected given its intended, in-
deed highly optimised, purpose of satisfying wide ranges of information needs.
The multimedia verticals (i.e., Image and Video) are also well represented, with
roughly two documents, on average, in each object. This is a reflection of the
vertical orientation of topics used in the study and a potential click bias towards
this type of media (Sushmita, Joho, Lalmas and Villa, 2010), but also suggests
the importance of vertical diversity for users when assembling composite ob-
jects. Even more, user inclination towards vertical diversity is suggested by the
number of verticals represented in each object, given that more than 80% of com-
posite objects contain more than two verticals, as shown in figure 4.3). Note that
we instructed participants to select for composition only the results they found
most useful to their task, and did not explicitly encourage vertical diversity in
our instructions. A more detailed view on the distribution of verticals within
user-generated composite objects is shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: Number of unique verticals in all objects created by participants.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency of vertical combinations in the subset of composite ob-
jects containing documents from exactly two distinct verticals. Each bar shows
the frequency of vertical combinations, whereas the patches are proportional to
individual verticals within the subgroup.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency of vertical combinations in the subset of composite ob-
jects containing documents from exactly three distinct verticals. Each bar shows
the frequency of vertical combinations, whereas the patches are proportional to
individual verticals within the subgroup.
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4.4.1.3 Document roles
Prior work on composite retrieval explored algorithmic formulations for the con-
struction of composite objects that involved attaching complementary search res-
ults to a central item (Amer-Yahia et al., 2014). Inspired by this approach, we
analyse different roles that documents have within user-generated composite ob-
jects. We distinguish between two separate roles:
• Pivot documents: a document or set of documents that appear in multiple
composite objects on the same subtopic of a given topic, where subtopic
agreement is established as previously described in section 4.4.1.1.
• Ornament documents: a document or set of documents which originate
from different verticals than an object’s pivot document set, and which are
not explicitly assessed as irrelevant by the author of the object.
Given our definitions of document roles, it is clear that not all documents within
composite objects (e.g., irrelevant documents) are assigned a role label. Although
our definitions do not necessarily reflect all possible relationships between docu-
ments, we focus on those document roles that are, perhaps, more distinctive and
of interest to our research goals.
To assess the effect of pivot documents on composite object structure, we used
the same methodology as described in Section 4.4.1.1 to compute the semantic
similarity of pivot document titles to composite object titles, assigned to objects by
their authors. We also analysed pivot documents’ explicit relevance assessments.
Composite object that were determined as being related, through the similar-
ity of their titles, were used to identify and analyse pivot documents. In total, 47%
of the objects we determined as being about the same subtopic contained at least
one pivot document (i.e., they had at least one document in common). On aver-
age, the related objects contained one pivot document (mean µ “ 1.27, σ “ 0.56),
with the largest pivot document set containing 4 documents. Our results show
that pivot document titles are significantly (determined using a one-tailed t-test:
tp1, 435q “ 31.764, p ă 0.01qmore similar to object titles, and are also significantly
ptp1, 435q “ 70.831, p ă 0.01q assessed by users as being more relevant than other
documents within composite objects.3 Overall, roughly 21% of the composite ob-
jects constructed by our study participants are focused around at least one pivot
document which is central to the composition process and determines the object
title and its overall topical focus.
3In both tests, we use the Welch–Satterthwaite (Satterthwaite, 1946) method to approximate degrees
of freedom, given unbalanced groups.
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In addition, we analysed the vertical origin of pivot document sets. It is per-
haps not surprising that the majority of pivot documents originated from General
Web (61% of pivots) and Wiki (23% of pivots) verticals, considering their broader
scope and perhaps higher semantic load than multimedia, QA or Blog documents.
To determine the ornament make-up of composite objects, we analysed sim-
ilar objects, that contained at least one pivot document, and extracted documents
that originated from other verticals than the pivots, and which were assessed by
users as not completely irrelevant. Our intention was to determine which doc-
uments provide value through “composition” rather than explicit relevance, by
complementing object content. Our results show that similar objects, which con-
tain at least one pivot, have an average of 4 documents (µ “ 3.60, σ “ 4.26) that
match our ornament definition, originating from the Image (23%), Video (19%),
Wiki (17%) and QA (16%) verticals.
Pivot type
GW Wiki
GW 24.6%
Image 23.5% 31.1%
Video 21.3% 18%
News 7.1% 1.6%
Social 1% 6.6%
Blog 9% 11.5%
QA 17.4% 4.9%
Wiki 19.7%
Table 4.5: Vertical origin of ornament documents in composite objects containing
General Web or Wiki pivot documents.
We investigated the relationship between pivots and ornaments by analysing the
vertical distributions of ornaments in composite objects with different types of
pivots. In particular, we focused on the two main pivot types (GW and Wiki)
and analysed the types of ornaments associated with these types of pivots. Table
4.5 shows that pivot type affects ornament diversity to an extent. There is a
weak trend that suggest a complementarity relationships between different types
of pivots and ornaments. Images appear more frequently in composite objects
centred around Wiki pivots, whereas QA documents complement General Web
pivots more often. Table 4.6 also shows that, as object vertical diversity increases,
ornament documents (e.g., Video) tend to be assessed as more relevant, whereas
GW are assessed as being less relevant. This suggests that relevance becomes
distributed across different verticals in composite objects that are more diverse.
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Number of verticals in object
Two verticals Three verticals
GW 3.87 3.67
Image 3.21 3.35
Video 3.23 3.65
News 2.95 3.16
Social 2.67 2.20
Blog 3.59 3.40
QA 2.56 2.65
Wiki 3.55 3.58
Table 4.6: Mean document relevance, by vertical, in multi-vertical composite ob-
jects. Our data suggest that as object vertical diversity increases, ornament docu-
ments (e.g., Video) tend to be assessed as more relevant, whereas GW are assessed
as being less relevant.
4.4.2 Composite Object Characteristics
In addition to examining object contents, our research aims include analysing
user assessments of composite object characteristics (i.e., Relevance, Diversity, Co-
herence and Freshness). Our intention is to assess how users rate the objects they
constructed with respect to these four criteria and determine a potential hierarchy
of characteristics, as well as uncover correlations among these characteristics.
Relevance Diversity Overall Freshness None Cohesion
Reason for preference
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Figure 4.6: User indicated most influential criterion for object preference.
To this end, after constructing their objects, participants were required to make
explicit preference judgements between all possible object pairs (i.e., all possible
pairs generated from the objects they created) and motivate their preference by
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Pearson’s R
All Chosen
Relevance 0.332 0.496
Cohesion 0.228 0.432
Diversity 0.334 0.487
Freshness 0.208 0.213
Overall 0.453 0.454
Table 4.7: Correlation of criteria assessments with object pairwise preference
indicating one of the criteria above as influential on their choice (options None
and Overall were also available). As shown in figure 4.6, based on pairwise as-
sessments, Relevance (37%) and Diversity (23%) were most frequently indicated as
the influential criteria for user preference. In addition, 21% of the participants
indicated Overall (i.e., all of the criteria) as the motivation for their preference.
We also analysed the correlation between users’ pairwise preference and user
assigned object ratings — as mentioned in section 4.3.1, in addition to pairwise
preference assessments, participants were required to explicitly rate the objects
they created, on a five-point scale, with respect to the Relevance, Coherence, Di-
versity, Freshness, and Overall quality of the object. In particular, we examined
whether pairwise preference of object A over object B correlates with higher cri-
teria assessments for object A than for object B for All criteria – i.e., if object A is
preferred over object B, does object A have higher ratings on All of the five criteria
than object B. Additionally, we examined this correlation taking into account the
criterion Chosen by users as most influential — i.e., if Relevance is indicated by the
user as the influential criterion for preference of object A over object B, is the user
assessed Relevance of A higher than that of B? Table 4.7 shows that there is modest
correlation between preference and user assessment of object characteristics, even
in cases where the specific characteristics are indicated as the reason behind ob-
ject preference. In roughly 50% of the cases, even though users explicitly mention
Relevance as the motive behind their preference, they prefer the object assessed as
less relevant. Although part of this can be due to noise in our data, this highlights
the difficulty of determining the characteristics of composite objects that are most
important to users.
Finally, we investigated the correlation between different pairs of object char-
acteristics, shown in table 4.8. It is worth noting that there is strong correla-
tion between several object characteristics, the strongest correlation being that
between Relevance and Overall (Pearson1s R “ 0.630). This suggests that object
characteristics are difficult to assess independently and, combined with results
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Relevance Diversity Coherence Freshness Overall
Relevance – 0.272 0.538 0.334 0.630
Diversity 0.272 – 0.144 0.485 0.478
Coherence 0.538 0.144 – 0.250 0.548
Freshness 0.334 0.485 0.250 – 0.537
Overall 0.630 0.478 0.548 0.537 –
Table 4.8: Linear correlation (Pearson’s R) of explicit user ratings of composite
object properties and overall quality.
mentioned above, collectively contribute to user preference. Even so, Relevance,
Coherence and Diversity are correlated with both user preference and among them-
selves, which suggests their combined importance to users when assessing the
quality of composite objects.
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we analysed the contents and characteristics of composite objects
manually constructed by study participants, using pre-retrieved, heterogeneous
Web documents. Our primary interest was to determine how composite objects
are generated by users with regard to their topical focus and document com-
position, and how participants assess composite objects with respect to relevance,
coherence and vertical diversity. Our results suggest the following trends:
(RQ1) Do users agree with each other with respect to the subtopics they form
composite objects on? With respect to our first research question, we found that
there is agreement between users on the topical focus of composite objects, given
a certain topic. This suggests that composition of search results can be focused
on distinctive facets of given topics and search systems looking to integrate com-
posite object within their result pages can explore the possibility of constructing
objects around popular subtopics of a searcher issued query.
(RQ2) How do users aggregate information to construct composite objects?
How vertically diverse are the composite objects generated by users? With
respect to our second research question, we observe there is a trend for com-
posite objects to contain central documents, or “pivots”, that are more relevant
and reflect the object’s topical focus. These documents tend to originate from
verticals with higher semantic load (such as General Web or Wiki). Furthermore,
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ornament documents, which tend to be less relevant than pivots and more ver-
tically diverse, are also included within user-generated composite objects. In our
case, Image, Video & QA verticals are popular origins of ornament documents.
The above results suggest that one effective strategy for result composition is
to first select a small subset of key pivot documents, and then explicitly attach
other documents that complement the pivots, in order to enhance coverage, com-
plementarity and vertical diversity of objects. This suggests that, even though
relevance is crucial, less relevant documents are explicitly attached to composite
objects by participants as they can provide value by complementing pivots and
by providing diversity.
(RQ3) Which composite object characteristics are most important to users? What
are the interactions between these characteristics? With respect to our last re-
search question, although our results do not establish a clear hierarchy of object
characteristics, we make similar findings as prior work (Bailey et al., 2010a,b) and
determine that relevance, coherence and diversity are important to participants, but
are difficult to assess independently. Corroborated with the above-mentioned in-
sights on vertical diversity, this implies that, although explicit relevance is crucial
to users, composition of diverse results can generate additional value.
In terms of future work, many open questions remain. Our work so far has invest-
igated user generation of composite objects, but has not explored the usefulness
of these objects in a traditional search scenario. Further work is needed to un-
derstand the complex aspects related to the presentation and integration of com-
posite objects within a traditional results page, as it is possible that presentation
factors can influence both the perceived relevance and user interaction with this
type of result aggregates. The following chapter of this thesis attempts to study
the role of composite objects (i.e., entity cards) in a traditional search scenario in
an effort to address some of these questions.
4.6 Chapter Summary
Retrieving results from heterogeneous sources and presenting them in a unified
interface is a difficult problem. Aggregated search has become the most prevalent
method for selecting and displaying results from different sources on a singular
page, but is limited to merging blocks of homogeneous content within a hetero-
geneous ranking. While more complex result aggregates, containing and high-
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lighting the connections between heterogeneous documents, can be constructed,
it is unclear what content these aggregates should contain or, indeed, what types
of results searchers typically expect to find within such aggregates. Even more,
the importance of various properties of such aggregates — relevance, coherence and
diversity — to users, and their interplay, is another understudied aspect of aggreg-
ating heterogeneous content within complex information objects to be integrated
in a unified results page.
This chapter presents an exploratory user-study where 40 participants were
asked to manually generate composite objects, using pre-retrieved heterogeneous
results from 8 different verticals. The main goal of this study was to analyse the
contents and characteristics of user-generated composite objects.
Our results show that (i) participants tend to agree on the topical focus of
composite objects, (ii) composite objects tend to be structured around a central
document or set of documents (i.e., pivots) and (iii) determining a hierarchy or
weighting of object properties with respect to their importance to users is not
obvious. This evidence supports our assertion that documents that play a central
role within composite objects have a greater impact on object usefulness and that,
although a clear hierarchy of object properties is not obvious, a wider range of
object properties, in addition to relevance, is important to users.
The work discussed in this chapter represents a first study of users’ perspect-
ives on result composition for web search. Further work is required to under-
stand the role of composite objects in a more traditional, query-to-ranking web
search scenario, rather than the composition scenario we employed in our study.
The following chapter of this thesis attempts this task by investigating the effect
a type of composite object (i.e, entity cards) has on search behaviour and user
perceived workload, in a traditional web search scenario.
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Chapter 5
The Effect of Entity Cards on Search
Behaviour and Workload
In addition to merging results of different types (e.g., images, videos or news
items) into a ranked list, modern search engines have also started displaying en-
tity cards1 on the results page. Entity cards are intended to enhance search ex-
perience in several ways: (i) they help searchers navigate diversified results, (ii)
provide a summary of relevant content directly on the results page and (iii) sup-
port exploratory search by highlighting entities associated with a given query.
In this chapter, we present a large-scale crowd-sourced user study, with more
than 500 unique searchers, aimed at investigating the effect entity cards integ-
rated into search result pages have on user behaviour and perceived workload.
In our definition, entity cards are a type of composite object (i.e., entity cards are
a type of composite object but not all composite objects are entity cards) and we
study their influence on search behaviour, under the assumption that our findings
regarding entity cards generalise to other potential types of composite objects in-
tegrated in a similar way on search engine result pages.
Our findings suggest that the presence of entity cards has an effect on both the
way users interact with search results and their perceived task workload. Fur-
thermore, by manipulating entity card properties (content, coherence and vertical
diversity), we uncover different effects of card properties on measures of search
1Entity cards are also known in the research literature as knowledge graph results. We use the
former term to refer to such objects on one hand because the term knowledge graph is the name
of the knowledge base used by Google to assemble these objects, and therefore is more of a
proprietary brand name rather than a generic term, and on the other hand, the term entity cards
is useful in distinguishing between the actual search interface element and the underlying data
representation model used to construct these objects (i.e., a knowledge graph or knowledge base) —
whether a knowledge base is used to create such objects is not necessarily a primary aspect of
our research.
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behaviour and workload. Our study contributes an in-depth analysis of the ef-
fects entity cards have on user interaction with modern web search interfaces.
Research presented in this chapter is based on previously published work avail-
able in Bota et al. (2016).
5.1 Introduction
Current search engines (e.g., Google or Bing) provide users with access to a wide
range of specialised search services, in addition to web search. These specialised
services, also known as verticals, allow users to direct their searches towards spe-
cific types of documents, such as images, videos, news and others. To help users
explore relevant heterogeneous content, modern web search engines merge res-
ults from different verticals into a single results page (SERP) in a search paradigm
that is known as aggregated search (Arguello, 2017).
Recently, besides aggregating results, modern search engines have started dis-
playing complex information objects, or entity cards, on the results page. Similar
to aggregated search, entity cards are intended to augment search results pages
with diverse information, gathered from a variety of heterogeneous sources. Un-
like aggregated search, they are assembled using different semantic retrieval tech-
niques available to search engines2 and are displayed as contextual elements (at
the top-right of the SERP), rather than an in-line result or block of results, as is
the case with aggregated search. Figure 5.1 shows the results page generated for
the query “castro” by the Google search engine, which contains an entity card
displayed in parallel to the list of web results.
Entity cards are intended to enhance search experience in several ways. Firstly,
they help disambiguate underspecified information needs by highlighting differ-
ent facets of a user’s query. For instance, figure 5.1 shows the example of an entity
card displayed for the query “castro” on Google’s search interface. Although the
central component of the card focuses on one particular facet of the query (in this
case “Fidel Castro”), the “See Results About” component allows searchers to easily
navigate search results about other facets of the query (e.g., “Castro” the fashion
company). Secondly, entity cards summarise relevant content about a given topic
by aggregating information from a variety of sources, such as images, Wikipedia
or social media. Lastly, they support exploratory search by highlighting relation-
ships between different entities associated with a given query.
2For example, Google uses its Knowledge Graph to create this type of information objects; similarly, the Satori Knowledge
Base is used by Bing.
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Figure 5.1: Results page assembled by Google in response to the query “castro”.
Entity card is displayed as a contextual element of the page, to the right of the web
results ranking, offering an easily accessible summary of relevant and diverse
content directly on the results page. Captured in April 2018.
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Several factors suggest that studying the effect of entity cards on search beha-
viour is an important practical problem. Firstly, ambiguous queries are frequent.
Sanderson and Croft (2012) examined a commercial search engine query log and
found that 16% of all head queries issued by searchers are ambiguous. Entity
cards are increasingly being used by modern search engines to assist users in
disambiguating their information need. Given the frequent ambiguous queries
modern search engines receive and because entity cards are becoming a tool fre-
quently used to help users navigate diversified search results, understanding the
impact of entity cards on search behaviour is crucial to understanding modern
web search. Secondly, users’ perception of entity cards can potentially influence
their interaction with the search system as a whole. In fields other than informa-
tion retrieval, research has shown that people associate attributes of a contextual
stimulus to an object being judged. This effect has been observed in people’s
judgements on the quality of products (Morales and Fitzsimons, 2007) or busi-
nesses (Meyers-Levy and Sternthal, 1993), and is known as the assimilation effect.
In information retrieval, this effect has been studied in connection to aggregated
search, where the vertical search result blocks merged into SERPs were treated
as contextual stimuli and web results as the objects being judged (Arguello and
Capra, 2014, 2016; Liu et al., 2015). Given the contextual placement of entity cards
on the SERP, we intend to determine whether entity cards trigger an assimila-
tion effect and influence searchers’ perception of web results, as reflected in their
search interactions, something that has not been studied in prior work. There-
fore, we focus on studying the effect entity cards have on user search behaviour
and perceived workload by conducting a large-scale, crowd-sourced user study.
We aim to answer the following research questions:
(RQ1) How does card presence and content influence users’ search behaviour and
perceived workload?
(RQ2) Do knowledge card properties (coherence and vertical diversity) moderate the
effect cards have on workload and search behaviour?
The contributions of our work are twofold: (i) we examine the effect of ECs on
user search interactions by analysing various different search behaviour signals,
and perceived task workload, in a study with more than 500 unique searchers; (ii)
we conduct a detailed analysis on the influence of entity card properties (coherence
and vertical diversity) on search behaviour.
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5.2 Prior Work
Understanding user search behaviour is a key component of modelling and eval-
uating search engine performance. Numerous recent studies have investigated
different aspects of user search behaviour in information seeking tasks (Arguello
and Capra, 2016; Diaz et al., 2013; Lagun et al., 2014; Navalpakkam et al., 2013).
Extending these, our study brings together two different lines of research on user
behaviour in information seeking: (i) the effect of aggregated search on user beha-
viour, with focus on aggregated search coherence; and (ii) searcher behaviour on
non-linear results pages in the context of heterogeneous information access.
Aggregated search. In the context of aggregating heterogeneous information on
the results page, user behaviour has been shown to differ significantly compared
to the more traditional ten blue links environment. We discuss aggregated search
results in detail in section 3.2.3. Overall, the presence of heterogeneous content
displayed on the results page (i.e., through aggregated search) has been shown to
influence user behaviour in various ways. Unlike aggregated search, entity cards
merge results from different sources into a single contextual block that is usually
shown at the top right of the results page, in parallel to the list of organic web
results. There is limited understanding of search behaviour in this context and
we review previous studies on non-linear results pages later in this section.
Our approach is similar to prior work (Arguello et al., 2012) in which the ef-
fects of task complexity and vertical display are investigated. In their study, Ar-
guello et al. (2012) use task duration, number of queries issued, number of clicks
on web and vertical results, and user explicit preferences to analyse the various
effects of task complexity and vertical display on search behaviour. Similarly,
our work studies the effect of entity cards on user search behaviour, but also
looks at different entity card coherence and diversity manipulation in a novel
search scenario: SERPs displaying entity cards shown as contextual, non-linear
elements. We also report users’ subjective assessments on different dimensions of
task workload, operationalised through the application of the NASA TLX ques-
tionnaire (Hart and Staveland, 1988). Workload measurements using a similar
technique have been used widely to understand search tasks in interactive in-
formation retrieval (Brennan et al., 2014).
Non-linear results pages. Web search interfaces are becoming increasingly com-
plex, on both desktop and mobile, displaying heterogeneous results, entity cards,
query suggestions and rich format ads in non-linear layouts. Understanding user
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behaviour on these novel interfaces is becoming essential for modelling and eval-
uating search engine performance. We discuss prior research on entity cards and
non-linear result page elements in more detail in sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
In addition to previous work, our study goes into more detail with regard to
card content and structure, given that we manipulate not only card relevance,
but also card coherence and vertical diversity. Even more, our study examines
additional search behaviour signals, such as mouse hovers, scroll depth or query
reformulations.
5.3 Experimental Methodology
We conducted a crowd-sourced experiment to investigate the effects of entity
cards on search behaviour. In the following sections, we provide an overview
of the experiment (section 5.3.1), a discussion on the experimental variables, in-
cluding search tasks (section 5.3.2), and give details on the crowd-sourcing meth-
odology we employed (section 5.3.4).
5.3.1 Overview
A practical scenario that relates to our study is the following: a user issues an
ambiguous query to a search engine, either because: (i) their information need is
well defined (e.g., “Find info about Fidel Castro, the Cuban president”), but their
query is underspecified (e.g., “castro”); or because (ii) their information need is
ambiguous (e.g., “What does Castro mean?”) and their query reflects this am-
biguity (e.g., “castro”). In response to the ambiguous query, the search interface
displays an entity card that focuses on a particular entity (e.g., “Fidel Castro”). In
this context, the user must decide to interact with the entity card or web results,
or to reformulate the query. Our research questions focus on whether cards, and
their properties (content or topical focus, coherence and vertical diversity), influence
users’ behaviour and workload during their search tasks.
Our study participants were given access to a live web search engine and
asked to find results that were relevant to a search task defined by us. Our
primary goal was to study user behaviour when the SERP displays an entity
card. We followed a similar experimental protocol as previous work on aggreg-
ated search coherence (Arguello and Capra, 2014). In addition, we also manip-
ulated card coherence and card diversity, as described in section 5.3.2. After be-
ing given general instructions for their tasks, participants were redirected to our
search engine, where they were shown an initial SERP, which contained a list
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(a) Search interface used in our study – highlighted elements: (1) Task description;
(2) Task control buttons, allowing participants to access additional information about
their task, by clicking the “What am I supposed to do?” button, or end their task by clicking
the “Click here to finish task” button; (3) Search results ranking pre-populated with results
related to the participant’s assigned query, on the initial SERP where all experimental
manipulation occurred; (4) Search bar pre-populated with participant’s assigned query,
on the initial SERP where all experimental manipulation occurred.
(b) In our study interface, clicking on a web result displayed a dialogue which contained
some information about the result (i.e., title, URL and snippet) as well as two buttons for
labelling the result as either “Relevant” or “Not Relevant”. Participants were given access
only to web results, and not to actual web documents.
Figure 5.2
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of results and an entity card. The initial SERP was the only part of the experi-
ment in which participants interacted with the entity card, and it was where all
experimental manipulation took place. In addition, the initial SERP displayed a
standard querying interface, a topic accompanied by a detailed description and
an initial query for which the results on the page had been retrieved. On the ini-
tial SERP, we displayed the top-50 results returned by the Bing web Search API,
without pagination support or vertical results (i.e., aggregated search blocks). We
decided to show additional results on the page, and not just the traditional ten
blue links, because we wanted to assess the effect of entity cards on the effort
searchers are willing to expend during their tasks, as reflected by scroll depth.
Figure 5.2a displays the search interface used in our experiments.
Participants were asked to “find information” about their assigned topic, by
marking web results they considered informative as relevant. Clicking on a web
result displayed a dialogue which contained some information about the result —
title, URL and highlighted snippet — and two buttons for labelling the result as
either “Relevant” or “Not Relevant”, as shown in Figure 5.2b. Clicking on different
blocks of the entity card displayed a similar dialogue, containing a highlighted
version of the card block (but participants were not asked to inspect the entity
card in any way).
Participants were told to search freely, by issuing their own queries or by in-
specting the results on the initial SERP. A button in the top-right corner of the
search interface allowed participants to end their task when they had “found
enough information” about their given topic. Clicking this button displayed a
post-task questionnaire, where they were asked to fill in their subjective work-
load assessments. The task ended after participants submitted their responses.
Before discussing experimental manipulations, it is worth reviewing card struc-
ture and components. The cards that we used in our experiment are made up of
four major blocks: Images, Wiki, Related Entities and See Results About. Each indi-
vidual block contains several items from its respective vertical. The Wiki block
displays, in addition to a brief summary about a given entity, a list of short facts
specific to that particular entity – for example, the entity card for “Fidel Castro”
displays a list of facts about his date of birth, height, siblings, and others. In our
experiment, all manipulations of the Wiki block refer to manipulations on this list
of facts. Figure 5.3 shows a structure diagram for a typical entity card used in
our experiment. More details on card content and structure are provided in the
following sections.
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Image 1
Image 2 Image 3
Image 4 Image 5 Image 6
Title
Subtitle
Wikipedia Summary
Wikipedia Fact (1)
Wikipedia Fact (2)
Wikipedia Fact (3)
Related
Entity
(1)
Related
Entity
(2)
Related
Entity
(3)
Related
Entity
(4)
Related
Entity
(5)
See Results About
Title
Wikipedia Short Summary Image
Figure 5.3: Structure of entity cards used in our experiment. There is some vari-
ation in the way different cards are presented on modern web search interfaces,
depending on the sources of information that are relevant to the searcher’s query.
Some cards contain maps or social media results. For our experiment, we decided
to investigate only cards that follow the structure outlined here, and, where ne-
cessary, replaced maps with images, as well as removed social media content.
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5.3.2 Input Variables
In this section, we describe our experimental manipulations. The variables we
control relate to card content — relevance or topical focus — and card proper-
ties and structure. The user interaction outcome measures that we employed as a
proxy for search behaviour and our approach to assessing workload are described
in this section as well.
5.3.2.1 Tasks
For our study, we chose to select 40 different ambiguous search topics and attach
task descriptions to each individual topic. All topics used in our study are listed
in Table 5.1. The topics used in our experiment were selected by following a pro-
cedure similar to Sanderson and Croft (2012), and employed in several studies
on aggregated search (Arguello and Capra, 2012, 2014, 2016; Arguello et al., 2013;
Capra et al., 2013). Firstly, we selected a set of ambiguous entities by identifying
all Wikipedia disambiguation pages. On Wikipedia, a disambiguation page is a
page that displays links to specialised articles related to different meanings of an
ambiguous entity, and serves as a navigational hub3. A total of 162, 987 Wikipedia
disambiguation pages were identified. Secondly, we selected only the ambiguous
entities that appeared in the AOL query-log: 36, 910 ambiguous entities (roughly
22% of the initial set) had an exact match in the AOL query-log. We then sorted
the set based on entity popularity4 and selected the top 10% most popular am-
biguous entities on Wikipedia that appear in the AOL query-log as our selection
pool. Even though entity cards are displayed for non-ambiguous queries as well,
we chose to focus on ambiguous queries because this allows us to realistically ex-
plore the effects of both on-topic and off-topic entity cards on search interactions.
Because we wanted to select topics that potentially trigger the presence of
entity cards, we issued each entity in our set of 3, 691 entities to a popular com-
mercial search engine and, using a scraper, downloaded all the corresponding
SERPs. Using regular expressions, we identified a total of 2, 485 entities (roughly
67% of our filtered set) that triggered entity cards on the results page. The high
percentage of ambiguous queries that trigger cards further supports our asser-
tion that entity cards are increasingly being used by commercial search engines
to enhance user experience and that studying their effect on search behaviour is
an important practical problem.
Finally, we randomly selected 40 entities that had at least two different senses
3For example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castro.
4The number of page visits for its top-3 most visited disambiguated pages, from https://dumps.wikimedia.org.
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Query terms Task description On topic entity Off topic entity
CK Find information about CK, the fashion company. Calvin Klein (Fashion company) Louis CK (Comedian)
Voodoo Find information about Voodoo, the Caribbean r... Haitian Vodou (Religion) Voodoo (Song)
American Tragedy Find information about American Tragedy, the n... An American Tragedy (Novel by Theodore Dreiser) American Tragedy (Studio album by Hollywood Un...
Andy Find information about Andy, the tennis player. Andy Murray (Tennis player) Andy Warhol (Visual Artist)
Ararat Find information about Ararat, the mountain in... Mount Ararat (Peak in Turkey) Ararat (2002 film)
Armstrong Find information about Armstrong, the manufact... Armstrong World Industries (Manufacturing comp... Lance Armstrong (Professional Road Racing Cycl...
Avenger Find information about Avengers, the action mo... The Avengers (Fantasy / Action Film) Dodge Avenger (Mid-size sedan)
Axl Find information about Axl, the singer. Axl Rose (Singer-songwriter) AXL Guitars (Company)
Bergman Find information about Bergman, the director. Ingmar Bergman (Director) Ingrid Bergman (Film actress)
Black Moon Find information about Black Moon, the movie. Black Moon (1975 film) Black Moon (Musical Group)
Bloody Mary Find information about Bloody Mary, the cocktail. Bloody Mary (Cocktail) Mary I of England (Queen of England)
Blue Hills Find information about Blue Hills, the ski area. Blue Hills Ski Area (Canton, MA) Blue Hills Regional Technical School (High sch...
Brotherhood Find information about Brotherhood, the Americ... Brotherhood (American television series) The Brotherhood of War (2004 film)
Carter Find information about Carter, the apparel com... Carter’s, Inc. (Apparel company) Jimmy Carter (39th U.S. President)
Castro Find information about Castro, the former pres... Fidel Castro (Former President of Cuba) The Castro (Neighbourhood in San Francisco, Cal...
Challenger Find information about Challenger, the sports ... 2015 Dodge Challenger (Sports car) Space Shuttle Challenger (Spacecraft)
City of Angels Find information about City of Angels, the 199... City of Angels (1998 film) City of Angels (Musical by Larry Gelbart)
City of God Find information about City of God, the 2002 f... City of God (2002 film) City of God (Book by Augustine of Hippo)
Clue Find information about Clue, the 1985 film. Clue (1985 film) Clue (Video game)
Colt Find information about colt, the animal. Colt (Animal) Colt’s Manufacturing Company (Corporation)
Congo Find information about the Republic of Congo, ... Congo (Country in Africa) Congo (1995 film)
Cyrus Find information about Cyrus, the king. Cyrus the Great (King) Miley Cyrus (Singer-songwriter)
Dark Angel Find information about Dark Angel, the America... Dark Angel (American television series) Dark Angel (Band)
Dead man Find information about Dead Man, the 1995 film. Dead Man (1995 film) Deadman (Fictional Character)
Dead or Alive Find information about Dead or Alive, the vide... Dead or Alive (Video game series) Dead or Alive (Band)
Dido Find information about Dido, the singer. Dido (Singer-songwriter) Dido (Queen of Carthage)
Doom Find information about Doom, the video game. Doom (Video game) Doom (Band)
Fame Find information about Fame, the 1980 film. Fame (1980 film) Fame (Duo)
Fargo Find information about Fargo, the 1996 film. Fargo (1996 film) Fargo (City in North Dakota)
Gallagher Find information about Gallagher, the comedian. Gallagher (Comedian) Brendan Gallagher (Ice hockey player)
Gazza Find information about Gazza, the soccer player. Paul Gascoigne (Soccer player) Gazza (Musical Artist)
Gettysburg Find information about Gettysburg, the 1993 film. Gettysburg (1993 film) Gettysburg (Town in Pennsylvania)
Gojira Find information about Gojira, the 1954 film. Gojira (1954 film) Gojira (Band)
Homefront Find information about Homefront, the 2013 film. Homefront (2013 film) Homefront (Video game)
Jaya Find information about Jaya, the singer. Jaya (Singer) Jaya Bhaduri Bachchan (Indian Politician)
JJ Find information about JJ, the director. J.J. Abrams (Director) JJ (Swedish band)
JK Find information about JK, the novelist. J. K. Rowling (Novelist) J.K. (Singer)
Irving Find information about Irving, the basketball ... Kyrie Irving (Basketball player) Washington Irving (Author)
Locke Find information about Locke, the 2013 film. Locke (2013 film) John Locke (Philosopher)
King Stephen Find information about King Stephen, the king ... Stephen, King of England (King) Stephen King (Author)
Table 5.1: Queries and task descriptions used in our study. On and Off senses, as reflected in our manipulations of entity cards,
also shown in the two right most columns.
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determined by the presence of a See results about block on the entity card, which
allows searchers to navigate to a different sense of a given query. For each search
task, we manually assembled entity cards, containing similar information5, dis-
played in the same style, as the cards shown on the commercial SERPs we scraped,
whereas the off topic cards contain information about the related topic, shown in
the See results about of the scraped card. All card content, including images, was
cached on our servers.
5.3.2.2 Cards and Card Properties
In this section, we describe our experimental manipulations of cards and card
properties. We explored three different dimensions of card manipulation: (i)
card content — whether the card is on-topic or off-topic with regard to the user’s
assigned search topic; (ii) card coherence — whether card blocks are coherent
and all focus on the same topic of a user’s assigned topic; (iii) card diversity —
whether cards contain visually salient blocks of elements, such as Images.
The card content variable manipulated information displayed on the entity
card and the card’s presence on the SERP. For our tasks, entity cards were either
(i) on-topic, displaying information about the user’s assigned search topic, (ii)
off-topic, displaying information about a different facet of the user’s assigned
topic, or (iii) completely absent from the SERP. Figure 5.4 shows examples of
on and off-topic entity cards for the query “castro”. Our decision to manipulate
card content is primarily motivated by the frequency with which entity cards are
being displayed for ambiguous user queries, as previously discussed. Inferring
intent from ambiguous queries has been widely studied in recent work (Ashkan
et al., 2009; Brenes et al., 2009), and remains one of the important problems of
modern web search. Given that query disambiguation is problematic, and that
entity cards are becoming widely used as disambiguation helpers, understanding
user interaction with on and off-topic cards is an important aspect of modelling
and understanding search behaviour.
In addition to card content, we also manipulated card coherence to study the
assimilation effects of unreliable cards on user behaviour and workload. In ag-
gregated search, if web results and vertical results on a SERP focus on different
senses of a given query, then the overall results can be described as having low co-
herence (Arguello and Capra, 2012). Unlike aggregated search, our manipulation
of card coherence refers to the internal components of the card, and not the card’s
5There is some variation in the way different cards are presented. Some cards contain results from the maps or social
media verticals. For our experiment, we decided to investigate only cards that follow the structure outlined in figure 5.4,
and, where necessary, replaced maps with images, as well as removed social media content.
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Image 1
Image 2 Image 3
Image 4 Image 5 Image 6
Title
Subtitle
Wikipedia Summary
Wikipedia Fact (1)
Wikipedia Fact (2)
Wikipedia Fact (3)
Related
Entity
(1)
Related
Entity
(2)
Related
Entity
(3)
Related
Entity
(4)
Related
Entity
(5)
See Results About
Title
Wikipedia Short Summary Image
(a) Card structure (b) On-topic card (c) Off-topic card (d) Non-coherent card (e) Non-diverse card
Figure 5.4: General entity card structure and different experimental manipulations of entity cards used in our study for the query
“Castro”: (a) General card structure; (b) On-topic card, focusing on the primary topic of the query (in this case, “Fidel Castro,
Former President of Cuba”); (c) Off-topic card, focusing on the secondary topic of the query (in this case, “Castro, Neighbourhood in
San Francisco”); (d) Non-coherent card, focusing on the primary topic of the query, but displaying images, Wikipedia facts and
related entities on the secondary meaning of the query; (e) Non-diverse card, focusing on the primary topic of the query, without
displaying images or related entities.
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relation to web results. In our work, a card is non-coherent when it contains both
on-topic and off-topic content within the same card. This exploration of card co-
herence is partially motivated by previous work on aggregated search (Arguello
and Capra, 2012), and also by our empirical observations that cards scraped from
commercial search engines (as described in the previous section) can contain non-
coherent elements. To create non-coherent cards, we replaced two individual ele-
ments within each card block – Images, Wiki and Related entities – on the on-topic
card, with corresponding elements from the off-topic card. Figure 5.4d shows
an example of a non-coherent card for the search topic “Castro”: each individual
block within the card contains both on-topic and off-topic elements (e.g., in Figure
5.4d, images two and six are replaced with their off-topic counterparts, display-
ing views of Castro, the neighbourhood in San Francisco rather than Castro, the former
President of Cuba). In our investigation of card coherence, we only manipulated
the top three blocks of each card, without modifying the See Results About block.
Coherent cards are on-topic cards with unmodified content – all elements within
their blocks focus on the same aspect of a user’s assigned search topic.
In addition to card coherence, we also manipulated card vertical diversity
to determine the effect of cards’ content diversity and visual saliency on user
behaviour. In our study, diverse cards displayed all the blocks, whereas non-diverse
cards displayed the Wiki block, but not the Images or Related Entities blocks, as
shown in figure 5.4e. Note that our definition of card vertical diversity implies
that non-diverse cards contain less information than diverse cards. Both types of
cards displayed the See Results About block.
5.3.3 Output Variables
In this section, we describe the interaction signals we used to investigate user
search behaviour and the way we operationalised workload assessments.
Search behaviour was investigated only on the initial SERP, given that our
main goal was to investigate the effect of entity cards on user interaction with web
results and entity cards were only shown on the initial SERP. The experimental
output measures we used can be partitioned into related groups of variables:
• Card interactions: relating to searchers’ engagement with entity cards, as
reflected in the number of mouse clicks on the card (num_card_click) or in
the number of mouse hovers over card elements (num_card_hovers), where
a hover is determined by the presence of a mouse cursor above the card for
more than 2 seconds. Note that in our instructions, we did not ask parti-
cipants to interact with the card in any way, only to mark informative web
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results as relevant.
• Web interactions: relating to searchers’ engagement with the overall search
page, as reflected in the number of mouse clicks on web results (num_web_
clicks), the number of mouse hovers over web results (num_web_hovers),
where a hover is determined by the presence of a mouse cursor above a
web result surrogate (i.e., title or snippet) for more than 2 seconds, the
number of results marked as relevant (num_rel_web_docs), the number of
reformulated queries (num_reform_queries), scroll depth in the results list
(web_scroll_depth). In addition, we also measured the time spent interact-
ing with the initial SERP (time_init_serp), which is where all experimental
manipulations of entity cards occurred, as well as the duration of time taken
before issuing a first click on the results list (time_to_web_click). All time
measures are reported in seconds.
These experimental outcome measures extend prior work on aggregated search
that considered only clicks and bookmarks (Arguello and Capra, 2012; Arguello
et al., 2013), and indicate different levels of engagement with search systems.
Workload was operationalised by applying the raw NASA Task Load Index
(TLX) (Hart and Staveland, 1988) questionnaire. The TLX is a tool used to assess
perceived workload, and measures various types of demands imposed on parti-
cipants during their task, as well as self-assessed effort, frustration and perform-
ance. It is one of the most widely used workload measurement scales (Megaw,
2005) and has been applied in various studies related to information seeking (Bren-
nan et al., 2014; Speier and Morris, 2003; Stasi et al., 2011). Our study parti-
cipants completed the workload questionnaire at the end of each task, record-
ing self-assessed perceived workload in various dimensions (mental, physical,
temporal, performance, effort and frustration) by answering 6 questions on
a scale from 1 to 20 (low to high). Table 5.2 lists workload questions, as shown
to participants in our study. The overall workload was computed as the mean of
individual responses.
5.3.4 Study Details
Our crowd-sourcing study was run as an external task, using both Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and CrowdFlower (CF) platforms. We decided to pub-
lish the study on both platforms because we wanted a diverse pool of workers
attempting our tasks. On both platforms, we employed similar quality control
mechanisms, as outlined below.
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Workload dimension Workload question
Mental How much mental and perceptual activity was required
(e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking,
searching, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or
complex, exacting or forgiving?
Physical How much physical activity was required (e.g., pushing,
pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful
or laborious?
Temporal How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate of pace
at which the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace
slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?
Performance How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the
goals of the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)? How
satisfied were you with your performance in accomplishing
these goals?
Effort How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically)
to accomplish your level of performance?
Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed
versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did
you feel during the task?
Table 5.2: Questions associated with individual dimensions of perceived task
workload, as shown to study participants at the end of their task.
Card content Card coherence Card diversity HITsanalysed
Absent – – 284{400
Off-topic Coherent Diverse 269{400
On-topic Coherent Non-diverse 279{400
On-topic Coherent Diverse 289{400
On-topic Non-coherent Diverse 267{400
Table 5.3: All experimental conditions explored in our study, and associated num-
ber of HITs analysed, after removing submissions from workers flagged as unre-
liable, out of a total of 400 HITs collected in each condition.
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Each Human Intelligence Task (HIT) corresponded to a single search task. Be-
cause we wanted to increase the number of individual participants attempting
our tasks, workers were allowed to complete no more than 5 of our HITs. The
study design was not fully crossed, because we wanted to investigate the effect of
card coherence only on cards that can potentially improve search experience (i.e.
on topic cards). Similarly, we only studied the effect of card diversity on coherent,
on topic cards. Table 5.3 shows a list of all experimental conditions and variable
manipulations in our study. In total, we had 200 experimental conditions: 5 dif-
ferent conditions for card presence and properties ˆ 40 search topics. For each
experimental condition, we collected 10 redundant data points, for a total of 2000
HITs. Each HIT was priced at $0.15 USD. Our tasks were completely external to
the crowd-sourcing platforms they were deployed on, meaning that only worker
recruitment and compensation was managed by the platforms. Our system as-
signed workers to experimental conditions, logged user interaction, and dynam-
ically managed quality control. This allowed us to capture all the user interaction
measures described previously. Additionally, each worker was assigned a dif-
ferent search topic for each task attempted. In total, we report on data collected
from 510 unique workers.
Quality control is one of the major components of running crowd-sourcing
tasks. We approached quality control from several angles. Firstly, on both plat-
forms we allowed only workers from English speaking countries6 to attempt our
tasks. Secondly, we only allowed workers with acceptance rate above 85% on
AMT, or Level 2 on CF, to complete our task. Thirdly, because entity cards oc-
cupy a large area on the SERP, we needed to ensure that searchers can at least
view them. Therefore, we disabled access to our HITs from mobile devices, or
from browser windows with display width lower than 800 pixels. Finally, be-
cause our tasks were external to the crowd-sourcing platforms, we were able to
dynamically manage quality control on two dimensions. Firstly, we inserted two
results retrieved for a different query on each individual SERP, at random pos-
itions between ranks 3 and 10. Workers marking any of these results as relev-
ant were labelled as unreliable and were not allowed to attempt any other HITs.
Secondly, the workload questionnaire contained an additional question, ranked
low to high, asking workers “How much attention are you paying right now?”.
For each task, the question was displayed at a random position in the list of ques-
tions. All workers with answers below 50% for this question were not allowed
to attempt other HITs. All HITs attempted by unreliable workers (as determined
by the methods outlined above) were removed from the final analysis – this pro-
6USA, UK, IRL, AU, NZ, CAN
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cess did not affect the balance of our data: after removing unreliable HITs, each
condition had approximately the same number of associated HITs. In total we
analysed 1661 HITs, approximately 70% of the total data we collected.
5.3.5 Statistical Methodology
In an experimental setting, a statistical model is required to assess the differ-
ences between two groups (e.g., whether one group is, on average, larger than the
other) because measurements are typically accompanied by error and noise that
obstruct drawing conclusions from the observed data directly. Different meth-
ods of comparing groups of experimental data exist, but the de facto approach
to statistical comparison of two or more groups is the statistical test (e.g., Stu-
dent’s T-test). Typically, this requires defining a clear null hypothesis and the use
of a statistic computed from the data (e.g., t statistic) to determine whether differ-
ences between groups are higher than some arbitrary (pre-specified) threshold,
in which case the differences are deemed significant. However, this type of ap-
proach to assessing differences in data is difficult to conduct correctly, as it re-
lies on a number of subjective choices (e.g., test to use, null hypothesis, signi-
ficance level) which are typically justified based on customary techniques (i.e.,
what everyone else uses) that are “entirely arbitrary” (Johnson, 1999) and that
overstate the evidence against the null hypothesis (Goodman, 1999). For ex-
ample, comparing many different groups and variables, as in our experiment,
can lead to overestimated confidence (or underestimated confidence, in the case
of corrected comparisons (Narum, 2006)) in differences between groups of data.
Indeed, completely abandoning this approach to statistical testing is being dis-
cussed widely (Gos, a et al., 2018; McShane et al., 2017).
A more effective approach has been proposed in the form of estimating the dif-
ference between groups, rather than testing this difference (Kruschke, 2013; Straw
et al., 2015), driven by Bayesian probability theory. This approach aims to estim-
ate how different groups of data are, which is more informative than simply stat-
ing that they are different (significantly or not), and also addresses the problem of
multiple comparisons implicitly (Gelman and Tuerlinckx, 2000). We use this ap-
proach in our analysis, following the work conducted in Kruschke (2013). Similar
approaches have been used in information retrieval studies previously (Carter-
ette, 2015). As an example, in the remainder of this section we attempt to work
through estimating differences in the number of mouse hovers on web results
(num_web_hovers) when the card is in one of the following experimental condi-
tions: absent, on topic or off topic.
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The first step in our approach is to specify a full probability model for the
variable under analysis. In this example, we are interested in modelling a count
variable (i.e., the number of times a study participant hovered over web results)
and therefore use a Poisson random variable and its associated probability distri-
bution (Poisson and Schnuse, 1841) as the assumed underlying model of our data.
The Poisson distribution is often used to model the number of events occurring
in a fixed period of time, when the times at which events occur are independent.
In our case, the fixed period of time is the experiment duration, and we assume
hovers over web results to be independent.
A Poisson random variable has one parameter λ which corresponds to the
average number of events per given time interval. Thus, we specify the likelihood
function of our models as:
ypabsentq „ Poissonpλabsentq
ypon topicq „ Poissonpλon topicq
ypoff topicq „ Poissonpλoff topicq
where ypkq is the number of web hovers, and k P tabsent, on topic, off topicu. In
other words, we assume that the number of web hovers can be approximated
by a Poisson distribution. The parameter λ is real-valued, therefore we apply
a normal prior, setting the hyper-parameters to the pooled mean (µ) and three
times the pooled standard deviation (σ) of the empirical data, such that:
λk „ Normalpµ, 3 ¨ σq
which applies very diffuse information to the number of hovers occurring per
unit of time, and does not favour a particular value a priori (Straw et al., 2015).
Having specified our model, we can then estimate the posterior distribution of
our parameters using a sampling approach7 and the data we observed. In this
example, λk is the expected number of web hovers under different experimental
conditions. Comparing the posterior distributions of λabsent and λon topic, for in-
stance, allows us to estimate differences in the expected number of web hovers
between the two conditions. In addition, this allows us to explicitly quantify un-
certainty due to our lack of knowledge of model parameters, and uncertainty due
to the inherent randomness of experimental settings.
7We use PyMC3 with the No-U-Turn Sampler to execute our tests, for each test generating 5500
samples, burning the initial 500 samples. We note that all our parameter estimates, in all tests,
converge using this sampling approach.
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15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0
num web hovers
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-2 -1 0
97.63% 2.37%
Absent – On Topic
-1 0 1
49.02% 50.98%
Absent – Off Topic
0 1 2
2.62% 97.38%
On Topic – Off Topic
Figure 5.5: Example showing the posterior distribution of the estimated expected
number of web result hovers in different experimental conditions.
The top panel of the figure shows the posterior distribution of the para-
meters λk — in this case, the expected number of web result hovers in different
experimental conditions — with the interquartile range of the parameters’
distributions shown as a dark bar, and the 95% Bayesian credible interval of the
parameters’ distributions shown as a light bar.
The lower panels show the posterior distribution of parameter differences
across condition pairs. Specifically, the left-most lower panel shows the distribu-
tion of parameter differences (i.e., difference in expected number of web hovers)
between the Absent and the On Topic conditions. Using 0 as a reference value
(because if no differences between parameters across the two conditions are
estimated, the distribution of differences should be centred on 0) we can observe
that a majority of the difference distribution lies below 0, indicating that the
differences we observe between these two conditions is meaningful. The panel
title indicates the directionality of the result: in this example, it is the number
of hovers in the Absent condition minus the number of hovers in the On Topic
condition (rather than its converse). The panel labels (in this case, 97.63% and
2.37%) indicate what proportion of the difference distribution lies below or above
zero, respectively (i.e., the cumulative probability for the posterior distribution
on either side of the reference value). All lower panels present the same type of
information, but with respect to different experimental condition pairs. Similarly,
each panel title indicates the directionality of differences between conditions,
and panel labels indicate what proportion of the difference distribution is below
or above zero. For instance, the centre lower panel indicates no differences
between Absent and Off Topic conditions, whereas the right-most lower panel
indicates a positive difference between the number of web hovers in the On Topic
and Off Topic conditions, which lies almost entirely above the reference value
of 0, indicating that, on average, the On Topic condition is very likely to lead to
more web hovers compared to the Off Topic condition.
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Figure 5.5 shows the format in which we present our results in the follow-
ing sections. The top panel shows the posterior distribution of the expected
rate of web result hovers, across conditions, whereas the lower panels show the
posterior distribution of differences between condition pairs. For example, the
left panel shows the posterior difference in the expected number of web hovers
between the absent and on-topic card conditions: 97.63% of the distribution is be-
low zero, which means that, on average, it is very probable that displaying an
on-topic entity card increases the number of web result hovers, as compared to
the absent condition. Indeed, Gelman and Tuerlinckx (2000) suggest that claims
based on 95% posterior intervals can be made “with confidence”, and we follow
their recommendation (i.e., when more than 95% of the posterior difference of a
given outcome measure between two experimental conditions is above or below
0, we conclude that experimental manipulations had an effect on that particular
outcome measure that is unlikely due to chance). We also report Cohen’s d (Co-
hen, 1977, 1992) associated with each difference of outcomes, as a measure of
effect size. Cohen’s d is a standardised measure of the difference between two
groups, and is computed by:
d “ µi ´ µjb
1
2pσ2i ` σ2j q
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviations of the two groups. Given
that, in our case, this statistic is computed using distributions of means and dis-
tributions of standard deviations, it also has a posterior distribution, but in our
results, we report the mean of this distribution as the mean effect size.
The Poisson distribution can be used to model the number of events occur-
ring in a fixed period of time, however our experimental outcome variables are
not all counts of events. For example, the duration of time spent on the initial
SERP (time_on_init_serp) can take any positive real value, whereas answers to
workload question can only take one of twenty different values (i.e., participants
are asked to answer on a scale from 1 to 20). As such, depending on the type
of outcome measure, we use different distributions to model differences between
experimental conditions: for count measures (i.e. outcome variables that start
with num_), we use the Poisson distribution, as discussed above; for time meas-
ures (i.e., outcome variables that start with time_), we use the exponential dis-
tribution, which is commonly used in modelling the time between events; for
the workload answers, we use the beta-binomial distribution which is commonly
used to model variables that occur within a finite range of non-negative integers;
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and for the overall workload, we use the normal distribution, which is commonly
used to model variables whose distributions are not known. In all cases, we use
similar methodology as described here to assess the difference of expected means
between groups. Our distribution choices are subjective and informed by obser-
vations of our empirical data. We make use of this statistical methodology in the
following section, where we present the results of our experiment.
5.4 Experimental Results
Our goal was to investigate the effect entity cards have on searchers’ interactions
with the results page. We intended to answer the following questions:
(RQ1) How does card presence and content influence users’ search behaviour and
perceived workload?
(RQ2) Do card properties, such as card coherence and vertical diversity, moderate
the effect cards have on search behaviour and workload?
For our analysis, user search behaviour is defined as the interaction with differ-
ent components of the initial SERP, as quantified by the measures outlined in
section 5.3.3. Similarly, perceived workload is operationalised through post-task
questionnaire responses, as described in the same section.
5.4.1 Preliminary Results
Table 5.5 displays summary statistics for all outcome measures across experi-
mental conditions. We point out that participants in our study tend to not inter-
act with entity cards and tend to not reformulate queries (i.e., the median values
for num_card_clicks, num_card_hovers or num_reform_queries are all 0). Parti-
cipants interacted with the card in less than 9% of HITs, and they issued another
query to the system in less than 11% of HITs. This is not unexpected as, on one
hand, participants were not asked to interact with the card, but with the web
results list, and on the other hand, even though retrieved using an ambiguous
query and therefore topically diverse, web results were at least partially related
to the primary meaning of their assigned topic, offering enough information to
complete the task. Given the few card and re-querying interactions we observed,
we do not analyse card or query interaction measures further.
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Absent On topic Off topic Diverse Non-diverse Coherent Non-coherent
num_card_clicks µ 0.000 0.239 0.126 0.239 0.190 0.239 0.195
x˜ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
σ 0.000 0.636 0.579 0.636 0.483 0.636 0.527
num_card_hovers µ 0.000 0.578 0.420 0.578 0.609 0.578 0.667
x˜ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
σ 0.000 1.032 0.941 1.032 0.934 1.032 1.129
num_web_clicks µ 13.806 13.176 12.691 13.176 12.681 13.176 12.652
x˜ 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 6.000 7.000 6.000
σ 16.673 15.845 15.874 15.845 15.207 15.845 16.071
num_web_hovers µ 15.433 16.076 15.416 16.076 15.398 16.076 15.554
x˜ 10.000 11.000 10.000 11.000 9.000 11.000 9.000
σ 15.598 15.741 16.108 15.741 16.075 15.741 15.495
num_rel_web_docs µ 6.165 5.820 5.539 5.820 6.251 5.820 5.517
x˜ 3.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000
σ 6.745 6.174 6.071 6.174 6.959 6.174 6.137
num_reform_queries µ 0.099 0.100 0.160 0.100 0.151 0.100 0.075
x˜ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
σ 0.343 0.364 0.481 0.364 0.414 0.364 0.291
web_scroll_depth µ 24.979 23.585 23.532 23.585 23.613 23.585 23.708
x˜ 19.000 15.000 16.000 15.000 18.000 15.000 18.000
σ 20.307 20.004 19.541 20.004 19.459 20.004 19.735
time_to_web_click µ 22.625 24.894 28.438 24.894 23.656 24.894 24.511
x˜ 11.644 10.672 14.385 10.672 12.985 10.672 12.893
σ 36.058 45.593 54.980 45.593 35.267 45.593 35.835
time_on_initial_serp µ 178.121 162.374 170.334 162.374 160.919 162.374 180.094
x˜ 141.272 125.709 133.146 125.709 125.414 125.709 146.873
σ 138.011 125.826 135.779 125.826 125.370 125.826 154.030
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workload µ 6.816 6.836 7.506 6.836 8.059 6.836 7.411
x˜ 6.667 6.333 7.333 6.333 8.000 6.333 7.500
σ 3.915 3.834 3.801 3.834 3.559 3.834 3.915
workload_mental µ 9.000 9.242 10.015 9.242 10.785 9.242 9.865
x˜ 9.000 9.000 11.000 9.000 11.000 9.000 11.000
σ 5.985 5.719 5.841 5.719 5.077 5.719 5.687
workload_physical µ 4.694 4.931 5.227 4.931 6.373 4.931 5.697
x˜ 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 4.000 3.000 3.000
σ 4.907 4.995 5.310 4.995 5.657 4.995 5.437
workload_temporal µ 7.560 7.381 8.606 7.381 9.036 7.381 8.584
x˜ 6.000 7.000 9.000 7.000 9.000 7.000 9.000
σ 5.563 5.347 5.620 5.347 5.219 5.347 5.613
workload_performance µ 2.937 3.163 3.487 3.163 3.265 3.163 3.004
x˜ 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
σ 3.470 3.840 3.911 3.840 3.228 3.840 3.164
workload_effort µ 10.979 10.820 12.063 10.820 12.556 10.820 11.360
x˜ 12.000 12.000 13.000 12.000 13.000 12.000 12.000
σ 6.385 5.964 6.056 5.964 5.220 5.964 5.956
workload_frustration µ 5.729 5.478 5.636 5.478 6.341 5.478 5.955
x˜ 4.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 5.000 3.000 5.000
σ 5.088 5.299 5.087 5.299 5.328 5.299 5.085
Table 5.5: Sample summary statistics with respect to experimental output variables we measured (µ is the mean, x˜ is the median,
and σ is the sample standard deviation). Note that the On topic, Diverse and Coherent conditions are exactly the same, as defined
in our experimental design (i.e., the On topic cards are both diverse and coherent) but are duplicated here for ease of comparison.
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5.4.2 Card Content
In this section, we present our analysis with respect to manipulations of card con-
tent. For each experimental measure, we briefly comment on our notable findings
below. Overall, we find that card content has an effect on users’ search interac-
tions and a much stronger effect on perceived task workload.
12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5
num web clicks
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
0 1 2
1.95% 98.05%
Absent – On Topic
0 1 2
0.02% 99.98%
Absent – Off Topic
0 1 2
5.82% 94.18%
On Topic – Off Topic
Our analysis suggests that searchers typically click on more results when the card
is absent from the page, as compared to when either an on topic or off topic card is
shown – based on our analysis, on average, searchers inspect one less document
when the card is off topic compared to when the card is absent.
15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0
num web hovers
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-2 -1 0
97.63% 2.37%
Absent – On Topic
-1 0 1
49.02% 50.98%
Absent – Off Topic
0 1 2
2.62% 97.38%
On Topic – Off Topic
The presence of an on topic card increases the number of mouse hovers over web
results, compared to both the absent and off topic conditions. This suggests that
searchers, even though click on fewer results, inspect the results in more detail
when an on topic card is displayed on the page. This finding supports prior
work in aggregated search (Arguello and Capra, 2016), where on topic aggregated
search blocks lead to more engagement with the results page in general.
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5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6
num rel web docs
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
4.58% 95.42%
Absent – On Topic
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
0.10% 99.90%
Absent – Off Topic
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
7.57% 92.43%
On Topic – Off Topic
The number of results marked as relevant is, on average, lower when entity cards,
either on or off topic, are shown on the results page. An explanation for this might
be that for off topic cards, the entire page is perceived as lower quality and there-
fore abandoned sooner, whereas for on topic cards, searchers’ information need
is partially addressed through the card, thus, fewer documents are inspected.
23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5
web scroll depth
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
0 1 2 3
0.07% 99.93%
Absent – On Topic
0 1 2 3
0.02% 99.98%
Absent – Off Topic
-1 0 1
44.88% 55.12%
On Topic – Off Topic
Scroll depth is higher when cards (either on or off topic) are absent from the res-
ults page. As with the number of relevant documents, an explanation for this
might be that the on topic card satisfies the information need, whereas the off
topic card leads to a faster assessment of page quality, both of which, in turn,
lead to a decrease in the number of documents explored.
20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34
time to web click
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
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-10 0
86.89% 13.11%
Absent – On Topic
-10 0
99.53% 0.47%
Absent – Off Topic
-10 0
94.33% 5.67%
On Topic – Off Topic
Searchers typically take more time to issue a first click on web results when an
off topic card is present on the results page. Similar effects are observed between
on topic and off topic cards. Based on our estimation, the off topic card increases
time to first click, on average, compared to the absent condition, by approxim-
ately six seconds.
150 160 170 180 190 200 210
time on initial serp
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-50 0 50
13.60% 86.40%
Absent – On Topic
-50 0 50
30.25% 69.75%
Absent – Off Topic
-50 0 50
70.12% 29.88%
On Topic – Off Topic
Less noticeable effects can be observed on time spent exploring the initial SERP
(or total task duration, when no additional queries were issued by the searcher)
across experimental conditions.
6.50 6.75 7.00 7.25 7.50 7.75 8.00 8.25
workload
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-1 0 1
52.44% 47.56%
Absent – On Topic
-2 -1 0
98.24% 1.76%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 -1 0
97.99% 2.01%
On Topic – Off Topic
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With respect to overall workload, we find that the off topic card increases per-
ceived workload over both on topic and absent conditions. We also observe that
the on topic card does not increase workload compared to the absent condition,
even though the card requires searchers to process additional information. We
observe similar findings with respect to several individual components of per-
ceived workload (mental, temporal, performance and effort) as shown next.
8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0
workload mental
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-2 0
68.60% 31.40%
Absent – On Topic
-2 0
97.60% 2.40%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 0
93.69% 6.31%
On Topic – Off Topic
With respect to mental and perceptual activity, the off topic card increases per-
ceived workload over both on topic and absent conditions, on average. This is not
surprising, given the dissonance between card information and assigned topic.
4.50 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50
workload physical
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-2 -1 0 1
73.75% 26.25%
Absent – On Topic
-2 -1 0
95.21% 4.79%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 -1 0 1
84.62% 15.38%
On Topic – Off Topic
As with mental workload, participants perceive their tasks as being more labori-
ous when the entity card shown on the page is off topic, compared to the absent
condition.
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7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5
workload temporal
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
0 2
34.72% 65.28%
Absent – On Topic
-2 0
98.71% 1.29%
Absent – Off Topic
-3 -2 -1 0
99.62% 0.38%
On Topic – Off Topic
With respect to the time pressure experienced by participants, the off topic card,
on average, increases perceived workload relative to both on topic and absent ex-
perimental conditions. An explanation for this might be that participants spend
more time processing the information in the off topic card (as suggested above by
a longer period of time taken to issue a first click on web results when the card
is off topic) and therefore perceive to have less time for their main assigned task,
which is selecting documents.
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2
workload performance
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-1 0 1
76.48% 23.52%
Absent – On Topic
-2 -1 0
96.96% 3.04%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 -1 0 1
86.88% 13.12%
On Topic – Off Topic
The presence of an off topic card on the results page, on average, leads to parti-
cipants perceiving their task completion as less successful compared to when the
results page that does not display a card at all.
10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0
workload effort
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
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-2 0 2
38.51% 61.49%
Absent – On Topic
-2 0
98.01% 1.99%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 0
99.08% 0.92%
On Topic – Off Topic
The off topic card also leads to participants perceiving more effort necessary in
accomplishing their task, overall, when compared to both the absent and the on
topic experimental conditions. Together with the temporal and performance as-
pects of workload, this suggests that when the card is off topic, task effort is not
only increased, but also partitioned between processing the information in the
card and completing the task (i.e., finding relevant documents), instead of fo-
cused on the main goal of the task.
5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8
workload frustration
Off Topic
On Topic
Absent
-1 0 1
41.12% 58.88%
Absent – On Topic
-1 0 1
49.28% 50.72%
Absent – Off Topic
-2 -1 0 1
58.31% 41.69%
On Topic – Off Topic
Our analysis reveals no differences, on average, with respect to how insecure, dis-
couraged or irritated participants assessed themselves to be in their task, across
experimental conditions.
To summarise, with respect to search interactions, we find that in the absent con-
dition, more clicks are issued on web results, more documents are marked as
relevant, and searchers scroll to a lower depth on the page than when an off topic
entity card is displayed. An explanation for this behaviour can be that when an
off topic card is displayed, users perceive the entire results page as less reliable
and decide to terminate their task with fewer results examined. It is interesting to
note that when an on topic entity card is shown, on average, participants hover
over web results more, yet click on fewer results and mark fewer documents as
relevant than in the absent condition. This might suggest that searchers inspect
results more carefully when an on topic entity card is present. In addition, we
also find that the display of an off topic entity card increases the time taken to
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A-On A-Off On-Off
num_web_clicks
num_web_hovers
num_rel_web_docs
web_scroll_depth
time_to_web_click
time_on_initial_serp
workload
workload_mental
workload_physical
workload_temporal
workload_performance
workload_effort
workload_frustration
0.037 0.066 0.029
-0.039 0.001 0.040
0.050 0.091 0.041
0.068 0.070 0.002
-0.050 -0.128 -0.079
0.110 0.054 -0.056
-0.005 -0.179 -0.175
-0.162 -0.661 -0.520
-0.274 -0.668 -0.407
0.143 -0.788 -0.948
-0.363 -0.993 -0.563
0.090 -0.609 -0.739
0.089 0.005 -0.084
Figure 5.6: Mean effect size (Cohen’s d) for card content experimental manipu-
lations (A – absent, On – on topic, Off – off topic). Sign shows the direction of
the effect. Cell colour is proportional to the absolute effect size. Cohen (1992)
and Sawilowsky (2009) suggest that absolute effect sizes larger than 0.8 can be
interpreted as large effects. Manipulating card content has relatively weak effects
on measures of search behaviour, however, stronger effects can be observed on
different dimensions of perceived workload.
issue a first click on web results, on average, by approximately 6 seconds, which
suggests that searchers are taking additional time to process the card that is dis-
sonant with their assigned search topic, as compared to the absent condition.
With respect to task effort, we find that off topic cards increase almost all di-
mensions of perceived workload. In the temporal and effort dimensions, off topic
cards increase workload compared to their on topic counterparts also. This is
interesting because searchers appear less engaged in their task (i.e., fewer clicks,
lower scroll depth), on average, when the card is off topic, but overall perceive
higher levels of workload across dimensions. It is also interesting to note that on
topic cards do not seem to increase workload, even though they require searchers
to process additional information, which is not directly related to successful task
completion (i.e., selecting results).
Finally, the effects we discuss above vary in size, and as such, in figure 5.6
we report Cohen’s d as a standardised measure of (mean) effect size in order to
assess relative effect sizes across outcome measures. We note that entity card
content effects on measures of search interaction are relatively small. However,
effects on different dimensions of perceived workload are much stronger – Cohen
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(1992) and Sawilowsky (2009) suggest that absolute effect sizes larger than 0.8
can be interpreted as large effects. Overall, we conclude that the effect entity
card content has on both search interactions and perceived workload is not due
to chance, but that this effect is much stronger on perceived workload than on
measures of search behaviour.
5.4.3 Card Coherence
In this section, we present our analysis with respect to manipulations of card co-
herence. Similar to the previous section, we compare differences between the
absent, coherent and non-coherent experimental conditions. Note that the coherent
condition is identical to the on topic condition in the previous section, yet the res-
ults presented here (i.e., when comparing absent to coherent) vary marginally from
the previous section due to sampling error in our modelling approach. We focus
primarily on differences between coherent and non-coherent cards, as estimating
these differences is our main objective.
12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5
num_web_clicks
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
0 1
1.91% 98.09%
Absent – Coherent
0 1 2 3
0.02% 99.98%
Absent – Non Coherent
0 1 2
4.16% 95.84%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Our analysis suggests that non-coherent entity cards lead to fewer examinations
of web results, on average, as reflected in the number of clicks, when compared
to coherent or absent cards. As with off topic cards, searchers might assess the
quality of the page as being unreliable, based on the quality of the card, and
therefore explore the results page less when a non-coherent card is displayed.
15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0
num_web_hovers
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
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-2 -1 0
97.37% 2.63%
Absent – Coherent
-1 0 1
64.83% 35.17%
Absent – Non Coherent
-1 0 1 2
5.94% 94.06%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Similarly, reflected in the number of mouse hovers on web results, there is an
indication that non-coherent cards lead to fewer inspections of web results, on
average, compared to coherent cards.
5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6
num_rel_web_docs
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
0 1
4.45% 95.55%
Absent – Coherent
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
0.12% 99.88%
Absent – Non Coherent
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
6.95% 93.05%
Coherent – Non Coherent
A similar indication is reflected in the number of web results marked as relevant,
with non-coherent cards potentially leading to fewer documents inspected and
marked as relevant, on average.
23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5
web_scroll_depth
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
0 2
0.08% 99.92%
Absent – Coherent
0 2 4
0.16% 99.84%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 0
62.96% 37.04%
Coherent – Non Coherent
With respect to scroll depth, no clear differences between coherent and non-
coherent cards, on average, are revealed by our analysis.
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20 22 24 26 28
time_to_web_click
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
-10 -5 0 5
86.65% 13.35%
Absent – Coherent
-10 0
82.55% 17.45%
Absent – Non Coherent
-10 0 10
42.60% 57.40%
Coherent – Non Coherent
As with scroll depth, no clear differences in time taken before engaging with web
results, on average, are revealed by our analysis.
150 160 170 180 190 200 210
time_on_initial_serp
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
0 50
13.40% 86.60%
Absent – Coherent
-50 0 50
55.36% 44.64%
Absent – Non Coherent
-50 0
89.35% 10.65%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Similarly, total time spent on the initial SERP is not revealed to be different across
conditions, on average, given our data and modelling approach. Overall, with
respect to measures of search behaviour, non-coherent cards appear to generate
similar effects as off topic cards, with the exception of task duration and time
taken before a first click is issued on the results. This suggests that searchers
notice the dissonant elements of the card, which in turn affects their assessment
of page quality, but given that most of the content within the card is informative
and on topic, less time is spent processing the entity card overall.
6.50 6.75 7.00 7.25 7.50 7.75 8.00 8.25
workload
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
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-1 0 1
52.24% 47.76%
Absent – Coherent
-2 -1 0
96.08% 3.92%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 -1 0
95.83% 4.17%
Coherent – Non Coherent
With respect to overall workload, we find that non-coherent cards, on average,
increase searchers’ perceived workload, compared to coherent cards. This can
be explained by the dissonant nature of information contained within the card,
which requires searchers to actively determine whether the card is useful to their
assigned topic or not. We also find that workload is increased, on average, com-
pared to the absent condition as well, which suggests that placing a non-coherent
card on the results page can be detrimental to user experience, on average. How-
ever, few dimensions of workload are affected by card coherence (physical and
temporal) as shown next.
8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0
workload_mental
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
-2 0
68.63% 31.37%
Absent – Coherent
-2 0
94.71% 5.29%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 0
86.80% 13.20%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Our analysis does not reveal differences regarding perceived mental effort
between the coherent and non-coherent experimental conditions, on average.
4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
workload_physical
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
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-2 -1 0 1
74.13% 25.87%
Absent – Coherent
-3 -2 -1 0
99.24% 0.76%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 -1 0 1
96.18% 3.82%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Interestingly, the physical dimension of workload is, on average, perceived as
higher when non-coherent cards are displayed on the results page, compared to
coherent cards. This suggests that searchers consider their tasks as more labori-
ous when the entity card displayed on the results page is not coherent, perhaps
because they need to actively engage in determining whether the card is useful
to their assigned search topic or not.
7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5
workload_temporal
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
-1 0 1 2
34.23% 65.77%
Absent – Coherent
-2 0
98.15% 1.85%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 0
99.40% 0.60%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Similarly, more time pressure is perceived (i.e. searchers perceive the task as be-
ing time constrained), on average, when a non coherent card is shown on the
results page, compared to a coherent card. As with off topic cards, an explana-
tion for this might be that searchers spend more time processing the information
within the non-coherent card, in an effort to determine whether the card is useful,
and spend less time on their main task of finding relevant web results.
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
workload_performance
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
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-1 0 1
76.82% 23.18%
Absent – Coherent
-1 0 1
54.69% 45.31%
Absent – Non Coherent
-1 0 1
26.28% 73.72%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Our analysis does not reveal differences with respect to perceived performance,
on average, between coherent and non-coherent conditions. Compared to off
topic cards, it seems that, on average, participants perceive non-coherent cards as
less of an impediment in their attempt to successfully complete the assigned task.
10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5
workload_effort
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
-2 0 2
39.19% 60.81%
Absent – Coherent
-2 0 2
75.56% 24.44%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 0
84.27% 15.73%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Our analysis does not reveal differences with respect to overall perceived effort
levels, on average, between coherent and non-coherent cards, which is surprising
given that with respect to perceived physical workload, non-coherent cards ap-
pear to increase demand. This is perhaps an indication of how difficult assessing
measures of workload independently is in this context. In addition, compared to
off topic cards, which increase perceived levels of effort on average (i.e., effort di-
mension of workload), non-coherent cards appear to have a weaker effect, which
again suggests that searchers are able to process the results page with less effort
when non-coherent entity cards are present, as compared to off topic cards.
5.25 5.50 5.75 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.75 7.00
workload_frustration
Non Coherent
Coherent
Absent
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-1 0 1
40.94% 59.06%
Absent – Coherent
-2 -1 0 1
70.78% 29.22%
Absent – Non Coherent
-2 -1 0 1
77.36% 22.64%
Coherent – Non Coherent
Our analysis does not reveal differences, on average, between coherent and non-
coherent entity cards with respect to perceived frustration.
In summary, with respect to search interactions, we find that non-coherent cards
tend, on average, to lead to fewer clicks and hovers on web results, and a lower
number of documents marked as relevant, compared to coherent cards. Although
it is unlikely that these differences occur due to chance, they are, however, small
and difficult to interpret practically: for example, on average, the number of web
clicks on pages displaying coherent cards is approximately 5.8, whereas for non-
coherent cards it is approximately 5.5. These findings suggest that non-coherent
cards generate effects similar to those generated by off topic cards, with respect
to search behaviour. Unlike off topic cards, non-coherent cards do not appear to
increase total time spent on the initial SERP, on average, or the duration of time
before a click is issued on the results page. Together, these findings suggest that
non-coherent influence searchers’ perception of the results page as being unreli-
able to a lesser extent than off topic cards.
With respect to overall perceived workload, our analysis reveals that non-
coherent cards tend to lead, on average, to higher self-assessed estimates of task
effort compared to coherent or absent cards. However, compared to card content
manipulations, and in particular off topic cards, we find that fewer dimensions
of workload are affected by the coherence of entity cards.
Figure 5.7 reports estimates of standardised effect sizes for differences in the
outcome measures we explored. Our manipulations of card coherence have strong
effects on the physical and temporal dimensions of perceived workload, but have
weaker effects on workload overall, and very weak effects on measures of search
interaction. Like in the case of card content, we conclude that the effects of entity
card coherence are not due to chance, but that these effects are limited to fewer
dimensions of search behaviour and workload than in the case of card content
manipulations, and that the strongest effects of card coherence are on the per-
ceived physical and temporal aspects of workload.
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A-C A-NC C-NC
num_web_clicks
num_web_hovers
num_rel_web_docs
web_scroll_depth
time_to_web_click
time_on_initial_serp
workload
workload_mental
workload_physical
workload_temporal
workload_performance
workload_effort
workload_frustration
0.037 0.069 0.031
-0.038 -0.007 0.032
0.050 0.095 0.044
0.067 0.062 -0.006
-0.050 -0.041 0.009
0.110 -0.015 -0.125
-0.004 -0.151 -0.148
-0.158 -0.530 -0.384
-0.272 -0.965 -0.705
0.143 -0.731 -0.891
-0.374 -0.086 0.325
0.084 -0.203 -0.304
0.089 -0.219 -0.297
Figure 5.7: Mean effect size (Cohen’s d) for card coherence experimental manipu-
lations (A – absent, C – coherent, NC – non-coherent). Sign shows the direction
of the effect. Cell colour is proportional to the absolute effect size. Cohen (1992)
and Sawilowsky (2009) suggest that absolute effect sizes larger than 0.8 can be in-
terpreted as large effects. The effects of entity card coherence manipulations are
limited to fewer dimensions of search behaviour and workload than in the case
of card content manipulations, with the strongest effects of card coherence being
on the perceived physical and temporal aspects of workload.
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5.4.4 Card Diversity
In addition to card coherence, we examined the effect card vertical diversity has
on search interaction and workload. Similar to the previous sections, we make
comparisons between the absent, diverse and non-diverse conditions. Note that the
diverse condition is identical to the on topic or the coherent conditions in the pre-
vious sections (e.g., when comparing absent to on topic), yet the results presented
here (i.e., when comparing absent to diverse) vary marginally due to sampling er-
ror in our modelling approach. We focus primarily on differences between diverse
and non-diverse cards, as estimating these differences is our main objective.
12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5
num_web_clicks
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
0 1 2
1.95% 98.05%
Absent – Diverse
0 1 2
0.04% 99.96%
Absent – Non Diverse
0 1
4.96% 95.04%
Diverse – Non Diverse
The number of clicks issued on web results is lower, on average, when entity
cards shown on the results page are non-diverse, as compared to when the card
is diverse. It is interesting to note that this effect is similar to the effect generated
by off topic or non-coherent cards, as shown previously, even though the content
within non-diverse cards is informative and related to searchers’ assigned topic.
15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5 17.0
num_web_hovers
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
-2 -1 0
97.43% 2.57%
Absent – Diverse
-1 0 1
46.01% 53.99%
Absent – Non Diverse
0 1 2
2.19% 97.81%
Diverse – Non Diverse
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The number of mouse hovers over web results is lower when the card is di-
verse, on average, as compared to both the non-diverse and the absent conditions.
Again, this is a similar effect to that observed for both off topic and non-coherent
entity cards.
5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8
num_rel_web_docs
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
0 1
4.45% 95.55%
Absent – Diverse
-1 0 1
65.10% 34.90%
Absent – Non Diverse
-1.0 -0.5 0.0
98.16% 1.84%
Diverse – Non Diverse
The number of documents marked as relevant is, on average, higher in the non-
diverse condition, compared to the diverse condition, which suggests that the
non-diverse entity card is perceived as less informative than its diverse coun-
terpart. However, unlike the previous measures of search behaviour, this effect is
dissimilar to that generated by off topic or non-coherent cards, where the number
of results marked as relevant is higher in the on topic or coherent conditions. This
suggests, that unlike off topic or non-coherent entity cards, non-diverse cards do
no lead to overall assessments of poor page quality (in which case the page is
abandoned with fewer inspected results), but rather do not satisfy searchers’ in-
formation needs to the same extent as diverse cards, which leads to more results
being marked as relevant.
23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5
web_scroll_depth
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
0 1 2 3
0.05% 99.95%
Absent – Diverse
0 1 2 3
0.02% 99.98%
Absent – Non Diverse
-1 0 1
52.77% 47.23%
Diverse – Non Diverse
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Our analysis does not reveal differences between diverse and non-diverse entity
cards with respect to scroll depth, on average. Again, this is similar to previous
findings regarding manipulations of card content or card coherence. Overall, our
results suggest that the presence of an entity card on the results page reduces
scroll depth, on average, by approximately 1 position, irrespective of card con-
tent, coherence or diversity.
20 22 24 26 28
time_to_web_click
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
-10 0
87.13% 12.87%
Absent – Diverse
-10 0 10
68.89% 31.11%
Absent – Non Diverse
0 10
27.23% 72.77%
Diverse – Non Diverse
Our analysis does not reveal differences between diverse and non-diverse entity
cards, on average, with respect to the duration of time before a first click is issued
on web results. This is similar to the effect (or absence of effect) generated by non-
coherent cards, but is dissimilar to the effect of off topic cards, which, on average,
lead to higher durations before a first click.
150 160 170 180 190 200 210
time_on_initial_serp
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
0 50
13.53% 86.47%
Absent – Diverse
-50 0 50 100
11.28% 88.72%
Absent – Non Diverse
-50 0 50
45.71% 54.29%
Diverse – Non Diverse
Our analysis does not reveal differences, on average, between diverse and non-
diverse entity cards with respect to the duration of time spent on the initial SERP
(similar to the case of off topic or non coherent entity cards).
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6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5
workload
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
-1 0 1
52.50% 47.50%
Absent – Diverse
-2 -1 0
99.99% 0.01%
Absent – Non Diverse
-3 -2 -1 0
99.99% 0.01%
Diverse – Non Diverse
Our results suggest that non-diverse cards increase overall perceived workload,
on average, by approximately 1.5 points (on a 20 point scale), compared to both
diverse and absent conditions. This indicates that removing vertically diverse
results from entity cards can be detrimental to search user experience, as these
results help searchers process entity card information with less perceived effort.
This is again similar with the cases of off topic or non-coherent entity cards, which
both increase perceived workload compared to their on topic or coherent coun-
terparts, respectively. We observe a very similar effect of card diversity on all
dimensions of perceived workload, with the exception of performance, and as
such report only perceived performance workload next.
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
workload_performance
Non Diverse
Diverse
Absent
-1 0 1
76.72% 23.28%
Absent – Diverse
-1 0
84.73% 15.27%
Absent – Non Diverse
-1 0 1
59.22% 40.78%
Diverse – Non Diverse
Similar to both off topic or non-coherent cards, and their on topic or coherent
counterparts, card vertical diversity manipulations do not lead to lower assessed
task performance levels, on average, given our analysis and collected data.
In summary, with respect to measures of search behaviour, our analysis suggests
that non-diverse cards are similar to both off topic and non-coherent cards, lead-
ing to fewer clicks or mouse hovers on web results, on average, than diverse
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A-D A-ND D-ND
num_web_clicks
num_web_hovers
num_rel_web_docs
web_scroll_depth
time_to_web_click
time_on_initial_serp
workload
workload_mental
workload_physical
workload_temporal
workload_performance
workload_effort
workload_frustration
0.037 0.066 0.029
-0.039 0.002 0.040
0.051 -0.012 -0.062
0.067 0.066 -0.001
-0.049 -0.022 0.027
0.112 0.122 0.010
-0.004 -0.330 -0.330
-0.158 -1.253 -1.128
-0.267 -1.556 -1.313
0.142 -1.163 -1.347
-0.366 -0.628 -0.144
0.094 -0.993 -1.178
0.090 -0.620 -0.676
Figure 5.8: Mean effect size (Cohen’s d) for card diversity experimental manip-
ulations (A – absent, D – diverse, ND – non-diverse). Sign shows the direction
of the effect. Cell colour is proportional to the absolute effect size. Cohen (1992)
and Sawilowsky (2009) suggest that absolute effect sizes larger than 0.8 can be
interpreted as large effects. Similar to both card content and card coherence ma-
nipulations, our analysis reveals weak effects of card diversity manipulation on
measures of search behaviour, but much larger effects on measures of perceived
workload. Overall, our findings suggest that the display of non-diverse entity
cards can lead to suboptimal user experience.
cards. However, with respect to the number of web results marked as relevant,
diverse cards generate an effect that is dissimilar to that generated by off topic
or non-coherent cards, in that on result pages with non-diverse cards, the num-
ber of results marked as relevant is higher than in the case of pages displaying
diverse cards, on average. This suggests that, unlike off topic or non-coherent
entity cards, non-diverse cards do no lead to overall assessments of poor system
quality (in which case the search page is abandoned with fewer results marked as
relevant or inspected in general), but rather do not satisfy searchers’ information
needs to the same extent as diverse cards, which in turn leads to more results
being marked as relevant.
With respect to task effort, our analysis suggests that card diversity manipula-
tions have an effect on perceived workload that is not due to chance. Our results
indicate that non-diverse cards increase overall workload, on average, by approx-
imately 1.5 points (on a 20 point scale), compared to both diverse and absent con-
ditions. In addition, non-diverse cards appear to have an effect on all dimensions
of task workload, with the exception of perceived performance levels. This find-
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ing supports the claim that removing vertically diverse results from entity cards
can be detrimental to search user experience, as these results can help searchers
process entity card information with less perceived effort. This is again similar
with the cases of off topic or non-coherent entity cards, which both increase over-
all perceived workload compared to their on topic or coherent counterparts.
As in the previous sections, we report the mean standardised effect size of card
diversity manipulations on experimental outcome measures in Figure 5.8. Similar
to both card content and card coherence manipulations, our analysis reveals weak
effects of card diversity manipulation on measures of search behaviour, but much
larger effects on measures of perceived workload. Sawilowsky (2009) suggests
that effect sizes above 1.2 can be considered very large and our analysis reveals
multiple such effects. In particular, our findings suggest that card diversity has a
very large effect on the physical and temporal dimensions of perceived workload,
increasing self-assessed measures by 1.5 points, on average, compared to diverse
entity cards displayed on the results page.
5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this section we discuss the implications of our findings. We follow a similar
structure as in the previous section, discussing our results regarding card content
followed by the implications of our findings related to card properties.
Card content. In the previous sections, we reported on the effects of card con-
tent on search interactions. With respect to RQ1, our results suggest that the
presence of entity cards on the SERP affects searchers’ behaviour. In particular,
we find that when an entity card is displayed on the results page, fewer clicks are
issued on web results, fewer documents are marked as relevant, and searchers
scroll to a shallower depth on the result page, irrespective of card content, than
when the card is entirely absent. In the case of off topic entity cards, this can be
attributed to the assimilation effect discussed in section 5.1: searchers perceive the
entire page as less reliable and overall engage with results less. Our results also
show that, when an off topic card is displayed, searchers typically take longer
to issue their first click on the results page, but overall take just as long as when
an on topic card is displayed (or the card is absent) to complete their task. This
might suggest that they take longer to process the off topic card, which is dis-
sonant to their assigned search topic, and therefore use less time to explore the
results ranking.
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When the card is on topic, our results reveal that, on average, participants
hover over web results more, yet click on fewer results and mark fewer docu-
ments as relevant than in the absent condition. This might suggest that parti-
cipants inspect web results more attentively when an on topic entity card is dis-
played, a finding that supports previous work on aggregated search (Arguello
and Capra, 2016), where the presence of an on topic aggregated search block lead
to higher engagement, overall, with the results page.
Our results also indicate that off topic cards tend to increase almost all di-
mensions of perceived task workload, as assessed by searchers directly. In the
temporal and effort dimensions, off topic cards increase workload compared to
their on topic counterparts also, which is not surprising given that searchers take
longer to issue a first click on web results when the card is off topic, which in turns
leads to less perceived time available for completing their primary task, which is
finding and marking relevant web documents (even though our tasks were not
time limited). This finding is also interesting because searchers appear less en-
gaged in their task (i.e., fewer clicks, lower scroll depth), on average, when the
card is off topic, but due to increased effort in processing dissonant elements of
the results page, they perceive higher levels of workload across dimensions. Our
results also suggest that on topic entity cards do not seem to increase workload,
on average, compared to the absence of cards, even though they require searchers
to process additional information on the results page which is not directly related
to successful task completion (i.e., selecting relevant results).
Our estimates of effect sizes suggest that card content manipulations have a
weak effect on search behaviour, but a much stronger effect on perceived work-
load. This is due to higher variance in searcher behaviour measures, possibly
caused by larger differences between participants in how they approached our
tasks, than in self-assessed workload measurements (as indicated by standard
deviation values in table 5.5), which were limited by design to a 20 point scale.
Indeed, in approximately 10% of our tasks, searchers inspected all 50 web results
shown on the page, which is perhaps a reason for the higher variance in user
search behaviour we observed. Even so, our analysis suggests that differences in
measures of search behaviour across card content manipulations are not due to
chance, even though effect sizes are relatively small. Effects are, however, much
stronger regarding perceived demand, with off topic cards increasing several di-
mensions of workload, over on topic or absent cards.
Finally, with respect to RQ1, we conclude that card content has an effect on
both search behaviour and perceived workload that is unlikely due to chance.
This effect appears to be stronger in the case of off topic cards and stronger with
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respect to measures of workload, rather than search interactions. Our findings
overall suggest that placing off topic entity cards on results pages can be det-
rimental to user search experience, on average. In addition, our results have
broader implications for modelling and evaluating modern web search systems.
Card coherence. The results of our experimental manipulations of card coher-
ence suggest that non-coherent cards generate effects similar to those generated
by off topic cards, with respect to both search behaviour and workload. Unlike
off topic cards, non-coherent cards do not appear to increase the duration of time
before a click is issued on the results page, on average, suggesting that they are
easier to process than completely off topic cards. Also unlike off topic cards, non-
coherent cards have overall weaker effects on measures of workload, and, overall,
tend to increase searchers’ perceived task effort in fewer dimensions of workload.
We attribute the weaker effect of card coherence on search behaviour and
workload to the more subtle manipulation of card display features (i.e., card co-
herence is, perhaps, not immediately obvious to searchers) and also to the fact
that users were assigned clearly formulated information seeking tasks, and there-
fore were able to extract useful information from entity cards even when they
displayed non-coherent information.
Entity card coherence can be considered a spectrum, with on topic and off
topic cards being opposite ends of this spectrum, and non-coherent cards some-
where in-between. This view of card coherence is supported by our results, which
show similar effects for non-coherent and off topic cards, but overall weaker ef-
fects (and in fewer dimensions) in the case of non-coherent cards. We conclude
that card coherence, as put into practice in our study, has an effect on both search
behaviour and workload that is unlikely due to chance, however this effect is
smaller than in the case of card content or card diversity.
Card diversity. Our analysis suggests that non-diverse cards are similar to both
off topic and non-coherent cards. In particular, on topic but non-diverse cards
lead to fewer clicks or mouse hovers on web results, on average, than diverse
cards. Unlike off topic or non-coherent cards, non-diverse cards tend to lead, on
average, to a higher number of results marked as relevant than their diverse coun-
terparts, even though fewer results seem to be inspected by searchers. This might
suggest that non-diverse cards provide assistance to searchers in identifying rel-
evant content on the results page, perhaps by making their assigned search topic
more salient on the page (i.e., an interface element reminding them what their
assigned task topic is).
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This is supported by our findings regarding perceived workload. Our res-
ults suggest that non-diverse cards increase overall workload, on average, by
approximately 1.5 points (on a 20 point scale), compared to both diverse and ab-
sent conditions. This might be due to our experimental setting, with non-diverse
cards being perceived as another element of the experimental page that instructs
searchers what information to look for, rather than an informative element in it-
self. Even so, our findings supports the claim that removing vertically diverse
results from entity cards can be detrimental to user experience, as these results
potentially help searchers process entity card information with less perceived ef-
fort. Overall, our findings suggests that heterogeneous content displayed within
entity cards is both informational and diverting from task demand.
It is also interesting to note that entity cards lead to shallower scroll depth, on
average, irrespective of card content, coherence or diversity. This might suggests
that entity cards act as a visual anchor at the top of the page, independent of card
information or visual saliency.
Our findings have implications for the designer of web search interfaces, and
suggest that displaying more diverse content within entity cards, when query
intent prediction is accurate, is to be preferred. In broader terms, our findings
have implications for modelling and evaluating modern web search systems.
5.6 Chapter Summary
Modern search engines have started integrating entity cards on the results page
in response to users’ queries. Entity cards enhance search experience in several
ways, by helping users navigate a diverse information space and by providing a
summary of relevant and diverse content directly on the results page.
In this chapter, we report on a large-scale crowd-sourced user study, with
more than 500 unique searchers, investigating the effect entity cards integrated
into result pages have on searcher behaviour and perceived workload. Our res-
ults show that the presence of an entity card on the results page influences searcher
behaviour with respect to both engagement with web results, as well as perceived
task demand. Our analysis of card properties suggests that card diversity is more
influential on search behaviour and workload than card coherence. Our findings
have important practical implications for modern web search, in particular with
respect to user modelling and the evaluation of non-linear result pages.
Within our Composite Web Search framework, entity cards represent instances
of composite objects and therefore, our study of entity card influence on search
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behaviour is run under the assumption that our findings generalise to other po-
tential types of composite objects that are integrated in the results page in a sim-
ilar style (i.e., as contextual elements, clearly delimited from the general web res-
ults ranking through display properties, and not a simple ranking of items). Our
assertions that composite object usefulness is constrained by (a) the relevance of a
document (or group of documents) that play a central role within the object and
(b) a complex interplay of object properties are supported by the experimental
evidence presented in this chapter. With respect to (a), our results show that the
effect of manipulating composite object coherence, by explicitly deteriorating the
quality of results contained within the object, on search behaviour and perceived
workload, is more limited, as long as the central component of the object (in the
case of entity cards, the entity title and summary) is on-topic (i.e., relevant to the
user’s query). With respect to (b), our results show that composite object prop-
erties — relevance (or content) and diversity — influence user behaviour and
perceived workload in subtle but distinct ways.
The following chapters of this thesis focus on algorithmic aspects of result
composition. How to represent heterogeneous documents within a unified fea-
tures space in order to assess their similarity, how to operationalise and assess ob-
ject properties and how to construct composite objects are the topics we address
next. We begin by exploring the application of a general composite retrieval (Amer-
Yahia et al., 2014) framework in a heterogeneous web search environment with
the goal of constructing relevant, coherent and diverse composite objects in the fol-
lowing chapter.
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Composite Retrieval of
Heterogeneous Web Search
Current web search systems generally present a ranked list of documents in re-
sponse to user queries. In aggregated search systems, results from different and
increasingly diverse sources of information (e.g., image, video or news verticals)
are returned to users — for instance, many current web search engines return to
users both images and web documents in response to the query “cat”, merged
within a unified ranking of results.
In this chapter, we present an experiment inspired by previous work on com-
posite retrieval (Amer-Yahia et al., 2013, 2014) which investigates the algorithmic
assembly of complex information objects — what we define as composite objects
— containing results from multiple heterogeneous sources. In our experiments,
rather than merging blocks of results from different verticals within a single rank-
ing, as is the case with aggregated search, we propose to return to users a set
of composite objects, where each object contains results from several verticals, as-
sembled around a common topic. For example, for the query “London Olympics”,
one composite object per sport could be returned, each containing results extrac-
ted from the news, videos, images, or Wikipedia verticals.
In our experiment, we propose and evaluate a variety of approaches to con-
structing relevant, coherent and diverse composite objects. How these properties
of composite objects are operationalised is a core aspect of the work presented
here. Compared with three baselines (general web only ranking, federated search
ranking and aggregated search), our evaluation demonstrates performance im-
provement for a highly heterogeneous web collection. Research presented in this
chapter is based on previously published work available in Bota et al. (2014).
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6.1 Introduction
Consider the following user information need “finding all information to plan a
trip to Korea”. Answering this information need typically involves submitting
several queries to gather information about airports and visa policies, to read
online reviews about hotels, and to check the geographic proximity of places to
visit. Current search engines aggregate results from multiple verticals. However,
the presentation of search results is limited to blocks where each block contains
homogeneous information of one type.
As the web has made available a large variety of diverse search engines — or
verticals — it is becoming important to return to users organised answers, made of
information extracted from heterogeneous data sources. Doing so will not only
support users in complex search tasks, but also allow them to understand the
diversity of the information space and access relevant and diverse information in
a structured way, directly on the results page.
For example, users typing the query “olympics” during the London 2012
Olympic Games may have been interested in different on-going game results
with detailed statistics, video summaries and players’ post-match commentary
quotes. Returning such results per sport could be helpful to users, allowing them
to explore all the information regarding each individual sport or focus on spe-
cific sports, events or athletes. We propose to return to users a results page —
what we refer to as a composite page — where results from diverse verticals are as-
sembled into composite objects. Thus a composite page is a set of objects, where an
object is composed of “coherent” information extracted from various sources (e.g.,
videos, statistics and quotes). What coherent means and how it is operationalised
is addressed in the following sections of this chapter.
Previous work by Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) defined the task of searching for
complementary items in a collection as composite retrieval, and proposed organ-
ising results into bundles, in an effort to provide an improved exploratory exper-
ience over the typical ranked list of results. In their work, composite retrieval is
explored in the context of a homogeneous information space. However, modern
web search involves searching and merging results across verticals of heterogen-
eous rather than homogeneous items.
To construct a high-quality composite page, several criteria should be satis-
fied: composite object relevance, where the items within objects should be top-
ically relevant to the query; composite object coherence, where the items within
the object should be similar with each other and therefore coherent to the topic;
composite object diversity, where the items within the object should cover a di-
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verse set of results from various verticals; and page diversity, where the objects
within the page should cover various aspects/topics of the query. As in tradi-
tional search, relevance is a priority as this is the key factor to a satisfactory user
experience; promoting cohesion and diversity is important but only when the
results are relevant.
In this experiment, we study composite retrieval in a heterogeneous web search
environment. We propose several approaches to constructing composite objects.
Two challenges arise due to the heterogeneous nature of the data. First, relevance
score distributions are not comparable across verticals, making relevance estima-
tion of composite objects more complex. Second, different factors can sometimes
be contradictory with each other (relevance vs. diversity), thus determining an
appropriate trade-off is required.
We build on an existing composite retrieval framework by Amer-Yahia et al.
(2014), adapting it to a heterogeneous web search context. In addition, we put
forward a new approach for result composition, which we refer to as the central-
satellite result composition paradigm, where a retrieved object is defined as a cent-
ral package (e.g., a set of general web documents) and a set of satellite packages
consisting of items retrieved from verticals that are coherent to the central pack-
age. The study presented here addresses the following research questions:
(RQ1) Can we construct composite pages that are more relevant than existing solu-
tions, such as “general web search only” ranking, aggregated search and
federated search ranking?
(RQ2) When constructing composite objects, can we utilise query-related entities
as an anchor to bridge the semantic gap between items retrieved from het-
erogeneous sources?
(RQ3) As composite objects are created by selecting items from traditionally ranked
lists of documents, how robust are different result composition approaches
to the quality of the initial ranking of documents?
The contributions of our study are the following: we propose a novel approach to
result composition and demonstrate its effectiveness. We conduct extensive ex-
periments comparing our proposal with a number of baselines and approaches.
To our knowledge, this is the first endeavour to use entities to bridge the semantic
gap between items retrieved from heterogeneous web resources. Moreover, we
investigate and provided insights on the usefulness of different sources of evid-
ence for result composition.
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The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 discusses previous
work regarding composite retrieval. We describe our result composition frame-
work in section 6.3 and propose a variety of approaches to forming composite
objects in section 6.4. Details of the test collections and experimental setup are
provided in section 6.5. Section 6.6 reports our experimental results, and we dis-
cuss the implications of our results and conclude in section 6.7.
6.2 Prior Work
Web search has become central to technology-mediated information interaction.
Because of its central role in accessing and creating information, many aspects of
web search have been studies extensively over the past several decades, from re-
trieval algorithms to user modelling and search user interfaces. The work presen-
ted in this chapter brings together two broad areas of study related to web search:
(i) cluster-based retrieval and (ii) heterogeneous information access on the web.
Cluster-based retrieval algorithms. The cluster hypothesis — closely associ-
ated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests (van Rijsbergen, 1979)
— gave rise to a large body of work (Kurland and Domshlak, 2008; Tombros et al.,
2002) on using query-specific document clusters for improving retrieval effective-
ness. Various approaches to clustering results have been explored in prior work
(e.g., (Kurland and Domshlak, 2008; Tombros et al., 2002)), and discussed in more
detail in sections 2.2.4 and 3.2.2.
Our work is similar to cluster-based retrieval as we form composite objects
based on a cluster-inspired optimisation approach (selecting items that are similar
to each other to form a composite object). Similar to cluster-based retrieval, we
rank the verticals (i.e., each vertical can be considered a cluster of documents)
based on their estimated relevance and ultimately select the top ranked verticals
to choose items from. The heterogeneous nature of the data and our approach to
constructing links between heterogeneous documents are what differentiate our
work from traditional cluster-based retrieval.
Composite retrieval. Composite retrieval has been studied in recent years, how-
ever, the applications so far are in structured or semi-structured scenarios — such
as recommending products or finding a restaurant. Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) stud-
ied the complexity of the problem of composing “bundles” — what we define as
composite objects — with constraints, such as budget or item compatibility. Fur-
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thermore, they formally prove that the task of composite retrieval is NP´ hard,
and propose a greedy approximation approach to address the complexity of the
problem by first producing and then selecting an approximately optimal set of
composite objects (i.e., “bundles”). We discuss previous approaches to composite
retrieval in more detail in section 2.2.4.
In this chapter, we study composite retrieval in the context of heterogeneous
web search and provide solutions to tackle the challenges arising from the het-
erogeneous nature of the data. In addition, as relevance is highly correlated to a
satisfactory user experience in search (Sanderson et al., 2010), different from other
works, we treat this as our main criteria of optimisation, whereas criteria such
as cohesion and diversity are considered secondary. We explore the framework
developed in Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) and adapt it to suit the needs of hetero-
geneous scenarios. Specifically, we enhance the definition of composite objects
by incorporating the concept of relevance explicitly. Secondly, we incorporate di-
versity and relevance at the time of ranking (choosing) composite objects, thus
leading to effective solutions. Thirdly, we exploit the use of entities in linking rel-
evant items across verticals, and we also incorporate query intent into the form-
ation of composite objects. Extensive experiments on the TREC federated web
track data set demonstrate the effectiveness of heterogeneous composite retrieval
on the web.
Aggregated search. Aggregated search is the task of retrieving results from a
variety of resources (i.e., verticals) and merging results within a unified page —
in sections 2.2.3.2 and 3.2.3 we review prior work on aggregated search in more
detail. In aggregated search, the most common presentation strategy is to group
results into a ranked list of so-called blocks where each block contains homogen-
eous information of one type (i.e., retrieved from one relevant vertical). Similar to
aggregated search, selecting and organising results from heterogeneous sources
is the main focus of result composition. However, rather than presenting the res-
ults of each selected vertical as a homogeneous block, result composition aims to
return results into coherent objects, where each objects contains heterogeneous
items, retrieved from different verticals.
Diversity in information retrieval. Information retrieval research has investig-
ated “diversity-based” or “subtopic” retrieval approaches for modelling user search
intents during search tasks for ambiguous or multi-faceted information needs
(Clarke et al., 2008; Santos, 2012). An intent-diversified result ranking can be
created by interleaving documents sampled from possible search intents (sub-
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topics), with the importance of each intent indicated by several features such as
prior search intent click-through rate or original document relevance. Our result
composition approach also takes “subtopic” diversity into account when forming
result pages containing a diverse set of composite objects. However, rather than
forming a homogeneous ranking list covering various subtopics, we construct
a page consisting of composite objects where each object corresponds to a “sub-
topic” of the user’s query.
6.3 Result Composition Framework
We formally define the result composition problem below, followed by a review
of the associated challenges.
6.3.1 Problem Formulation
We propose a framework for heterogeneous web result composition which is sim-
ilar to previous work by Amer-Yahia et al. (2014) on composite retrieval. The latter
has been mostly studied in structured or semi-structured environments, and as-
sumes item relevance as a given property of items. Hence, the application of their
framework to heterogeneous web search is not straightforward. In addition, we
consider relevance to be a crucial component of user experience in web search and
therefore incorporate relevance estimates into the optimisation of our objective
functions. The heterogeneous nature of the multi-vertical environment also re-
quires novel ways to estimate the various components of the framework.
The goal of result composition in a heterogeneous environment is to assemble
a set of composite objects P “ tS1, ..., Sku to form a composite page P, where
an object Si P 2I is a set of items that originate from a subset of verticals V “
tV1, ..., Vnu. The objective of the optimisation is to find a set of composite objects
to form a page P “ tS1, ..., Sku that maximises the utility utilpPq. We assume that
the utility of the page utilpPq solely depends on the following four criteria:
• Relevance: the expected probability of items in composite objects to be rel-
evant to a searcher’s query:
relpPq “
ř
1ďiďk
ř
uPSi rpu|qqř
1ďiďk
ř
uPSi
where rpu|qq is the probability that a user finds an item u relevant as a func-
tion of the editorial grade gu of that item u. rpu|qq can be chosen in different
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ways. Similar to the common gain function for DCG, we define it as:
rpu|qq “ 2
gu ´ 1
2gmax
, g P t0, ...gmaxu
when the item is non-relevant (g “ 0), the probability that a user finds it
relevant is 0, whereas when the item is highly relevant (g “ 4, if a 5 point
scale is used), the probability of relevance is near 1. When a binary relev-
ance grade is used, relpPq corresponds to precision-at-a-cut-off metric P@n
of the page P.
• Topical Coherence: the expected accumulated similarity of the items within
the composite object:
tcohpPq “
ř
1ďiďk
ř
u,vPSi spu, vqř
1ďiďk
ř
u,vPSi
The similarity spu, vq between an item pair pu, vq can be computed impli-
citly by a given representation of the items. This tcohpPq corresponds to the
normalised expected coherence of composite objects.
• Topical Diversity: the expected inter-object separation for composite object
pairs:
tdivpPq “
ř
1ďiăjďkp1´ maxuPSi,vPSjspu, vqqř
1ďiăjďk
where the inter-object separation is defined as the minimum distance between
two items from separate composite objects.
• Vertical Diversity: the expected number of verticals the relevant items be-
long to in the composite object:
vdivpPq “ I-recpPq
where I-recpPq is the intent (vertical) recall metric (Zhai et al., 2015) for page
P. Basically, it calculates the recall of those verticals that return relevant
items on the composite page.
A page P with high utilpPq should consist of a set of topically diverse composite
objects that each contain relevant items originating from a set of diverse verticals
and are coherent to one aspect of the query. Since this is a novel search task, the
importance of each factor to user experience has not been well understood. In-
deed, based on our study of users’ perspective on result composition, discussed
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in chapter 4, determining a hierarchy or a weighting of object properties based on
their importance to users is not obvious. Therefore, we evaluate the performance
of each factor separately. However, as relevance is key to the user experience in
search (Sanderson et al., 2010) we use it as our main criteria of interest for the
purpose of evaluation.
If query subtopics and relevance assessments corresponding to individual
subtopics are available, as in collections used to evaluate diversity based inform-
ation retrieval (Clarke et al., 2008), topical relevance and topical coherence can be
evaluated using existing diversity metrics (e.g., intent-aware metrics (Agrawal
et al., 2009)). However, we rely on a collection which has multiple verticals (i.e.,
a federated search collection) for which subtopic relevance assessments are not
available. Considering the high cost involved in collecting subtopic relevance as-
sessments, we evaluate those two criteria (topical relevance and topical coherence)
using cluster quality evaluation metrics (i.e., cluster coherence and separation) as
described above.
6.3.2 Challenges
Result composition is particularly challenging in the context of a heterogeneous
web environment for several reasons: (i) computational complexity, (ii) term mis-
match with heterogeneous information (i.e., cross-vertical vocabulary gap) and
(iii) the appropriate estimation and optimisation of the multiple criteria used in
our optimisation function (i.e., coherence, diversity and relevance).
For effective user experience, we aim to create optimal composite objects, ones
that meet all our criteria. However, this in itself is an NP-hard optimisation prob-
lem. More precisely, it has been proven that optimising for coherence and diversity
in the objective function of the composite retrieval approach proposed by Amer-
Yahia et al. (2014) can be reduced from the well known NP ´ hard problem of
Maximum Edge Subgraph. Therefore, as our approach is parallel to that of com-
posite retrieval, we require efficient greedy algorithms to optimise the utility of a
composite results page.
Term distributions in different verticals vary widely (Santos et al., 2011) and
are therefore not comparable. This makes it difficult to calculate the similarity
spu, vq between two items u and v that originated from two different verticals.
Therefore, it is important to bridge the gap between term distributions across
diverse verticals in a way that enables item comparison.
Different sources of evidence (e.g., the query-item similarity, the vertical where
the item originated from, etc.) have to be considered when estimating the relev-
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ance of an item and also when deciding whether to include it in a composite
object, and in which object, or not. A comprehensive study is required to un-
derstand the optimal way to estimate the relevance of an item in heterogeneous
result composition. In addition, how to appropriately combine these sources of
evidence to account for coherence and diversity is not obvious.
Our contributions lie in addressing these three challenges: (i) we propose a
new approach for composite object formation and experiment with a number of
variations of the produce and choose approach from Amer-Yahia et al. (2014); (ii)
we investigate entity based document representation as a solution for bridging
the cross-vertical vocabulary gap; and (iii) we propose different approaches to
incorporating relevance into the objective function, and analyse the usefulness of
various features in estimating relevance.
6.4 Composite Object Selection & Ranking
We introduce our adapted greedy approach for optimisation and describe the
methodology used for estimating different sources of evidence in this section.
As discussed above, the problem of result composition while optimising for
the various criteria of interest (i.e., relevance, coherence and diversity) is NP-
hard. Previous work (Amer-Yahia et al., 2013, 2014) showed that Maximum Edge
Subgraph and composite retrieval are two counterparts. If we generate candidate
composite objects and we consider each candidate object as a node of an object-
graph, where inter-object distances are the edge weights, then the result compos-
ition problem can be reduced from the Maximum Edge Subgraph problem. This
suggests that result composition can be approximated by generating a set of can-
didate objects and then selecting the best possible subset. Amer-Yahia et al. (2013,
2014) call this approach Produce-and-Choose (PAC) and we choose this paradigm
as the basis for our investigation of result composition.
The PAC approach discussed in Amer-Yahia et al. (2013) consists of two stages:
(i) produce composite objects and (ii) choose composite objects. In their work,
they explore different ways of generating composite objects: Bundles One-by-One
(BOBO) and Constrained Clustering. We employ just one of these approaches,
BOBO (as discussed further in section 6.4.1.1), as it is representative of a wide
class of clustering algorithms. However, the application of this framework in a
heterogeneous environment is not trivial. We propose to address this problem
by using an entity based representation for heterogeneous documents. This ap-
proach also allows us to diversify the results based on captured query intents
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that are represented by entities (discussed in section 6.4.2.1). In summary, un-
like Amer-Yahia et al. (2014), at the production stage we compute coherence and
vertical diversity for producing good composite objects and at the choose stage
(ranking), we integrate topical diversity and relevance. In addition, based on the
unique characteristics of the multi-vertical environment, we proposed a novel
approach (Central-Plus-Satellite, CPS) that better suits a heterogeneous web en-
vironment, such as the one we are exploring in this study. For choosing compos-
ite object (discussed in section 6.4.2), previous research (Amer-Yahia et al., 2013,
2014) showed that the known results for Maximum Edge Subgraph can be exploited
to preserve the approximation guarantees. We employ their approach and incor-
porate relevance into it.
In summary, unlike Amer-Yahia et al. (2014), we apply the composite retrieval
framework in a heterogeneous environment, and tackle the problems that arise
in multi-vertical environment by proposing a novel, entity based approach to
assessing result similarity and relevance.
6.4.1 Produce Composite Objects
We introduce two approaches for producing composite objects: BOBO (adapted
from previous approach, as discussed above) and CPS (newly proposed).
6.4.1.1 Objects One-by-One (BOBO)
This method of producing a set of candidate objects is inspired by k-nn clustering:
a pivot is chosen at each step and a valid object is built around that pivot, by
selecting its nearest neighbours in a unified feature space. If the object’s internal
coherence score is above a certain threshold µ, it is kept, otherwise it is discarded.
The pseudo-code for this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The BOBO approach starts with an empty set of candidate composite objects,
and considers each element in the item set as a possible pivot. The item set ori-
ginates from the initial federated search rankings that merge results from all ver-
ticals. At each iteration an item is picked from the set of Pivots, and in our case,
we choose the item (i.e., result) in Pivots with the highest relevance estimation.
Once a pivot is selected, we build a composite object S around it. This is done
by the routine pick_object described in Algorithm 2. The routine greedily picks
the closest element to the pivot ω, as long as the composite object s does not ex-
ceed the pre-defined maximum number of items for an object. The function f in
Algorithm 2 also ensures vertical diversity, by enforcing the constraints that the
composite object s is required to contain items from at least two different verticals.
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Algorithm 1: Produce Composite Objects (BOBO)
Input: set of items I, a cost function f that checks vertical diversity and
composite object size constraints, a threshold β on the number of items in
a composite object, minimum composite object score µ, number of
composite objects c
Output: a set of c valid composite objects
Cand ÐH
Pivots Ð I
while Pivots ‰ H and |Cand| ă c do
ω Ð Pivotsr0s
I Ð I rω
S Ð pick_objectpω, I, f , βq
if scorepSq ě µ then
I Ð I r S
Pivots Ð Pivotsr S
Cand Ð CandY S
else
Pivots Ð Pivotsrω
return Cand
Once a candidate object is created (by pick_object), the algorithm checks whether
its internal coherence (score function in Algorithm 1) is larger than a pre-defined
threshold µ. More precisely, to reflect coherence, the score function is defined as
the expected similarity of item pairs scorepSq “ řu,vPS spu, vq{řu,vPS. If this check
has passed, then the object enters the candidate set Cand and the items within this
object are removed from I and Pivots so that they can no longer be selected again
for other candidate objects. Otherwise if the object S has a score lower than µ
then it is discarded. In both cases the pivot ω is removed from Pivots so that it is
no longer considered.
6.4.1.2 Central-Plus-Satellite (CPS)
We introduce a different method, suggested by the observation that established
vertical selection methods are prone to noise interference, and inspired by the
approach to composite retrieval described in Basu Roy et al. (2010). The basic
idea is that we first produce composite objects in a central vertical using BOBO
and then attach items from other satellite verticals onto the produced objects. Our
approach combines established vertical selection method (ReDDE, discussed in Si
and Callan (2003)) with our entity based representation.
The pseudo-code for the CPS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. In the initial
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Algorithm 2: pick_object
Input: pivot ω, set of items I, a cost function f that checks vertical
diversity and composite object size constraints, a threshold β on the
number of items in a composite object
Output: composite object s
s = tωu; activeÐ I rω; f inish = false
while not f inish do
i Ð argmaxtiPactiveuspi,ωq
if f psY tiuq then
s Ð s` i;
else
f inish “ true
active Ð activer tiu
return s
phase, vertical selection is performed using the ReDDE methodology to select the
central vertical and satellite verticals. The top-1 vertical in the ReDDE vertical rank-
ing is treated as the central vertical. A set of items from this central vertical forms
the central item set I. Similarly, a set of satellite verticals is created (top-n verticals
except the central vertical) and a set of satellite items coming from those verticals
form the satellite item set S. In our experiments, we fix the central vertical to
“General Web” as we find this to minimise noise introduced by vertical selection,
and set a threshold of n “ 2 on the number of satellite verticals selected.
In the second phase, BOBO is used to generate and select a set Cand of candid-
ate objects, using only items that originate from the central vertical. This provides
us with a set of coherent composite objects to which we can attach items from the
satellite verticals.
In the third phase, satellite items are attached to the objects in Cand only if a
set of constraints (e.g., coherence) are satisfied. The object-item similarity spb, iq is
based on item-item similarity spu, iq. We simply assume that a composite object b
is represented by the elements common to all items within that composite object.
In our experiments, after the object-item similarity estimation, we only add items
to an object if the items contain at least a certain threshold (i.e., 30%) of entities
from that composite object.
6.4.2 Choose Objects
Our approach of choosing composite objects is different from the PAC approach
discussed in Amer-Yahia et al. (2013), to the extent that we aim to select the ob-
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Algorithm 3: Produce Objects: CPS
Input: A central item set I, a set S of satellite items, a cost function f that
checks diversity, coherence and object size constraints, a threshold β on
the number of items in an object, minimum object score µ, number of
objects c, the number of objects to select k
Output: A set s of valid objects
Cand Ð BOBOpI, α, f , β, µ, cq
Cand Ð ChooseObjectspk, Candq
for b in Cand do
i Ð argmaxtiPSuspb, iq
while f pbY tiuq do
b Ð bY tiu
S Ð Sr i
i Ð argmaxtiPSuspb, iq
return Cand
Algorithm 4: Choose Objects
Input: number of composite objects k, a set of candidate objects Cand,
ωpS P Candq “ řu,vPS spu, vq
Output: a set Ω of valid composite objects
ΩÐH
while |Ω| ă k do
u Ð argmaxtvPCanduωpvq
Cand Ð Candr u
ΩÐ ΩY u
return Ω
jects that have the highest degree of relevance and coherence. Given the number
of required objects, k, a set Cand of candidate objects, and a similarity function
between items, Algorithm 4 selects the top k most cohesive composite objects in
the candidate set (determined by the function w). Relevance is considered using
different relevance estimation approaches (as discussed in section 6.4.3.2).
Since we aim to return objects that are not only relevant and coherent, but
also topically diverse, we apply a post-diversification (section 6.4.2.1) on the ob-
jects we choose at this stage. We do not directly consider topical diversity when
generating composite objects since doing so degrades the relevance of the objects.
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6.4.2.1 Post-Diversification
We propose two different diversification strategies to the set of composite objects
we select, based on how we estimate topical distance between objects.
DT Diversification The first diversification strategy we consider is similar to
Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) ranking strategy (Carbonell and Goldstein,
1998). We denote this approach as DT Diversity and a suffix of DT is attached
to the approach employed by this strategy (e.g., BOBO-DT). This approach is
based on applying MMR diversification to objects (i.e., rather than documents)
and the methodology to determine distance d between two composite objects Si,
Sj is defined as follows:
dpSi, Sjq “ 1´ argmaxuPSi,vPSj spu, vq
The distance is computed as the maximum similarity between any two items in
the two objects. At each step, we select the object that is most cohesive and relev-
ant, but at the same time the most dissimilar from the previously selected object.
DE Diversification We propose another diversification strategy that is based on
explicitly diversifying query intents using entities (denoted as DE Diversity). The
basic idea is that we estimate different subtopics (intents) of the query q by a set
of query-specific entities qe. We consider each entity e P qe as being a subtopic
of q, and we compute the probability of aboutness of an entity e to a document by
simply using the frequency of the entities f reqpeq appearing in document d:
Ppe|deq “ f reqpeqř
ePde f reqpeq
After the estimation of entity-document aboutness as above, for every object S P
Cand and every entity e P qe, we define an object-entity aboutness score that is cal-
culated as an average of the entity-document aboutness score of all the documents
in the object:
aboutnesspS, eq “
ř
dePS,ePqe Ppe|deqř
dPS
Therefore, to diversify, for each entity e (treated as a subtopic or intent), we select
the object that has the highest aboutness score to e and we assume that the object
corresponds to the subtopic e of query q.
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6.4.3 Evidence and Estimation
We now describe our approach for estimating similarity between items and es-
timating item relevance.
6.4.3.1 Estimating Similarity
Before attempting to produce coherent composite objects, we must define a meas-
ure of similarity between items (i.e., results or documents). There are two chal-
lenges when estimating the similarity of documents within a multi-vertical en-
vironment. Firstly, the documents are heterogeneous (general web documents
vs. multimedia documents) and the different term distributions across verticals
make the estimation difficult. Secondly, the retrieval ranking functions of doc-
uments from multiple verticals can vary. Therefore, we propose to use named
entities as a bridge between verticals in assessing document similarity. We first
assume that Wikipedia entries are representative of all the entities present in the
documents. Then we used a state-of-the-art annotation tool that maps textual
spots (i.e., terms) to Wikipedia entries (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010) on our doc-
uments, such that every document d in our collection has a corresponding entity
representation de. To further select the most representative entities from a docu-
ment, we sort the entities in de using a traditional t f ˆ id f measurement (entity
frequency in the document multiplied by the inverse of its frequency across the
collection), and select the top 100 entities for every document; we represent each
document d by a 100-dimensional entity vector de “ te1, e2, ..., e100u. Finally, we
use the Jaccard coefficient of their entity sets to compute the similarity spu, vq of
two documents u, v.
spu, vq “ |uX v||uY v|
As mentioned previously, we estimate the object-item similarity spb, iq by assum-
ing that an object b is represented by the entities that appear in all the items (i.e.,
results) contained within that object. We then also use the Jaccard coefficient
between entity sets of the object b and the item i to compute the similarity spb, iq.
6.4.3.2 Estimating Relevance
To estimate the relevance of a document to a given query based on its entity rep-
resentations, we annotate queries with entities by using a pseudo-relevance feed-
back technique. For a given query q, from the highest top 10 ranked documents
in a BM25 ranking, from each document we extract and sort entities as previously
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described. From the set of entities extracted from these documents, we select the
top 10 most frequently occurring entities as the entity representation of the query
qe “ te1, e2, ..., e10u.
We describe the methods used to estimate document relevance further. We
have three sources of evidence: V : the estimated query-vertical similarity based
on ReDDE resource selection approach; T: the estimated query-document simil-
arity based on term-based BM25 ranking; and E: the estimated query-document
similarity based on entity representations of the queries and documents.
For V, we compute a probability Ppv|qq of a query’s (q) orientation to ver-
tical (v) using the ReDDE (Si and Callan, 2003) approach. ReDDE scores a tar-
get vertical based on its expected number of documents relevant to the query.
It derives this expectation from a ranking using a central index that combines
documents sampled from every target vertical. Given this ranking, ReDDE accu-
mulates a vertical score ReDDEqpviq from its document scores Ppq|θdq, taking into
account the difference between the size of the original vertical Nvi and a sample
size Nsamp.
ReDDEqpviq “ N
vi
Nsamp
ÿ
dPtopm
Ipd P viqPpq|θdq
where Ip.q is a indicator function. To be consistent with Si and Callan (2003), we
choose m “ 1000 in our experiments. For T, we compute Ppd|qq as follow:
Ppd|qq “ bm25pd, qqř
d bm25pd, qq
where the bm25pd, qq is the BM25 scoring function. For E, we compute the simil-
arity of a document to a given query based on the entity representation Ppde|qeq:
Ppde|qeq “
ř
ePqe,ePde Ppe|qeq ¨ Ppde|eqř
ePde,ePqe
where Ppe|qeq is estimated as the probability of generating entity e from the entity
representations of the top-10 BM25 retrieved documents to the initial query q.
We can incorporate any of these three relevance estimates into our objective
function (i.e., wpvq in Algorithm 4) when choosing objects by simply including
them as a factor in the initial objective function (wpvq) and we study their ef-
fectiveness on choosing objects. We add a prefix of a given relevance estimation
method to a composition approach identifier when reporting our results if we
incorporate it into the choose objects stage. For example, BOBO-VT means the
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Vertical Description Example websites crawled
Image Online images Photobucket
Video Online videos Hulu, YouTube
Jobs Job description pages LinkedIn Jobs, Simply Hired
News News articles Google News, ESPN
Blog Blog articles Google Blogs, WordPress
Q&A Answers to questions Yahoo Answers, Answers.com
Shopping Product shopping page Amazon, eBay
Academic Research papers or reports Nature, CiteSeerX, SpringerLink
Encyclopedia Encyclopedic entries Wikipedia
Books Book search pages Google Books
Social Social interaction services Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter
General web Standard web pages Google, Yahoo, AOL, Bing
Table 6.1: Verticals used to assemble the federated search test collection used in
our study, as described in Nguyen et al. (2012). The collection contains results
from 108 real Web search engines, of varying sizes, covering a diverse set of media
types and domains.
BOBO approach that incorporates both vertical orientation relevance estimation
V and term-based relevance estimation T, whereas BOBO means the original ap-
proach without incorporating relevance estimations in any way.
6.5 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the test collection, as well as the evaluation metrics
and baseline systems used in our work.
6.5.1 Data
We used a federated search test collection (Nguyen et al., 2012) as our test collec-
tion. This is a public dataset used in the TREC FedWeb track 2013.1 The collection
contains search result pages from 108 web search engines covering a variety of in-
formation sources, ranging from “general web search engine” (e.g., Google, Yahoo!),
to vertical search engines that focus on specific media or genres (e.g., YouTube
and Wikipedia). Examples of verticals are listed in table 6.1.
To provide a representation of each vertical search engine, several query-
based samplings were provided for the vertical selection. For items (textual or
multimedia documents) returned by each search engine, the authors collected
relevance judgements by judging both the snippet created by the engine, and the
1https://sites.google.com/site/trecfedweb/
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actual document content. The TREC Web Track 2010 queries were reused to col-
lect documents. This test collection is well suited for the study of heterogeneous
web search problems.
6.5.2 Evaluation
As mentioned before, there are several factors that can affect user perceived use-
fulness of a composite page. First, as assumed in the Cranfield paradigm set-
ting, the topical relevance of items significantly contributes to page utility. In
addition, we aim to form composite objects with each object reflecting a coherent
aspect of a given topic, given that the coherence of items within an object (i.e.,
whether the items contained within the object focus on the same aspect) can neg-
atively impact the utility of the page. Indeed, as shown in Dumais et al. (2001),
presenting results incoherently in terms of topicality resulted in lower user satis-
faction. The result set diversity (i.e., the set of composite objects) may also have
an effect on user satisfaction. Sanderson et al. (2010) show that that there is a
preference amongst users for systems that are measured to have more topical di-
versity, as determined by α-nDCG (Clarke et al., 2008), for faceted or ambiguous
informational needs. Finally, Arguello (2017) report that vertical diversity plays
an important role in user satisfaction in a heterogeneous web search setting. All
the above mentioned factors are important in evaluating the performance of our
result composition framework. In this study, we measure performance by topical
relevance (i.e., retrieval precision as determined using expert-assigned relevance
labels), coherence, topical diversity and vertical diversity. We report performance
results for each metric separately, allowing us to obtain a broader understanding
regarding the effectiveness of our proposed approaches.
Since we are mostly concerned with results returned at the high rank of the
page, we report our relevance performance based on precision metrics (P@5,
P@10, P@30) and a set of top-heavy rank-biased metrics (nDCG@5, nDCG@10,
nDCG@30). As discussed in section 2.2.2.1, these metrics evaluate how effect-
ive our proposed result composition algorithms are at placing relevant content
higher in the results ranking, compared to traditional approaches, such as gen-
eral web only ranking, or aggregated search. In order to compute precision and
gain metrics on composite objects, we consider the composite result page as a
linear ranking of items. Given that our algorithms output a ranked set of objects,
with each object containing a ranked set of results, we construct a linear ranking
of items by placing each result on the page according to the ranking of its cor-
responding object in the set of objects, and that of its position within the object
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itself. We use this approach because this allows us to accurately compare our ap-
proach to traditional ranking approaches (e.g., federated search), but also because
the document collection on which we explored our result composition algorithms
provides evaluation tools (i.e., relevance labels) that can be used reliably in such a
setting. Methods for evaluating more complex approaches to ranking results ex-
tracted from multiple sources within a unified page are an active area of current
information retrieval research (Zhou et al., 2012).
For coherence and topical diversity, we report normalised cohesion metric tcohpPq
and normalised diversity metric tdivpPq, respectively (described in section 6.3).
These metrics relate to cluster quality (i.e., how similar the items contained within
composite objects are to each other, or how dissimilar composite objects are from
one another on the results page). Similar metrics, related to cluster quality, are
used extensively in prior work on result composition (Amer-Yahia et al., 2014),
to assess the quality of composite object and the effectiveness of composition al-
gorithms. One of the limitations of using these types of metrics in evaluating
composite objects is that they can be employed only in comparing different res-
ult composition or clustering approaches (i.e., they are estimates of cluster qual-
ity) rather than comparing result composition to other result ranking approaches,
such as aggregated search. As such, our work extends prior work on result com-
position by evaluating composition approaches using traditional information re-
trieval metrics as well. For vertical diversity, we use the expected intent-recall
vdivpPq, which is the fraction of verticals (intents) with relevant items retrieved,
that are present on the composite page P. Expected intent recall is used extens-
ively in the evaluation of aggregated search pages (Arguello, 2017).
The evaluation approach used throughout this chapter is system-centred, in
that it is intended to examine the effectiveness of result composition algorithms
based on certain assumptions regarding user search behaviour (e.g., that users
scan results linearly from the top to the bottom of a results page, that items within
a composite object can be presented as a list of items to users). This evaluation
approach is common in research on information retrieval models, as discussed in
detail in section 2.2.2. Although chapters 4 and 5 provide a perspective on user-
centred evaluation approaches for result composition, further work is required
to adapt the algorithmic approaches discussed in this chapter to the user-centred
design of modern search systems. In particular, understanding the display and
presentation of composite objects in modern web search is a crucial aspect for
the development of modern search systems and is one of the directions for future
work that we discuss in depth in chapter 8.
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6.5.3 Baseline Systems
We compare our result composition approaches with three baselines: (i) gen-
eral web search engine only (denoted GW); (ii) traditional federated search sys-
tems (denoted FS); and (iii) aggregated search systems (denoted AS). General
web search engines form the core of web search today and we use this as our
primary baseline. Traditional federated search systems, rather than aggregating
results, aim to merge rankings of different search engines within one single rank-
ing. Aggregated search is the most similar approach to ours. However, different
from our result composition work, in aggregated search systems, result present-
ation is based on a block paradigm (i.e., a block of homogeneous results, extrac-
ted from a single vertical, inserted within a ranking of general web results) and
does not highlight topical connections between results originating from different
sources. Note that comparing our approach with general web is not “fair”, as our
approaches make use of additional information (i.e., results from other verticals).
However, we include this to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
combining information from heterogeneous vertical sources on the web.
For the general web baseline (GW), we index the general web collection only
and use BM25 as our ranking function. For the federated search baseline (FS),
we use the state-of-the-art ReDDE (Si and Callan, 2003) resource selection ap-
proach to rank relevant verticals and CORI (Callan et al., 1995) result merging
approach to merge results from different resources. We have another federated
search baseline (i.e., Federated Search Central, abbreviated FSC). FSC is obtained
by mixing items from all verticals into a central index and all items are ranked by
a traditional ranking function (BM25).
For our aggregated search baseline, we rank verticals based on ReDDE (same
as federated search) while we use a simple fixed-threshold approach to select rel-
evant verticals (e.g., always selecting top-3 verticals as relevant for the query).
For embedding the selected vertical results into the general web results ranking,
we use a simple approach. Following previous work by Zhou et al. (2013), there
are three possible embedding positions: top of the page (ToP), middle of the page
(MoP) and bottom of the page (BoP). We simply embed our first (i.e., most relev-
ant) vertical on ToP, second vertical on MoP and third vertical on BoP. Although
we have not developed state-of-the-art aggregated search systems based on more
advanced vertical ranking and selection methods (discussed in detail in Arguello
(2017)), as this is not our main focus, we assume our baselines to be sufficient for
illustrating and comparing our approaches to other established methods for het-
erogeneous web search.
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6.6 Experimental Results
We report our experimental results in a homogeneous environment in section
6.6.1, followed by results in a heterogeneous environment in section 6.6.2. In the
latter section, we study the importance of different sources of evidence in estim-
ating relevance for our two approaches as well as the effectiveness of using entity
representations of heterogeneous items in our framework. Finally, we study the
robustness of result composition approaches. We aim to answer the following
research questions — elaborations of our three main research questions:
(RQ1) In the homogeneous space, can result composition improve performance
(in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics) compared to a general web
baseline?
(RQ2) In the heterogeneous space, can we generate composite pages that are more
relevant (in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics) than aggregated search
or federated search rankings?
(RQ3) Which methods of estimating item and object relevance improve result com-
position performance, in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics?
(RQ4) Can we extract query-related entities as an anchor to bridge the semantic
gap between items retrieved across sources of information for heterogen-
eous result composition?
(RQ5) How robust are the different result composition approaches to the quality
of the initial rankings?
We use the following settings for our result composition algorithms. We set the
constraint of the maximum number of items allowed within composite objects
to be 3 to parallel similar web search settings (e.g., aggregated search blocks dis-
playing three images). For a composite page, we assume 10 objects are presented.
6.6.1 Homogeneous Composite Retrieval
To answer (RQ1), we conducted our experiments on the general web only search
engine. The baseline is GW (traditional BM25 ranking function with default para-
meters). Table 6.3 reports the retrieval performance of various result composi-
tion approaches (BOBO, BOBO-DT, BOBO-DE) in the homogeneous, general web
only, environment. We do not include the CPS approach since it does not apply
to a homogeneous environment (i.e., no satellite items can be attached). Note
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GW BOBO BOBO-DT BOBO-DE
P@5 0.540 0.624 0.440 0.636
P@10 0.562 0.564 0.416 İ 0.586
P@30 0.577 0.343 İ 0.343 İ 0.343 İ
nDCG@5 0.333 0.479 0.350 Ÿ 0.461
nDCG@10 0.373 0.453 Ÿ 0.342 İ 0.452 Ÿ
nDCG@30 0.428 0.352 İ 0.314 İ 0.349 İ
Table 6.3: Performance of various result composition approaches in a homogen-
eous, general web (GW) only environment. Significance is determined using
pairwise t-tests, values marked with Ÿ (p ´ value ă 0.05), Ĳ (p ´ value ă 0.01)
and Ź (p ´ value ă 0.05), İ (p ´ value ă 0.01) indicate respectively significant
improvement or deterioration over the GW baseline.
that as in typical web search settings, generally, top ranking performance (e.g.,
top-10 or top-5) is a major evaluation concern. Pairwise t-test significance test is
conducted to identify significant improvement or deterioration over the general
web baseline. We identify several trends from table 6.3:
• In general, result composition approaches perform comparatively as well as
the baseline in the top rankings. Overall, the BOBO-DE approach performs
the best in this setting and can improve relevance performance over the tra-
ditional, general web only baseline, especially in the top ranking (indicated
by both precision and nDCG metrics).
• All BOBO approaches perform better in the top ranking (e.g., top 5 results)
but worse in the latter ranking (e.g., top 30 results). This is due to more
irrelevant items being introduced by this approach from the lower ranking
(i.e., higher probability to pick irrelevant items as a pivot for objects lower
in the ranking).
• Comparing BOBO-DT and BOBO-DE, we can observe that promoting inter-
object topical diversity after ranking objects can either deteriorate (BOBO-
DT) or not affect (BOBO-DE) performance. This suggests that our approach
to promote diversity is not effective to boost relevance in the homogeneous
environment. This is not surprising since relevance and diversity have been
empirically demonstrated to act against each other in homogeneous web
search settings (Clarke et al., 2008).
Note that result composition in a homogeneous setting is similar to cluster-based
retrieval. It is not surprising that our approach performs well in this setting
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since, in the context of cluster-based information retrieval, it has been shown that
positioning documents of query-specific clusters at the top of the result list can
improve retrieval performance (with respect to traditional relevance metrics) as
compared to ranking documents directly.
Returning to (RQ1), we conclude that the result composition approaches pro-
posed here can improve retrieval performance in the top ranking of a homogen-
eous web search environment.
6.6.2 Heterogeneous Composite Retrieval
In this section, we aim to test the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed
result composition approaches.
6.6.2.1 Effectiveness
To answer (RQ2) and (RQ3), we conduct our experiments on the heterogeneous
test collection. Part (a) of table 6.4 reports the performance of various result com-
position approaches (BOBO, BOBO-DT, BOBO-DE, CPS, CPS-DT, CPS-DE) in the
heterogeneous web environment with federated search baseline (FSC). The fed-
erated search baseline (FSC) is obtained by mixing items from all different ver-
ticals into a central index and ranking items using a traditional ranking function
(BM25). This system is generally assumed to be an oracle system (the upper-
bound system performance) in federated search area. Part (b) of table 6.4 presents
results related to different relevance estimation in BOBO and aims to report per-
formance changes. In addition to relevance, results are compared based on a set
of other criteria defined for evaluating composite retrieval (discussed in section
6.3): topical coherence (tcoh), topical diversity (tdiv) and vertical diversity (vdiv).
These evaluation criteria can only be applied to compare the composite retrieval
approaches and therefore the baseline system FSC is excluded in these compar-
isons. Pairwise t-tests are conducted to indicate significant improvement and
deterioration of composite retrieval approaches over the federated search central
(FSC) baseline. Our findings can be summarised as follows:
• Federating heterogeneous information is a challenging problem. Even the
central federated approach (FSC) performs significantly worse than the ho-
mogeneous general-web only ranking (GW). For example, with respect to
nDCG@10 in tables 6.4 and 6.5, we observe that FSC(0.287) < GW(0.373).
• Most of the result composition approaches perform better than the baseline
(FSC) in the early rankings (top 10). BOBO is the worst performing ap-
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(a) Result Composition Approaches (b) Adding Relevance Estimation
FSC BOBO BOBO-
DT
BOBO-
DE
CPS CPS-DT CPS-DE BOBO-
VT
BOBO-
VE
BOBO-
E
BOBO-
T
P@5 0.448 0.500 0.568 Ÿ 0.536 0.536 Ĳ 0.604 Ĳ 0.560 Ÿ 0.568 0.508 0.572 Ÿ 0.600
P@10 0.460 0.510 0.540 0.534 Ÿ 0.568 Ĳ 0.588 Ĳ 0.568 Ĳ 0.514 0.520 0.538 Ÿ 0.568
P@30 0.505 0.472 0.472 0.472 0.296 İ 0.296 İ 0.296 İ 0.436 İ 0.456 Ź 0.466 0.464
nDCG@5 0.260 0.327 0.401 Ĳ 0.364 Ĳ 0.331 Ĳ 0.395 Ĳ 0.380 Ĳ 0.427 Ĳ 0.355 Ÿ 0.393 Ĳ 0.413
nDCG@10 0.287 0.345 0.400 Ĳ 0.367 Ĳ 0.373 Ĳ 0.412 Ĳ 0.398 Ĳ 0.404 Ÿ 0.367 0.388 Ÿ 0.415
nDCG@30 0.351 0.362 0.383 0.371 0.291 Ź 0.308 0.306 0.368 0.349 0.369 0.382
tcoh - 0.301 0.301 0.301 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.289 0.262 0.271 0.297
tdiv - 0.180 0.180 0.180 0.268 0.268 0.268 0.174 0.159 0.161 0.167
vdiv - 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.115 0.115 0.115 0.241 0.255 0.266 0.273
Table 6.4: Performance of various result composition approaches in a heterogeneous web environment based on Federated Search
Central (FSC): rankings based on a central index containing all verticals. Significance is determined using pairwise t-tests, values
marked with Ÿ(p´ value ă 0.05), Ĳ(p´ value ă 0.01) and Ź(p´ value ă 0.05), İ(p´ value ă 0.01) indicate respectively significant
improvement or deterioration over the baseline (FSC).
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FSC FS AS OVS-FS OVS-AS GW BOBO-DT CPS-DT
P@5 0.448 Źİ 0.352 Źİ 0.388 Źİ 0.532 0.444 Źİ 0.540 0.568 0.604
P@10 0.460 İ 0.368 Źİ 0.346 Źİ 0.568 0.510 İ 0.562 0.540 0.588
P@30 0.505 Ĳ 0.363 Ź 0.323 Ź 0.576 ŸĲ 0.563 ŸĲ 0.577 ŸĲ 0.472 0.296
nDCG@5 0.260 Źİ 0.192 Źİ 0.229 Źİ 0.303 Źİ 0.241 Źİ 0.333 Źİ 0.401 0.395
nDCG@10 0.287 Źİ 0.206 Źİ 0.219 Źİ 0.350 0.303 Źİ 0.373 Źİ 0.400 0.412
nDCG@30 0.351 0.229 Ź 0.219 Źİ 0.409 Ĳ 0.388 Ĳ 0.428 ŸĲ 0.383 0.308
Table 6.5: Comparison of best-performing result composition approaches in a heterogeneous web environment against all
baselines. Values marked with Ÿ, Ĳ indicate, respectively, significant improvements over BOBO-DT and CPS-DT (in this or-
der). Similar convention with Ź, İ indicates values below BOBO-DT and CPS-DT. Significance is determined using pairwise
t-tests with p´ value ă 0.05 in all cases (i.e., improvement or deterioration over the baseline).
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proach whereas CPS-DT approach performs the best. Compared with BOBO,
we can observe that promoting inter-object topical diversity after ranking
the objects (BOBO-DT, BOBO-DE) can improve the performance of result
composition.
• An interesting fact is that CPS-DT performs better than both FSC and GW in
the early rankings. This is partly because of the conservative nature of the
approach. It uses GW as the anchor and therefore it is more careful when
selecting items from verticals.
• When comparing coherence and topical diversity, we observe that the CPS
based approaches generally produce composite objects that are more co-
herent and topically diverse. However, compared with the BOBO based
approaches, they are less vertically diverse. This can be explained by the
fact that CPS is more conservative in the sense that it favours coherence and
topical diversity when forming composite objects and only adds vertical
items when it is sufficiently confident. On the other hand, the BOBO based
approaches favour vertical diversity.
• When adding relevance estimation of items the result composition process,
the BOBO-E approach incorporating the entity-based relevance Ppde|qeq per-
forms best and it improves over the baseline. Indicated by nDCG@5 and
nDCG@10 from BOBO-VT and BOBO-VE, we observe that adding vertical
orientation estimation Ppv|qq can also boost retrieval performance. BOBO-T,
which incorporates only term-based relevance estimation Ppd|qq, performs
the worst and does not significantly improve over the baseline. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of using entity representation for relevance estima-
tion across heterogeneous verticals.
In table 6.5, we compare the best performing approaches (BOBO-DT and CPS-
DT) to a set of baselines and demonstrate their effectiveness. We aim to find
whether the best performing result composition approaches in a heterogeneous
web environment can outperform other baselines (different search paradigms):
general web search only (GW), federated search (FS) and aggregated search (AS).
Table 6.5 compares each baseline against BOBO-DT and CPS-DT respectively and
shows whether each baseline performs worse. Since we found in our experiments
that vertical selection greatly affects retrieval performance, we also add two arti-
ficial systems (OVS-FS, OVS-AS) that use the oracle vertical selection (using OVS
as prefix, indicating the upper bound of vertical selection performance). To ob-
tain OVS, assuming that we have relevance assessments for the items, we rank all
verticals based on the recall of relevant items and set a simple cut-off threshold
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(verticals with fraction of relevant items less than 10% are not selected). Those
two systems aim to reflect the oracle performance of FS and AS. Several trends
can be observed in table 6.5:
• When comparing different baseline search paradigms, we observe that FS
and AS are similar, and AS outperforms slightly at top ranks, indicated
by nDCG@5 and P@5. When the oracle vertical selection is added, the
performance of each search paradigm increases and OVS-FS outperforms
OVS-AS. As demonstrated before, GW performs well and the performance
is similar to OVS-FS.
• Result composition approaches generally outperform all other search pa-
radigms (GW, FS and AS) in the top rankings (top 5 or top 10). One interest-
ing fact is that they outperform GW in the top ranking, which suggests that
incorporating results from other vertical can improve retrieval performance.
This is different from the conclusions we obtain when comparing FS and
AS against GW where we found that heterogeneous federation degrades
retrieval performance whereas FS and AS performed worse than GW.
• Another interesting aspect is that result composition, especially CPS-DT,
can outperform other search paradigms where the oracle vertical selection
is applied. This might be due to the fact that the proposed result compos-
ition is more conservative when adding vertical results as only results that
are coherent and, thus, related to top-ranked and potentially relevant docu-
ments are added.
Going back to (RQ2), the result composition paradigm we propose can outper-
form both aggregated search and federated search ranking on relevance perform-
ance (in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics) in a heterogeneous envir-
onment. Returning to (RQ3), relevance estimation is useful for improving res-
ult composition approaches whereas both entity-based item relevance estimation
and vertical orientation can improve performance. Since we observe that by us-
ing entities all our result composition approaches (BOBO and CPS based) perform
comparatively well in a heterogeneous environment, with respect to (RQ4), we
conclude that entities can be used as a bridge to link heterogeneous items.
6.6.2.2 Robustness
To answer (RQ5), we varied the initial rankings that result composition approaches
are based on and investigate the robustness of our different approaches; results
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Original BOBO BOBO-DT BOBO-DE
FS 0.206 0.221 0.243 0.234
AS 0.219 0.211 0.220 0.211
FSC 0.287 0.345 0.400 Ĳ 0.364 Ĳ
OVS-AS 0.303 0.308 0.377 Ĳ 0.308
OVS-FS 0.350 0.307 0.371 0.370
GW 0.373 0.453 Ÿ 0.342 İ 0.451 Ÿ
Table 6.6: Robustness of various result composition approaches to initial ranking
quality. All systems are measured by nDCG@10. Significance is determined using
pairwise t-tests, values marked with Ÿ (p ´ value ă 0.05), Ĳ (p ´ value ă 0.01)
and Ź (p ´ value ă 0.05), İ (p ´ value ă 0.01) indicate respectively significant
improvement or deterioration over the original ranking.
are reported in table 6.6. Robustness in this context refers to the extent to which a
result composition approach can still perform well when the initial ranking is de-
graded in terms of relevance performance. Therefore, it is compared against the
original ranking where the first column in table 6.6 specifies the original ranking
(i.e., ranked by the relevance performance nDCG@10 in a ascending order). The
column headed “Original” specifies nDCG@10 of the original ranking where the
intersection of a given column and row specifies the nDCG@10 score of a given
result composition approach that is based on the corresponding original ranking.
Note that, because CPS constructs “central” objects based on general web search
documents only, to which it then attaches documents from satellite verticals, it is
not influenced by the quality of various initial rankings and it is not included in
our robustness analysis. We can observe the following trends:
• When the performance (in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics) of the
original ranking is low (e.g., nDCG@10 lower than 0.25), the result com-
position BOBO approach suffers from the large number of irrelevant items
within the ranking and therefore does not produce composite objects that
contain relevant items.
• There is a general trend that when relevance performance of the original
ranking improves, the performance of BOBO approaches increases.
Returning to (RQ5), we conclude that, in general, result composition is robust
with regard to initial ranking quality.
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6.7 Discussion and Conclusions
Our objective was to investigate whether result composition can promote rel-
evance, coherence and diversity in a heterogeneous multi-vertical web search en-
vironment. Our results indicate that result composition can improve perform-
ance (in terms of Cranfield-style relevance metrics) over various current search
paradigms, such as traditional general web only, federated search or aggregated
search ranking.
Through our study, we showed that result composition can improve retrieval
performance in both homogeneous and heterogeneous web search environments
(RQ1). In particular, in the heterogeneous environment, our proposed result
composition approach CPS-DT outperformed current state-of-the-art search pa-
radigms (i.e., general web search, federated search and aggregated search rank-
ing). We also demonstrated that incorporating our proposed entity-based relev-
ance estimation of items and vertical orientation estimation (based on the state-
of-the-art resource selection approach ReDDE) improves result composition ap-
proaches compared to those that disregard them (RQ2). Finally, we found that
our proposed result composition approaches can be robust with respect to the
quality of initial ranking, in a heterogeneous web environment (RQ3).
Our results have implications for work in heterogeneous information access
and diversity in information retrieval and web search. The result composition
search paradigm we discuss in our study aims to promote a diverse information
space for users to explore. In our case, diversity is promoted in two dimensions,
topical and vertical. For a multi-faceted search task, rather than issuing multiple
queries with respect to different aspects of an information need, to several ver-
tical search engines, result composition can provide a unified page that consists
of relevant, coherent and diverse composite objects that can help users better nav-
igate the query-result-evaluation cycle that is typical in web search. However,
promoting both topical diversity and multi-vertical information aggregation is
challenging (Arguello, 2017; Clarke et al., 2008) and our work is an incipient effort
towards understanding how both topical and vertical diversity can be promoted
in web search. We show that without affecting relevance, we can effectively pro-
mote diversity in both dimensions. Our work opens a fruitful research avenue as
heterogeneous information access is becoming more and more present in every-
day web search interactions.
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6.8 Chapter Summary
Retrieving results from heterogeneous sources and presenting them in a unified
interface is a difficult problem. Aggregated (web) search has become the most
prevalent method for selecting and displaying results from different sources on
a single page. Even though widely adopted by modern search engines, aggreg-
ated search is limited in that it merges blocks of homogeneous content within a
heterogeneous ranking. To date, prior work has not investigated in detail which
results from a particular vertical, rather than just the top few, to display within
aggregated search blocks on the results page (Arguello, 2017). This is an im-
portant aspect of merging heterogeneous content within a unified page as prior
studies have shown that results from one source can influence user engagement
with results from other sources (Arguello and Capra, 2016). As such, understand-
ing the interactions between heterogeneous items can be informative for selecting
which result to extract from verticals, rather than returning the top few. Secondly,
limited effort has been put into understanding methods for the display of hetero-
geneous content on the results page. It remains unclear, for instance, why, post-
retrieval, heterogeneous content needs to be aggregated by type (e.g., a block of
image results or a block of video results), rather than topic or other features, or
structured in any other way.
The work presented in this chapter is an attempt at moving beyond merging
blocks of results from different verticals within a singular ranking, as in the case
of aggregated search, and constructing composite objects, focused on specific topics
of a searcher’s query and containing results from multiple verticals, as a way of
giving users access to heterogeneous content within a unified results page. Our
work investigates multiple algorithmic approaches for constructing composite
objects and explores how composite object properties can be manipulated and
assessed under constraints.
Our experiments show that result composition can improve retrieval perform-
ance in both homogeneous and heterogeneous web search environments; in a het-
erogeneous environment, our result composition approach outperformed current
state-of-the-art search paradigms, such as general web search ranking only, fed-
erated search and aggregated search. In particular, our central-plus-satellite result
composition approach provides further evidence that constructing composite ob-
jects around a central set of relevant documents leads to highest performance, in
terms of Cranfield-style evaluation metrics, relative to other approaches, further
supporting the statement of this thesis.
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One of the main challenges in constructing composite objects is the dispar-
ity of term distributions across verticals (Santos et al., 2011), which in turn makes
similarity assessment for heterogeneous documents problematic. The next chapter
of this thesis tackles this challenge by attempting to create a unified representa-
tion space for heterogeneous items. We explore the application of a click-graph
representation learning mechanism to a heterogeneous web search environment
and show that graph-learnt representations can lead to cross-vertical document
aggregates that are more relevant.
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Chapter 7
Click Graph Representation Learning
for Heterogeneous Documents
Click-through logs have been used for various tasks in information retrieval:
from query suggestion or direct result ranking to representation learning. Recent
work has shown that query and document representations learnt through term
propagation in click-graphs can be used effectively for search result ranking.
In this chapter, we present an experiment investigating the application of
graph-learnt term representations to the retrieval and aggregation of heterogen-
eous content. To this end, we construct a click-graph using log data from a com-
mercial web search engine containing tens of millions of search interactions, gen-
erated by over a million unique searchers, in a real web search setting. We then
describe the structure of the click-graph, emphasising connectivity properties of
heterogeneous documents within the graph, and highlighting potential limita-
tions that graph structure introduces on representation learning for heterogen-
eous documents. In addition, we explore simple methods of manipulating graph
structure in order to overcome these structural biases. Our findings show that
graph-learnt representations can be used effectively in retrieving and aggregat-
ing documents across verticals, and that modifying graph structure can lead to
improvements in both ranking and aggregation performance, but that this im-
provement is dependent on how the propagation algorithm is configured and
what data is used to initialise it.
7.1 Introduction
Modern web search engines incorporate implicit user feedback (such as clicks on
search results) into a wide range of techniques aimed at improving search experi-
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ence. To achieve this, traces left by users’ interactions on the search page — which
typically include queries issued to the system, mouse movements, and clicks on
the displayed results — are monitored and recorded at scale, into what is com-
monly known as a click or query log. Popular search systems collect millions of
query-document click pairs daily, with each click being considered a weak indic-
ator of document relevance to a given query. Even though clicks are not equival-
ent to explicit relevance judgements, there is extensive evidence suggesting that
they are useful for direct ranking of documents (Agichtein, Brill and Dumais,
2006; Agichtein, Brill, Dumais and Ragno, 2006); indeed, Jiang et al. (2016) report
that click-based features are used as one of the primary signals to improve ranking
quality for popular queries in modern web search engines.
One of the problems with using historical click data to improve ranking is
that there is limited coverage in past click data with respect to all possible query-
document pairs on the web. Indeed, many relevant documents might not be
present in historical click logs because they are not retrieved by search engines
in the first place (e.g., a document that is very recent and has not been indexed).
This means that click-based features can be computed for a small set of docu-
ments, given a user query (i.e., documents that have been shown to searchers
previously), a problem that is more prominent for less frequent queries. Even
more, searcher preferences with respect to search results typically change over
time. Documents in a historical click-log might reflect past user preferences rather
than current ones. And in addition to sparse coverage, clicks can be noisy, gen-
erated by users exploring search result rankings in order to locate relevant items
(e.g., a user clicking multiple results in order to find at least one that is relevant).
Together, noise, latency and sparsity affect the quality of click-based features and
can be detrimental to ranking methods that employ them.
Prior work has shown that using graphs constructed from click-through data
(i.e., click-graphs) to learn vector representations for both documents and queries
in the same feature space is an effective way of dealing with the problems of using
click log information directly. A range of methods that learn vector representa-
tions in latent spaces through graph-based approaches have been proposed and
shown to be effective (Gao et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2013). More re-
cently, Jiang et al. (2016) proposed a unified framework through which both click
and content information is used to learn term-based vector representations for
queries and documents, in a common feature space, through the propagation of
term vectors in a large-scale click graph. Their method generates representations
that bridge the vocabulary gap (Müller and Gurevych, 2009) between queries and
documents, are human-readable and generalise to unseen queries or documents.
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The advantages of learning query and document representations in a common
feature space are manifold. In addition to bridging the semantic gap between
queries and documents, documents of different types are represented in the same
feature space as well. Although graph-based representations have been shown
to improve retrieval performance in general, whether they are effective across
verticals of heterogeneous content (e.g., images, video, news) remains an under-
studied problem. Inherent biases in the (i) initial term representations used in the
representation learning algorithm for different types of documents (e.g., image
documents have less informative textual content compared to Wikipedia docu-
ments) and (ii) the distribution of heterogeneous documents across graph com-
ponents can render graph-based representation learning ineffective in the case of
documents originating from different sources. In addition, a common representa-
tion space across verticals lends itself to assessing the similarity of heterogeneous
documents. Constructing cross-vertical document aggregates (e.g., aggregated
search pages or composite objects) is an interesting yet equally understudied ap-
plication of graph-learnt document representations.
Graph structure and connectedness are the underlying basis of graph-based
representation learning algorithms. The inter-play between graph structure and
propagation algorithms is apparent: graph elements (e.g., vertices or sub-graphs)
that are more connected can benefit from their immediate neighbourhood and
converge on more expressive vector representations. In contrast, graph elements
that are isolated or disconnected converge on trivial representations that are not
discriminative (discussed in more detail in section 7.3.3). As such, understanding
how click graphs are structured in terms of their constituent components can be
useful to reinforce the benefits (and adjust for the limitations) of graph-based
representation learning algorithms.
Informed by an understanding of the structural properties of click-graphs,
manipulating graph structure can potentially enhance the quality of represent-
ations learnt through term propagation. Typical click-graphs are disconnected
(i.e., fragmented into multiple sub-graphs), with a majority of vertices incor-
porated in very small sub-graphs in which propagation mechanisms are less ef-
fective. These small components are typically pruned when constructing large-
scale click-graphs, effectively discarding a large proportion of click information
collected in logs. Increasing graph connectivity can not only link isolated sub-
graphs and thus potentially improve the effectiveness of propagation algorithms
for queries and documents located in fragmented components, but also prevents
excessive pruning, keeping more click information in the graph. Even more, addi-
tional edges in the graph can be beneficial within connected components as well,
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by linking related items (e.g., queries) through direct paths, rather than inter-
mediate paths, thus potentially improving the quality of vectors learnt through
propagation. However, modifying graph structure with the goal of enhancing
term propagation algorithms is not trivial. Adding arbitrary edges in the click-
graph can increase noise in the document and query vectors, and at the same time
increase computational costs associated with graph-based algorithms.
Our contributions in this chapter consist of an in-depth analysis of click-graph
structure, with emphasis on the distribution of heterogeneous documents across
sub-graphs. We show that not only are direct rankings derived from graph-learnt
representations effective across verticals of heterogeneous content, but that doc-
ument representations can also be used to bridge the cross-vertical gap and con-
struct more relevant cross-vertical document aggregates. Finally, we show that
using simple methods to increase the number of edges in a click-graph can lead
to more informative document and query representations learnt through term
vector propagation. Specifically, in our study, we aim to answer the following
research questions:
(RQ1) (1.1) How connected are graphs constructed from click-through log data?
(1.2) How are queries and documents from different verticals distributed
across graph components?
(RQ2) (2.1) How effective are term representations learnt through term vector
propagation in retrieval, across verticals of heterogeneous content? (2.2) How
can these representations be used to create relevant cross-vertical document
aggregates (e.g., aggregate search pages)?
(RQ3) (3.1) How do simple modifications of graph structure influence graph con-
nectedness? (3.2) How do these changes to graph structure affect term
vectors learnt through vector propagation, and in turn, derived rankings?
7.2 Prior Work
Central to our work is the graph-based representation learning algorithm pro-
posed by Jiang et al. (2016). In their work, Jiang et al. (2016) put forward a unified
framework through which both click and content information is used to learn
term-based vector representations for queries and documents. We extend their
contribution by evaluating the representation learning algorithm in the context of
retrieving and aggregating heterogeneous documents. Our work brings together
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two threads of prior effort in this space: the use of click graphs in information
retrieval and methods for improving aggregated search quality.
7.2.1 Click Graphs
Click graphs have been used extensively in information retrieval, in various ap-
plication areas, such as query to document matching (Craswell and Szummer,
2007) or query suggestion (Beeferman and Berger, 2000; Wen et al., 2001). More
related to our work, click graphs have been used to generate query and docu-
ment representations in a common space (Gao et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2016; Shen
et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2004). In contrast to prior work, our study
focuses on the evaluation of retrieval and aggregation of heterogeneous docu-
ments specifically, leveraging representations learn through term propagation in
a large-scale click graph.
7.2.2 Aggregated Search
The aim of aggregated search is to provide search access to documents origin-
ating from a wide range of heterogeneous sources of information (i.e., verticals)
from a unified interface. Our work is orthogonal to prior research in this space
by investigating the use of underlying document representations in constructing
cross-vertical aggregates. We review prior work related to aggregated search in
more detail in sections 2.2.3.2 and 3.2.3
7.3 Data and Methods
Search engines collect information about queries issued and documents clicked
on by searchers. If a document is clicked by a user for a given query, the query
and document form a co-clicked pair. Click events are typically enhanced with
meta-data about search activity, such as event timestamp, and records of click
events form click-through logs or click logs. In our work, we make use of a large-
scale click log, sourced from a modern web search engine, containing real-world
search interactions. We describe this click log in more detail next.
7.3.1 Click Log
We make use of click-through data sourced from a large-scale, commercial web
search engine. To sample click events, from a pool of desktop-only search users
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in the United States, we first identify a subset of users who issued at least one
query to the system on the 26th of November, 2016, and track their search activ-
ity for exactly one week. Although not strictly a uniform random sample, this
type of sampling has been employed in previous work (Silverstein et al., 1999)
and we consider our sample to be representative of search behaviour in general.
To this log, we applied several layers of filtering and further sampling. Firstly,
we removed all queries that start or end with typical URL components (e.g., “ht-
tps://”, “www.”, “.com”, “.org”); secondly, we removed all queries that contain
only English stopwords or have length less than three characters. In total, our log
contained tens of millions of search interactions generated by over one million
unique searchers of the web.
In addition to click meta-data (e.g., click timestamp), our log contained the
query issued by the user, the clicked search result URL, title and snippet asso-
ciated with the result, and, for aggregated search pages containing results from
different verticals or for queries issued directly to vertical search engines, a la-
bel indicating result type: “general web” (abbreviated throughout this chapter
as “gw”) which refers to textually rich web resources, such as Wikipedia pages
or news articles, “image” or “video”. This additional labelling for heterogeneous
documents allows us to explore the effectiveness of graph-based representation
learning for documents of different types. Of the unique documents we observed
in our log, 1.2% were labelled as images and 0.8% as videos.
7.3.2 Click Graphs
In this section, we formally describe our click-graph variants. Figure 7.1 shows
an example click-graph, in which queries are represented by dark circles, and
labelled with their corresponding terms, and documents are represented with
light circles, labelled with corresponding URL and vertical label (i.e., web, image
or video). The graph in figure 7.1 also contains three unconnected components:
at the top, the largest component in our example, containing q1 and q2 and their
adjacent document vertices; in the middle, the component containing query q3
and at the bottom, the component containing query q4 and its adjacent document
vertices. We begin by introducing formal notation for an unmodified click-graph,
and then describe graph structural modifications based on textual or temporal
proximity of user queries. Our work closely parallels that of Jiang et al. (2016)
and, in consequence, we use similar notation.
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(q4): taylor swift 
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(d6): www.img.com/r1.jpg
{image}
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{image}
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{image}
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{web}
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2
Figure 7.1: Example bipartite click-graph that contains three disconnected com-
ponents (c1, c2 and c3). Queries are represented by dark circles, and labelled with
their corresponding terms, whereas documents are represented with light circles,
labelled with corresponding URL and vertical label (i.e., web, image or video).
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7.3.2.1 Original Graph
Let Query be the set of all queries in the log and Doc the set of all documents in the
log. For a query q P Query and a document d P Doc, if there is a co-click between
them, an undirected edge is added between their corresponding graph vertices.
The weight of the edge is determined by the number of co-clicks between the
query and document, aggregated across users. We denote the set of edges in our
graph as Edge.
To construct the graph, we represent both Doc and Query, and the adjacency
matrix of the graph — denoted by C — in vector form. The entry in the ith row and
jth column of C equals the number of co-clicks, aggregated across users, between
query qi and document dj. We denote the vector representation of Query as Q, a
matrix in which the ith row (Qi) is the vector representation of query qi. Given a
vocabulary size of V, the size of Q is |Query| ˆV, and element qij of Q represents
the weight of term j in the representation of query i. Analogously, we denote the
vector representation of Doc as D, a matrix in which the ith row corresponds to
the vector representation of document di, and is of size |Doc| ˆV.
7.3.2.2 Augmented Graphs
In our attempts to modify graph structure, we create pseudo document vertices
to connect query vertices that are related: given two query vertices, qi and qj, a
pseudo-vertex ps is added to Doc, such that both qi and qj are connected to ps
and the weight of each of their connecting edges is w. Pseudo-vertices rather
than direct edges are used to connect related queries in the augmented graphs
because this preserves the bipartite nature of the click graph and allows for the
representation learning algorithm to remain unchanged. Figure 7.2 shows an ex-
ample bipartite click graph augmented through the use of pseudo-vertices. We
explore two methods of manipulating graph structure next.
Text Augmented Graph. In our first attempt at modifying graph structure, we
create pseudo-vertices in the click graph to connect query vertices that are lexic-
ally similar. Lexical similarity is determined using the normalized Levenshtein
edit distance (Yujian and Bo, 2007) and additional connections are added in the
case of query vertices for which lexical similarity is greater than or equal to an
arbitrary threshold of 0.8, which we assume indicates strong lexical similarity.
Creating graph links based on lexical similarity is motivated by the fact that sim-
ilar queries can have non-intersecting co-clicked document sets (either due to
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Figure 7.2: Example bipartite click graph containing two disconnected compon-
ents connected through a pseudo document vertex (ps) with edge weights w.
click sparsity, user preferences or log sampling). Thus, connecting similar quer-
ies through direct paths can potentially benefit retrieval performance.
Time Augmented Graph. In addition to lexical similarity, we investigate the
use of temporal proximity as an indicator of query relatedness, and add con-
nections between queries which, across users, are frequently issued in close suc-
cession. Adding temporal edges to the graph is motivate by prior work (Odijk
et al., 2015) which has shown that users typically issue related queries within
individual search sessions. As such, creating direct paths in the graph between
queries which are determined to be temporally related, across searchers, might
lead to more discriminative representations for queries and their relevant docu-
ments in the term vector propagation process.
Formally, given that our approach to manipulating graph structure does not
change its bipartite nature, the notation for both lexical and temporal augmen-
ted graphs remains unchanged. The weight of edges connecting related query
vertices to their common pseudo-vertex is determined by the similarity function
used to quantify relatedness. In the case of lexical similarity, the weight is set
to the normalized Levenshtein distance if greater than 0.8 or 0 otherwise. In the
case of temporal similarity, we use an exponential decay function to determine
whether two queries are related. Specifically, if a user issues two queries within
30 minutes of each other, an edge is added between the two queries in the graph,
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weighted by the function: wptq “ e´λt, where t is the time in minutes between
issued queries. Edge weights are then aggregated across users, thus if multiple
users issue the same queries in succession of each other (regardless of query or-
der) the weight between them is accumulated (summed); temporal edges with
weight less than 0.1 are then pruned. As in the case of lexical similarity, both the
parameter of the decaying function (λ “ 0.07), the 30 minute similarity window,
and the pruning threshold are based on our empirical assumptions of similarity.
7.3.3 Propagation Algorithm
We use the term vector propagation algorithm described in Jiang et al. (2016) as
our starting point. The algorithm they propose is similar to the score propagation
in hyperlink-induced topic search (HITS) algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999). The goal
of the algorithm is to learn representations for queries and documents in the same
feature space by propagating term vectors, derived from query or document text
content, through the graph structure. Given a bipartite click graph, consisting
of queries, documents and their co-clicks, the algorithm starts with content in-
formation initialized as vectors on either side of the graph, and propagates the
term vectors to the connected nodes on the opposite side of the click-graph. Dur-
ing the propagation steps, the vectors are weighted by the number of co-clicks
between queries and documents such that more frequently co-clicked terms gain
higher weights, whereas less informative terms are gradually phased out. Form-
ally, given a document dj, at the nth iteration of the algorithm, term vectors are
updated using:
Dpnqj “
1∥∥∥ř|Query|i Ci,j ¨Qpn´1qi ∥∥∥2 ¨
|Query|ÿ
i
Ci,j ¨Qpn´1qi
where the L2 norm is used to normalise term weights. Similarly, query term
vectors are updated using:
Qpn`1qi “
1∥∥∥ř|Doc|j Ci,j ¨Dpnqj ∥∥∥2 ¨
|Doc|ÿ
j
Ci,j ¨Dpnqj
The propagation algorithm can be initialised with either document or query terms,
and depending on the initialisation step, the propagation mechanisms starts on
the document or the query side of the graph. In-depth details and evaluation of
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the algorithm are provided in Jiang et al. (2016).
Through the propagation process, term vectors grounded in the same semantic
space (e.g., query or document vocabulary space) are learnt for both queries and
documents. The benefits of this approach are manifold:
(i) Vocabulary mismatch between queries and documents: prior work studying
the relatedness of query and document terms (Müller and Gurevych, 2009)
has shown that 13.5% of relevant documents do not contain any of the query
terms and therefore cannot be retrieved by traditional term-matching al-
gorithms. 1 Using the term-propagation algorithm, a representation groun-
ded in the same feature space is learned for both queries and documents,
effectively bridging the vocabulary mismatch.
(ii) Feature interpretation and debugging: term representations learnt through
vector propagation are directly interpretable, unlike recent methods that
learn representations in latent spaces, such as word embeddings. In com-
parison to latent-space methods, term-vector propagation generates repres-
entations in an interpretable, “human-designed” space (i.e., words).
(iii) Cross-vertical document representation: the vocabulary mismatch is present
in the case of heterogeneous Web documents as well. For example, the mis-
match between initial term representations for image documents, which
typically have poorer term representations, compared to Wikipedia doc-
uments, which contain rich textual information. In our log, images and
videos have shorter snippets that, although can reflect query terms, are not
discriminative with respect to similar images (e.g., images retrieved for a
query such as “celebrity images” ).
Graph Structure and Propagation. Graph structure and connectedness is the
underlying basis of graph-based representation learning algorithms. In graph
theory, a connected component of an undirected graph is a sub-graph2 in which
any two vertices are connected to each other by paths, and which is not connec-
ted to additional vertices in the super-graph. Figure 7.1 shows an example click
graph containing three unconnected components.
The interplay between graph structure and term vector propagation becomes
apparent if we consider the following example: in figure 7.1, even though the
queries represented in the graph appear to be related (e.g., q1 “taylor swift news”
1Experiments run using data from the HARD track at the TREC 2003 conference.
2We use the terms sub-graph and graph component interchangeably.
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and q4 “taylor swift images”), they are not directly connected in the graph because
their co-clicked document sets do not intersect. Although artificial, our example
helps illustrate some of the issues that click-graph structure can raise with respect
to the graph-based representation learning algorithm we explore in this work. We
highlight certain types of sub-graphs that can generate poor representations due
to their implicit structure:
(i) Single-query components: in disconnected components, such as the graph
component containing a single query vertex q4 and document vertices d6,
d7, d8, d8 in figure 7.1, the propagation algorithm encodes no additional in-
formation besides query-document co-click. Even though term re-weighting
does occur, the propagation learnt vectors for all documents in this structure
will be identical, because all document vertices are connected to a single
query vertex. In such cases, term-vector propagation is less useful.
(ii) Single-vertical components: in the graph component containing query ver-
tex q3 and document vertices d5, d6 d7, d8, because of sparse initial term vec-
tor representation for the co-clicked documents (e.g., all documents being
represented by vectors containing the terms “celebrity” and “images”), the
vectors output by the propagation algorithm will not benefit from neigh-
bouring vertices with richer textual representations;
(iii) Poor local connectivity: although we draw attention to sub-graph struc-
tures in which propagation algorithms can be less effective, we note that
these types of structures can exist within connected components as well
(i.e., poor local connectivity) and therefore have impact on the representa-
tion learning mechanism, regardless of connectivity across components.
We highlight the effects of graph structure and connectedness on term vector
propagation algorithms as they inform our experimental design, which is dis-
cussed in the following section.
7.3.4 Experimental Design
Using log data, we construct the click-graph and its variants and iterate the rep-
resentation learning algorithm until convergence. The learnt term vector repres-
entations are then used to compute query-document similarity scores and dir-
ectly rank documents for a given query. We evaluate ranking performance using
traditional metrics: precision (P@k, MAP) and cumulative gain (nDCG@k).
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For our evaluation, we sample queries from the graph based on the connectiv-
ity properties of their corresponding vertices in the unmodified click-graph. There-
fore, we randomly sample 30 head queries, which occur more than 1000 times in
our log, and are part of the largest component of the unmodified click-graph,
and 30 tail queries, which appear less than 10 time in our data, and are part of
small, disconnected components. For each of the queries we generate results
rankings containing ten documents, using representations learnt under different
graph and algorithm configurations.
Given that our log data is sourced from real-world search interactions, we do
not have relevance judgements associated with query-document pairs, thus we
use crowd-sourcing to annotate individual results with relevance labels.
Crowd-sourcing relevance labels. We collect relevance labels using the Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) platform. Each Human Intelligence Task (HIT) corres-
ponded to a single relevance assessment. Workers were shown one query and
one search result (i.e., document surrogate containing title and snippet for general
web documents, or the image itself in the case of images) and asked to rate its
relevance to the query on a three-point scale: not relevant, somewhat relevant,
and very relevant. We used this type of assessment for both general web and image
results. Each hit was priced at $0.01 USD; HITs had a mean duration of 11.66
seconds. For each query-document pair, we collected three redundant relevance
labels, and, in total, we collected 13468 relevance labels for general web results
and 7626 for image results.
For quality control, we allowed only workers with approval rating higher than
98% and more than 1000 approved HITs, from English speaking countries3 to at-
tempt our tasks. In addition, we allowed individual workers to complete at most
100 labelling tasks. In total, 517 unique workers completed our tasks. For general
web labels, Fleiss kappa “ 0.553, and for image labels Fleiss kappa “ 0.504, which
both indicate fair to good inter-rater agreement. For our ranking evaluation, we
use the median assessment value across annotators as our final relevance label.
Algorithm variants. We compare rankings derived from various underlying
query and document representations. Firstly, we hypothesize that graph-learnt
representations can be used effectively in the retrieval and aggregation of hetero-
geneous content. Secondly, we hypothesize that modified graph structures gen-
erate more discriminative representations and therefore, higher quality rankings.
3USA, UK, IRL, AU, NZ, CAN
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Thus, we compare rankings derived from representations learnt in the following
graph configurations:
(i) Unmodified: refers to rankings derived from representations learnt using
the original propagation algorithm proposed by Jiang et al. (2016), using
an unmodified click-graph. In our results, we refer to this variant of the
algorithm as VP.
(ii) Text augmented: refers to representations and rankings derived from the
text augmented graph, using additional connections between query vertices
based on lexical similarity, as described in section 7.3.2.
(iii) Time augmented: refers to representations and rankings derived from the
time augmented graph, using additional connections between query ver-
tices based on temporal proximity, as described in section 7.3.2.
The term vector propagation algorithm can be initialized using either query or
document terms (i.e., representations can be learnt in either the query or docu-
ment vocabulary space). We therefore append the suffixes “_query” or “_doc” to
the results we report in the following sections in order to indicate which terms
were used when initialising the representation learning mechanism.
Baselines. To gain additional insight into how well graph-based representa-
tions capture query-document relevance, we compare rankings derived from term
vector propagation to multiple baselines:
(i) Click-through rate (CTR): documents are ranked using click-through rate
for a given query, as observed in our log sample.
(ii) BM25: given that we use document title and snippet in our propagation
algorithms, we use the traditional BM25 ranking function (Robertson et al.,
1995), instead of its variants, over these fields as a baseline.
(iii) Word Mover’s Distance (WMD): using the word embedding vector set trained
on Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013), we measure query-document relev-
ance using the framework proposed by Kusner et al. (2015), and rank doc-
uments accordingly.
(iv) Graph neighbourhood: click graph structure allows for applying simple al-
gorithms to determine query-document similarity, beyond just co-click in-
formation. Previous work has shown that applying agglomerative cluster-
ing to the vertices of a bipartite click-graph is an effective way to identify
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related queries and documents Beeferman and Berger (2000). Given two
vertices, we can determine their similarity by computing the overlap (Jac-
card coefficient) between their respective neighbourhoods, where neigh-
bourhood is defined as the set of vertices adjacent to a given vertex.
7.4 Experimental Results
Click graphs are defined by queries and their respective co-clicked document sets.
In turn, intersecting document sets across queries determine the structure of the
click-graph. To understand the interactions between graph connectedness and
term propagation algorithms, we first report on the structure of our click-graph.
7.4.1 Graph Connectedness
In our data, we observe relative sparseness regarding the intersection between
queries and their co-clicked document sets. As expected, this sparseness is more
pronounced for torso and tail queries, for which co-clicked document sets are
typically smaller than for head queries. In consequence, the click graph construc-
ted from our log is disconnected, consisting of multiple sub-graphs of various
sizes. Roughly 38% of all documents and 43% of all queries are contained within
the largest component of our graph (by number of vertices), with the remaining
documents being distributed across relatively small components — the second
largest component of our graph containing less than 1% of all vertices.
To understand whether the structure we observe is typical of click graphs
in general or an artefact of our sampling method, we conduct a simple exper-
iment in which we simulate different graph structures by randomly sampling
from our initial click log. At each iteration, we extract sub-samples of increasing
size (from 10% up to 90% of our initial log) and construct click graphs with each
sub-sample. Figure 7.3 shows the relationship between sub-sample size (as pro-
portion of our initial log), and size of largest sub-graph (as proportion of total ver-
tices contained) in each of the graphs we constructed. Each marker represents a
sub-sample of our log and its corresponding graph, while the dashed lines show
simple quadratic approximations of the relationship between click-log sample
size and the proportion of total vertices contained in the largest sub-graph. It is
interesting to note that all graphs we constructed were disconnected, and that,
consistently, the largest components of the graphs incorporate only a minority
of query (28% - 43%) and document (22% - 38%) vertices, with the majority of
the graph being fragmented into much smaller, disconnected components. Also
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Figure 7.3: Simulating graph structures of increasing size by randomly sampling
higher proportions of our initial click log. With each sample we construct a click
graph and measure the size of its largest component (by total number of query
and document vertices contained).
interesting to note is that increasing the amount of click data used to construct
graphs does increase connectivity, but with diminishing effect. We estimate that
the graph we observe in our analysis is representative of large-scale click graphs
in general and we proceed by describing its structure in more detail.
The interplay between graph structure and propagation algorithms is appar-
ent: as discussed in section 7.3, sub-graphs in which, for instance, either few
vertices exist or all document vertices are connected to a single query vertex
are susceptible to generating uninformative term vectors through propagation,
compared to more connected counterparts. Given that our click-graph is discon-
nected, and that more than 50% of query and document vertices are distributed
across small, fragmented sub-graphs, we set out to quantify graph components
in which term propagation is less effective.
Figure 7.4 (left) shows the distribution of document and query vertices across
sub-graphs, partitioned by the number of document vertices they contain. Even
though approximately 40% of query and document vertices are contained within
our graph’s largest component, roughly 30% of all document vertices and 40% of
all query vertices are located in small sub-graphs that contain fewer than 10 doc-
ument vertices. Furthermore, figure 7.4 (right) shows the distribution of query
and document vertices across sub-graphs, partitioned by the number of query
vertices they contain. More than 30% of queries and documents are contained
within single query components, which, as discussed in section 7.3, is a structure
that can be detrimental to the quality of term representations learned through
term vector propagation.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of query and document vertices across small sub-graphs
in our unmodified graph variant. The majority of queries and documents in our
click log are distributed across small graph components.
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of heterogeneous document vertices across small sub-
graphs in our unmodified graph variant. There is a tendency for heterogeneous
documents to be distributed across small, disconnected components.
In addition to graph fragmentation, we analyse the distribution of heterogeneous
documents (images and videos) across graph components. Figure 7.5 shows the
distribution of vertical documents across sub-graphs partitioned by number of
document vertices (7.5 left) or number of query vertices (7.5 right). It is inter-
esting to note that, relative to general web documents, image and video vertices
tend to be integrated into small sub-graphs (by number of total document ver-
tices) at a higher proportion. Furthermore, roughly 6% of all images and 3% of
all video documents are part of single-vertical sub-graphs. In our context, both
graph structure and initial textual content — of queries or documents — are in-
tegrated into the representation learning mechanism. As such, initialising the
propagation algorithm using document terms can be detrimental to documents
which are disconnected and have poor initial textual representation. Our find-
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ings suggest that not only do heterogeneous documents have poorer initial term
representations, but they are also frequently integrated into small, disconnected
sub-graphs and together, these factors can amplify some of the limitations that
arise in the use of term vector propagation for heterogeneous documents.
We conclude that typical click-graphs are disconnected, with a majority of ver-
tices located in small sub-graphs, whose structure can be detrimental to graph-
based representation learning mechanisms. Even more, our analysis suggests
that heterogeneous documents are more frequently located in disconnected com-
ponents and, as such, can develop uninformative representations. Typically, dis-
connected sub-graphs are pruned when constructing large-scale click graphs,
which, as we have shown here, involves discarding the majority of information
collected in click logs. Therefore, methods for augmenting graph connectivity
through linking isolated sub-graphs and increasing within sub-graph local con-
nectivity can potentially increase coverage and quality of representations learnt
through term vector propagation in click graphs.
7.4.2 Retrieval Effectiveness
In this section we report on the effectiveness of generating rankings using query
and document representations learnt through term propagation in the click-graph.
Given the initial textual content and connectivity differences between documents
of different types, and how these properties interact in the representation learn-
ing mechanism, we set out to understand whether graph learnt representations
are effective in direct ranking of documents, across verticals. Throughout our
analysis, we distinguish between head and tail queries. Head and tail queries
not only occur with different frequencies in our click log, but their corresponding
vertices also have different connectivity properties. We note that, in our query
sample, head queries originate from the largest sub-graph, whereas tail queries
are located within smaller, disconnected components.
7.4.2.1 General Web Rankings
Table 7.1 shows our evaluation of general web rankings derived from different
underlying query and document representations. With respect to general web
rankings, for head queries, term vector propagation leads to the highest perform-
ing rankings in term of precision. Click-through rate performs higher in terms of
gain, which is not surprising, given the frequency and number of clicks observed
for head queries. For tail queries, however, representations learnt through term
propagation generate the highest performing rankings. Although terms used
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Head queries Tail queries
P@5 P@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 MAP P@5 P@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 MAP
General web rankings
CTR 0.840p˘0.04q 0.733p˘0.06q 0.749p˘0.04q 0.638p˘0.04q 0.765p˘0.03q 0.469p˘0.05q 0.259p˘0.04q 0.559p˘0.04q 0.441p˘0.04q 0.394p˘0.06q
BM25 0.913p˘0.03q 0.880p˘0.03q 0.656p˘0.04q 0.623p˘0.03q 0.727p˘0.04q 0.552p˘0.06q 0.466p˘0.05q 0.512p˘0.05q 0.470p˘0.04q 0.299p˘0.05q
WMD 0.771p˘0.06q 0.718p˘0.06q 0.604p˘0.06q 0.576p˘0.05q 0.551p˘0.06q 0.538p˘0.08q 0.481p˘0.07q 0.387p˘0.06q 0.372p˘0.05q 0.343p˘0.07q
Neighbours 0.687p˘0.06q 0.643p˘0.06q 0.489p˘0.05q 0.464p˘0.05q 0.476p˘0.07q 0.640p˘0.06q 0.507p˘0.06q 0.641p˘0.04q 0.561p˘0.03q 0.431p˘0.06q
VP_query 0.920p˘0.02q 0.900p˘0.02q 0.636p˘0.03q 0.602p˘0.03q 0.743p˘0.03q 0.700p˘0.06q 0.553p˘0.06q 0.677p˘0.04q 0.606p˘0.03q 0.406p˘0.06q
VP_doc 0.933p˘0.02q 0.897p˘0.02q 0.545p˘0.03q 0.560p˘0.03q 0.741p˘0.03q 0.693p˘0.06q 0.557p˘0.06q 0.663p˘0.04q 0.598p˘0.04q 0.419p˘0.06q
Image rankings
CTR 0.612p˘0.08q 0.382p˘0.06q 0.350p˘0.07q 0.259p˘0.05q 0.405p˘0.08q 0.143p˘0.06q 0.071p˘0.03q 0.059p˘0.03q 0.047p˘0.02q 0.071p˘0.07q
BM25 0.352p˘0.05q 0.341p˘0.05q 0.266p˘0.05q 0.271p˘0.04q 0.145p˘0.03q 0.259p˘0.05q 0.218p˘0.04q 0.153p˘0.03q 0.161p˘0.03q 0.075p˘0.03q
WMD 0.286p˘0.05q 0.246p˘0.04q 0.205p˘0.05q 0.191p˘0.04q 0.094p˘0.03q 0.231p˘0.05q 0.173p˘0.04q 0.146p˘0.03q 0.142p˘0.03q 0.055p˘0.02q
Neighbours 0.427p˘0.06q 0.390p˘0.05q 0.376p˘0.06q 0.367p˘0.05q 0.208p˘0.04q 0.362p˘0.06q 0.200p˘0.04q 0.217p˘0.05q 0.184p˘0.05q 0.251p˘0.07q
VP_query 0.680p˘0.04q 0.580p˘0.04q 0.714p˘0.04q 0.666p˘0.03q 0.381p˘0.04q 0.448p˘0.07q 0.376p˘0.06q 0.369p˘0.06q 0.377p˘0.06q 0.231p˘0.05q
VP_doc 0.707p˘0.04q 0.610p˘0.04q 0.764p˘0.04q 0.710p˘0.03q 0.417p˘0.04q 0.414p˘0.05q 0.352p˘0.04q 0.351p˘0.05q 0.368p˘0.05q 0.160p˘0.04q
Aggregated search rankings
Baseline 0.680p˘0.04q 0.717p˘0.03q 0.349p˘0.06q 0.287p˘0.06q 0.489p˘0.03q 0.517p˘0.04q 0.438p˘0.04q 0.252p˘0.06q 0.223p˘0.06q 0.261p˘0.04q
WMD 0.667p˘0.04q 0.737p˘0.03q 0.396p˘0.06q 0.338p˘0.06q 0.517p˘0.04q 0.503p˘0.05q 0.434p˘0.04q 0.407p˘0.05q 0.310p˘0.05q 0.257p˘0.04q
Neighbours 0.720p˘0.04q 0.737p˘0.03q 0.432p˘0.06q 0.310p˘0.06q 0.521p˘0.04q 0.531p˘0.05q 0.448p˘0.04q 0.285p˘0.06q 0.250p˘0.06q 0.271p˘0.04q
VP_query 0.767p˘0.04q 0.763p˘0.03q 0.520p˘0.05q 0.457p˘0.05q 0.560p˘0.03q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.452p˘0.04q 0.460p˘0.05q 0.386p˘0.05q 0.267p˘0.04q
VP_doc 0.767p˘0.04q 0.783p˘0.03q 0.518p˘0.05q 0.467p˘0.05q 0.585p˘0.04q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.448p˘0.04q 0.446p˘0.05q 0.324p˘0.06q 0.277p˘0.04q
Table 7.1: Evaluation of direct ranking based on graph-learnt representations (mean and standard error). For each ranking type,
maximum value in each column is highlighted.
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to initialise the propagation algorithm (i.e., query or document terms) affect re-
trieval performance, these differences are not consistent across evaluation metrics
and query types, which suggests that in the case of documents with rich textual
content, such as general web documents, the feature space in which representa-
tions are learnt has less impact on the quality of derived rankings. Overall, our
results are consistent with Jiang et al. (2016), where graph-based representations
outperform similar baselines in direct ranking.
Ranking methods that leverage graph structure alone by computing vertex
neighbourhood overlap, on average perform under our baselines for head quer-
ies, but above baselines in the case of tail queries. In particular, we note that, for
tail queries, ranking based on graph neighbourhood (Neighbours) is the highest
performing ranking method that does not make use of the term propagation al-
gorithms, across metrics. This suggests that, even though disconnected, small
components typically incorporate closely related documents. Given that repres-
entation learning is computationally expensive, our results show that approxim-
ate methods that leverage only graph structure can be used effectively, in the case
of tail queries, for ranking general web documents.
7.4.2.2 Image Rankings
As we have shown, images not only have poor initial textual representation, but
are also more frequently integrated into small graph components, and together,
these aspects can be detrimental to graph-based representation learning and as-
sociated image rankings.
Table 7.1 shows our evaluation of image rankings derived from the vector
propagation algorithm. Firstly, we point out that graph-based representations
consistently lead to the highest performing rankings, across head and tail quer-
ies. Our work is, therefore, a first confirmation that graph-learnt representations
can be effectively used in the retrieval of heterogeneous documents. Secondly,
we point out that using query terms rather than document terms to initialise the
propagation algorithm is more effective in the case of tail queries. This can be
explained by the fact that image documents have poorer initial term representa-
tions (e.g., “celebrity images”) and query terms (e.g., “taylor swift images”) can be
beneficial in disambiguating their content.
7.4.2.3 Aggregate Search Rankings
Graph-based representation learning bridges the query-document vocabulary mis-
match, and also the representation gap across verticals of heterogeneous content.
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Learning representations for different types of documents (e.g., images and Wiki-
pedia pages) in the same feature space enables the assessment of cross-vertical
document similarity. As such, we investigate whether graph-learnt represent-
ations can be used to construct aggregated search pages by leveraging cross-
vertical document similarity scoring.
We use our BM25 rankings as the basis from which to construct aggregated
search pages. This is achieved by inserting image blocks from an image ranking
into a general web ranking. Given the BM25 general web and image rankings,
we use document representations learnt through term propagation to assess the
similarity of images to the top-K documents in the general web ranking, as meas-
ured by cosine similarity between associated vectors. Specifically, given a set s
of n general web documents, we merge and normalise their learnt term vectors,
and then select images that are most similar, based on cosine similarity, to the
merged vector. We select the top-M most similar images and insert them into the
general web ranking, at rank three. For our baseline, the image block contains
the top-M highest ranking images in the BM25 image ranking (in our evaluation,
we arbitrarily choose K “ M “ 3).
Table 7.1 shows our results across head and tail queries. Using representa-
tions learnt through term propagation to aggregate search results leads to the
highest performing rankings. We conclude that graph based representations can
be used to construct more relevant cross-vertical aggregates – and in the absence
of graph based representations, graph structure and document neighbourhood
can be used effectively as well.
7.4.3 Modifying Graph Structure
Our approaches to modifying click-graph structure involve creating additional
connections between query vertices, with the intent of learning more informat-
ive vectors. Given that the majority of documents (and queries) in our log are
located in small graph components, we hypothesise that constructing additional
connections between sub-graphs is an effective way of improving representation
learning through vector propagation. We report our analysis of retrieval effect-
iveness under different graph configurations in the following section, but first
report how graph augmentations modify graph structure.
7.4.3.1 Changes to Graph Connectivity
To modify graph structure, we increase the number of edges in the graph by
linking query vertices based on their lexical similarity (text augmented graph) or
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of query vertices across sub-graphs in different config-
urations of the click graph (original, text augmented or time augmented).
temporal proximity (time augmented graph). Figure 7.6 shows the distribution of
query vertices across small components in the graph variants we explored. In the
case of our text augmented graph, we increase the number of edges in our graph
by 51%, thus connecting 66% of query and 68% of document vertices within one
graph component. Reducing the proportion of documents within single-query
components from 38% to 29%. In the case of our time augmented graph, we
increase the number of edges in our graph by 79%, connecting 82% of queries
and 85% of documents within one component.
We now analyse how effective modifying graph structure is in generating
more informative representations for queries and documents, and how this is re-
flected in ranking quality. We note that both our graph modifications (text or time
based) integrate our sampled tail queries within the largest sub-graph of their
respective graph variants.
7.4.3.2 Retrieval Effectiveness
Table 7.2 shows our evaluation of rankings derived from representation learnt in
graphs with varying structure. We compare these rankings to their equivalents
derived from representations learnt in the unmodified click-graph (e.g., Text_VP_
query to VP_query). Our results suggest that augmentations of the click-graph
can lead to improvement in general web ranking performance, however this im-
provement is dependent on the textual content used to initialise the representa-
tion learning algorithm. In the case of initialising the algorithm with query terms,
both types of graph augmentation (text-based and time-based) deteriorate per-
formance with respect to the unmodified graph, as reflected in our evaluation
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Head queries Tail queries
P@5 P@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 MAP P@5 P@10 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 MAP
General web rankings
VP_query 0.920p˘0.02q 0.900p˘0.02q 0.636p˘0.03q 0.602p˘0.03q 0.743p˘0.03q 0.700p˘0.06q 0.553p˘0.06q 0.677p˘0.04q 0.606p˘0.03q 0.406p˘0.06q
Text_VP_query 0.760p˘0.05q 0.810p˘0.04q 0.482p˘0.04q 0.510p˘0.04q 0.608p˘0.05q 0.693p˘0.06q 0.553p˘0.06q 0.661p˘0.05q 0.594p˘0.04q 0.404p˘0.06q
Time_VP_query 0.540p˘0.08q 0.530p˘0.07q 0.370p˘0.06q 0.372p˘0.06q 0.401p˘0.07q 0.593p˘0.07q 0.473p˘0.06q 0.542p˘0.06q 0.481p˘0.05q 0.327p˘0.06q
VP_doc 0.933p˘0.02q 0.897p˘0.02q 0.545p˘0.03q 0.560p˘0.03q 0.741p˘0.03q 0.693p˘0.06q 0.557p˘0.06q 0.663p˘0.04q 0.598p˘0.04q 0.419p˘0.06q
Text_VP_doc 0.967p˘0.02q 0.953p˘0.01q 0.666p˘0.03q 0.673p˘0.03q 0.831p˘0.02q 0.713p˘0.06q 0.603p˘0.06q 0.691p˘0.04q 0.628p˘0.03q 0.450p˘0.06q
Time_VP_doc 0.953p˘0.02q 0.957p˘0.01q 0.699p˘0.03q 0.700p˘0.02q 0.830p˘0.02q 0.667p˘0.06q 0.560p˘0.06q 0.671p˘0.04q 0.607p˘0.03q 0.407p˘0.06q
Image rankings
VP_query 0.680p˘0.04q 0.580p˘0.04q 0.714p˘0.04q 0.666p˘0.03q 0.381p˘0.04q 0.448p˘0.07q 0.376p˘0.06q 0.369p˘0.06q 0.377p˘0.06q 0.231p˘0.05q
Text_VP_query 0.693p˘0.05q 0.580p˘0.05q 0.720p˘0.04q 0.671p˘0.03q 0.398p˘0.05q 0.393p˘0.05q 0.352p˘0.04q 0.341p˘0.05q 0.363p˘0.04q 0.161p˘0.04q
Time_VP_query 0.453p˘0.06q 0.373p˘0.05q 0.373p˘0.06q 0.354p˘0.05q 0.202p˘0.05q 0.367p˘0.05q 0.310p˘0.04q 0.328p˘0.05q 0.343p˘0.05q 0.146p˘0.03q
VP_doc 0.707p˘0.04q 0.610p˘0.04q 0.764p˘0.04q 0.710p˘0.03q 0.417p˘0.04q 0.414p˘0.05q 0.352p˘0.04q 0.351p˘0.05q 0.368p˘0.05q 0.160p˘0.04q
Text_VP_doc 0.647p˘0.04q 0.590p˘0.05q 0.659p˘0.04q 0.639p˘0.03q 0.376p˘0.05q 0.386p˘0.06q 0.310p˘0.05q 0.331p˘0.06q 0.327p˘0.05q 0.165p˘0.04q
Time_VP_doc 0.653p˘0.05q 0.553p˘0.05q 0.661p˘0.05q 0.602p˘0.04q 0.371p˘0.05q 0.380p˘0.06q 0.287p˘0.05q 0.329p˘0.06q 0.309p˘0.05q 0.157p˘0.04q
Aggregated search rankings
VP_query 0.767p˘0.04q 0.763p˘0.03q 0.520p˘0.05q 0.457p˘0.05q 0.560p˘0.03q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.452p˘0.04q 0.460p˘0.05q 0.386p˘0.05q 0.267p˘0.04q
Text_VP_query 0.733p˘0.04q 0.750p˘0.03q 0.525p˘0.05q 0.429p˘0.05q 0.537p˘0.03q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.452p˘0.04q 0.433p˘0.06q 0.378p˘0.05q 0.271p˘0.04q
Time_VP_query 0.747p˘0.04q 0.763p˘0.03q 0.509p˘0.05q 0.475p˘0.05q 0.559p˘0.04q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.459p˘0.04q 0.420p˘0.06q 0.368p˘0.05q 0.277p˘0.04q
VP_doc 0.767p˘0.04q 0.783p˘0.03q 0.518p˘0.05q 0.467p˘0.05q 0.585p˘0.04q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.448p˘0.04q 0.446p˘0.05q 0.324p˘0.06q 0.277p˘0.04q
Text_VP_doc 0.753p˘0.04q 0.760p˘0.03q 0.479p˘0.06q 0.404p˘0.06q 0.554p˘0.03q 0.538p˘0.05q 0.452p˘0.04q 0.465p˘0.05q 0.333p˘0.06q 0.274p˘0.04q
Time_VP_doc 0.720p˘0.04q 0.747p˘0.03q 0.448p˘0.06q 0.422p˘0.05q 0.534p˘0.03q 0.531p˘0.05q 0.452p˘0.04q 0.405p˘0.06q 0.331p˘0.06q 0.279p˘0.04q
Table 7.2: Evaluation of changes to graph structure and their impact on retrieval performance (mean and standard error). For
each ranking type, maximum value in each column is highlighted.
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metrics. On the other hand, graph augmentations increase retrieval performance
when initialising the algorithm using document terms, the best performing gen-
eral web rankings, overall, being derived from representations learnt from docu-
ment terms in a text-augmented graph (Text_VP_doc). The interactions between
terms used to initialise the propagation algorithm and structural changes to the
click-graph are more prevalent in the case of head queries and are perhaps best
explained through an example.
Table 7.3 shows the top ten terms and their associated weights learnt under
different algorithm and graph configurations for the head query “taylor swift”.
Initialising the propagation algorithm using query terms, it is not surprising to
notice that the terms “taylor” and “swift” are the top weighted terms across graph
configurations. However, the effects of modifying graph structure are appar-
ent in representations learnt under the text and time augmented graphs. In the
case of the text-augmented graph, top weighted terms derived from lexically re-
lated queries (e.g., “talor”, “tayler”) are included by the additional query-to-query
edges. Similarly, in the case of our time-augmented graph, terms derived from
temporally related queries are included (e.g., “lady”, “gaga”). This example illus-
trates how additional edges modify the content of learnt vector representations
when initialising the algorithm using query terms, and shows that potentially
unrelated terms are introduced into the query representations when modifying
graph structure, which in turn leads to the drop in performance when initialising
the algorithm using query terms. We also note that term weights are more uni-
formly distributed in the case of augmented graph representations than in the
case of the unmodified graph, which in turn gives higher discrimination power
to terms that are perhaps unrelated to the intended query.
Initialising the propagation algorithm using document terms, however, bene-
fits from changes to graph structure. It is apparent from our example that rep-
resentations learnt under different graph configurations are very similar with re-
spect to their content, and share a high proportion of their top-weighted terms.
Given that representation learnt in the text-augmented click-graph overall pro-
duce the highest performing general web rankings, our results suggest that ad-
ditional edges, in coordination with rich initial term representation, are useful in
term re-weighting and can help learn higher weights for relevant terms.
In the case of image rankings, our results suggest that modifying graph struc-
ture is less effective and leads to poorer retrieval performance. In contrast to gen-
eral web rankings, where we have shown that augmenting graph structure, in
combination with using document terms in the propagation mechanism, can be
beneficial for retrieval, in the case of image rankings, poor initial textual repres-
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Query
terms
Unmodified swift 0.4923 taylor 0.4915 instagram 0.0038 shake 0.0025 twitter 0.0016 2016 0.0007 account 0.0007 songs 0.0006 album 0.0005
Text swift 0.4149 talor 0.1602 tayler 0.1602 taylorswift 0.1602 taylor 0.0956 instagram 0.0019 shake 0.0018 hill 0.0011 twitter 0.0005
Time taylor 0.0487 swift 0.0475 bikini 0.0402 jenner 0.0332 coats 0.025 kendall 0.025 conway 0.0236 gaga 0.0235 lady 0.021
Doc
terms
Unmodified taylor 0.2271 swift 0.2262 images 0.1757 results 0.0925 image 0.0875 concert 0.0263 video 0.0112 videos 0.0106 rush 0.0075
Text taylor 0.2248 swift 0.2239 images 0.1731 results 0.0912 image 0.0862 concert 0.0265 video 0.0111 videos 0.0104 rush 0.0074
Time images 0.1637 taylor 0.1444 swift 0.1437 results 0.0843 image 0.0795 concert 0.0236 video 0.0134 videos 0.0089 official 0.008
Table 7.3: Top 9 terms learnt under different algorithm and graph configurations for the head query “taylor swift”.
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entations and perhaps noisy additional connections (as introduced by our graph
manipulations) deteriorate the quality of learnt term representations. Similarly,
with respect to creating cross-vertical aggregates, our results suggest that im-
provements are less clear when modifying graph structure, and are highly de-
pendent on how the propagation algorithm is initialised.
7.5 Chapter Summary
One of the main challenges in constructing composite objects is the disparity of
term distributions across verticals (Santos et al., 2011), which in turn makes simil-
arity assessment for heterogeneous documents problematic. The work presented
in this chapter tackles this problem by leveraging a click graph structure to learn
representations for heterogeneous items in a unified feature space.
The experiment in this chapter firstly provides an in-depth description of a
typical click-graph with respect to its constituent components and the distribu-
tion of queries and documents of different types (i.e., from different verticals)
across sub-graphs. Our results show that typical click-graphs are disconnec-
ted, with a majority of query and document vertices incorporated into small
graph components. This finding has implications for graph-based representation
learning algorithms applied in heterogeneous environments, as there is tendency
for heterogeneous documents to be located in isolated, vertically uniform sub-
graphs. Informed by our analysis of graph structure, we evaluate the use of a
recently proposed representation learning algorithm in the retrieval and aggreg-
ation of documents of different types. Our results show that graph-learnt repres-
entations can be used effectively for the retrieval of relevant documents, across
verticals. In addition, our results show that learnt representations can also be
used to construct relevant, cross-vertical document aggregates.
Secondly, to address some of the structural bias related to document distri-
bution over constituent sub-graphs, we explore ways of manipulating the click-
graph to enhance the discriminative power of feature vectors learnt through term
propagation. We introduce pseudo-vertices in the click-graph to increase local
connectivity of graph components and link disconnected sub-graphs through re-
lated query vertices. We show that improving retrieval performance is possible
through manipulations of click graph structure, but improvement is dependent
on how the propagation algorithm is configured and initialised. Structural ma-
nipulation of click graphs aimed at improving retrieval performance remains an
under-explored application area and we provide a first perspective in this space.
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Although due to limitations in gathering relevance labels for a web-scale doc-
ument collection we are unable to fully apply the result composition framework
presented in chapter 6 to the graph-learnt feature space, our experiments con-
structing cross-vertical document aggregates using only two verticals (i.e., gen-
eral web and images) show that using a unified representation space can lead to
an increase in performance, with respect to laboratory-based evaluation metrics.
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Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we provide an in-depth discussion regarding the research out-
comes of our work. In addition, we discuss broad directions for future work
in the space of result composition. We begin this chapter by framing the research
findings discussed throughout previous chapters within the system-centric result
composition process introduced in chapter 1.
8.1 Discussion
Search engines are complex software architectures which typically integrate many
different specialised components, from crawlers to search interfaces. Croft et al.
(2009) identify two major high-level functions that all search engines support: the
indexing process and the query process. In their definition, the indexing process
builds the structures that enable searching (i.e., the search index) and the query
process uses those structures together with a user query to produce a results page.
Figure 8.1: High-level representation of a search engine’s indexing process, re-
produced from Croft et al. (2009, p. 15).
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Figure 8.2: High-level representation of a search engine’s query process, repro-
duced from Croft et al. (2009, p. 16).
Figure 8.1 shows the high-level components of the indexing process (i.e., text
acquisition, text transformation, and index creation) whereas figure 8.2 shows
the components of the query process (i.e., user interaction, ranking, evaluation).
This representation of a search engine’s software architecture is not a code-level
description of its functionality, but rather a high-level representation that enables
researchers and engineers to communicate about its structure.
A search engine employing result composition techniques would have to in-
tegrate these techniques within its indexing and querying processes. As such, the
following section discusses how our research outcomes can be integrated within
a search engine’s high-level structure and processes, and makes specific recom-
mendations for the implementation of such a search system.
The composite search engine. In chapter 1, we briefly introduced a high-level
representation of a composite search engine. Figure 8.3 enhances this represent-
ation, by illustrating some of the challenges associated with each component of
such a search system, and by highlighting the challenges addressed throughout
this thesis. Given the vast complexity of search, many challenges remain unad-
dressed by our work, and these challenges are discussed later in this chapter.
Following the system representation shown in figure 8.3, as part of the index-
ing process of search, our work addresses the task of creating a common feature
space for heterogeneous documents. Specifically, chapter 7 uses both text and
click information to generate a feature space in which the cross-vertical repres-
entation gap is bridged. A search system that employs composite objects needs to
represent results within such a space to determine the similarity of items across
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Figure 8.3: High-level representation of a composite search engine. Top row il-
lustrates the components of a composite search engine, whereas a subset of chal-
lenges associated with each component are illustrated below. Components and
associated challenges that are explicitly addressed through work presented in this
thesis are presented within a solid contour.
verticals, but also to enable assessing object properties (e.g., its overall coher-
ence). Our work provides search practitioners with a foundation on which to
develop a unified document representation space, but also highlights the many
challenges of creating such a feature space using click-graphs (e.g., disconnected
graph structure) and studies the use of simple techniques aimed at overcoming
these challenges.
Much of the work presented in this thesis can be conceptually placed within
the querying process of a search engine. Integrating the research outcomes presen-
ted in chapters 6 and 7 within a unified (conceptual) search engine, the retrieval
and composition algorithms presented in chapter 6 can be enhanced by a com-
mon representation space for heterogeneous documents, generated using the tech-
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niques discussed in chapter 7. Although in our proposed algorithmic framework
for constructing composite objects, the document representation space is derived
from document textual data only, enhancing document representation by using
both text and click information, as described in chapter 7, can not only effect-
ively bridge the cross-vertical vocabulary gap, but also potentially improve al-
gorithmic result composition (as shown briefly in section 7.4.2.3). Together, find-
ings from chapters 6 and 7 provide the basis on which search practitioners can
develop effective composite search systems.
The research findings supported by chapters 4 and 5 can be conceptually
placed within the querying process of a search engine, specifically within the
evaluation component of the querying process. The task of search engine eval-
uation is to measure and monitor effectiveness and efficiency (Croft et al., 2009).
However, in the case of composite objects, it is difficult in a practical setting to
decide what to measure (i.e., what metrics to monitor) and also unclear how to in-
terpret measurements (e.g., know whether a measurement indicates user satisfac-
tion or not) given that composite objects are novel search elements — challenges
that are present in other areas of evaluating modern web search, such as aggreg-
ated search (Arguello, 2017; Zhou et al., 2012). As such, our work in chapter 4
studies the way searchers construct composite objects manually, and also how
they explicitly assess their properties. Our findings are informative for algorithm
design (e.g., result composition algorithms can aim to replicate human-designed
composite objects) and also for developing a comprehensive evaluation frame-
work for heterogeneous information access in modern web search. In particu-
lar, our results suggest a complex interplay between composite object properties,
showing that topical relevance is not the only important characteristic to consider
when designing evaluation measures for a composite search engine.
Chapter 5 provides additional support for the claim that composite object
usefulness is determined by a complex interplay of object properties, and the
research findings described in chapter 5 are informative for the development of
evaluation methodologies for complex result aggregates that are based on impli-
cit search behaviour signals. In practical terms, we show how mouse movements
and clicks can be used as implicit signals of perceived task effort in a composite
search setting. We also show that object relevance and diversity have stronger
effects than object coherence on users’ search behaviour. Overall, chapters 4 and
5 are a solid foundation for the future development of evaluation frameworks for
composite results.
One of the core components of a search engine is its user-facing interface. How
results — whether composite or traditional — are displayed on the results page
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has broad impact on users’ perception of the search system overall. The present-
ation of composite objects is a crucial aspect of developing composite search en-
gines, but is, perhaps, an aspect that is understudied in our work. As such, we
consider it further in the following section, where we discuss areas for the future
development of composite web search.
8.2 Future Work
The fast pace with which technology advances means that much of the research
behind its advance becomes obsolete from one day to the next. The study of
web search is no exception — neither is the work presented in this thesis. As
such, in this section, we present several directions for the future study of result
composition, focusing on broad aspects of heterogeneous information access that
we believe will remain of consequence even as web search technologies advance.
The display of composite objects. One key aspect of result composition that
is, perhaps, understudied in this thesis relates to the display and presentation of
composite objects on a unified results page.
Typically, items within a web result ranking consist of document title and brief
summary of the document (i.e., the result snippet or abstract). This representation
of a document is sometimes referred to as the document surrogate. Prior work has
focused extensively on how features of documents surrogates affect searchers.
Query-biased document summaries (also known as keyword-in-context) have been
shown to improve click-through rate (Clarke et al., 2007), improve performance
in terms of precision, recall and time taken to find relevant information (Tombros
and Sanderson, 1998; White et al., 2003). With respect to snippet length, Cutrell
and Guan (2007) show that longer snippets (6-7 lines) improve performance for
information tasks, but degrade performance for navigational task, a finding fur-
ther supported by Kaisser et al. (2008). Furthermore, Yue et al. (2010) found
a click-through bias in favour of textual snippets that simply displayed bolded
versus non-bolded query-terms. More related to the work explored in this thesis,
prior work suggests that, for example, surrogates augmented with images pulled
from the underlying document can help users make more accurate and faster rel-
evance judgements (Capra et al., 2013; Teevan et al., 2009).
In the case of aggregated search, different types of documents are typically
associated with different surrogate representations (i.e., images are usually dis-
played in a grid of thumbnails, videos can allow auto-play directly on the results
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page, tweets can be shown with author and full text information, etc.). Arguello
(2017) states that “[f]or aesthetic reasons and to better convey how the vertical
may have relevant content [ ... ] vertical results are typically grouped together
(either stacked horizontally or vertically)” and that “the goal of vertical presenta-
tion is to display the most relevant verticals in a more salient way”. Indeed, prior
studies have shown that searchers tend to click on results that are more visu-
ally salient (Sushmita, Joho, Lalmas and Villa, 2010). Overall, Arguello (2017)
suggest a complex interplay between the relevance, position, and presentation of
aggregated search results, all three elements influencing user engagement with
the aggregated results, measured in terms of either clicks or eye fixations.
Prior efforts on result presentation listed above illustrate how various aspects
of not only what information is presented on the results page, but how it is
presented affects searchers’ impressions of what is relevant and their effective-
ness in accomplishing search-mediate tasks. So far, limited effort has been dedic-
ated to understanding effective document surrogates for heterogeneous content.
It is possible that, as in the case of traditional results, creating query-biased sur-
rogates for diverse content (e.g., highlighting query terms in tweets) can help
users better navigate different types of content. Moving beyond single item sur-
rogates, merging results from various different sources, each associated with dif-
ferent types of surrogates, within composite objects that are useful requires an
investigation of complementary surrogates that highlight various connections
between the items within the object, the query and the overall page of results.
Entity cards are, when discussing results presentation, a useful visual meta-
phor (and an instance) of composite objects. Even though adopted by most popu-
lar web search engines and used widely, to date, limited effort has been dedicated
to understanding presentation factors that influence their usefulness. Our work
presented in chapter 5 is a first step in this direction, as existing prior work fo-
cuses on the effects these interface elements have on gaze patterns or search inter-
actions (Lagun et al., 2014; Navalpakkam et al., 2013) or the algorithmic assembly
of these objects (Hasibi et al., 2017). Furthermore entity cards (and other novel
search interface elements, such as entity carousels or enhanced aggregated search
blocks that allow searchers to scroll through content) have recently become inter-
active, allowing users to expand various elements of the card or execute actions
(e.g., play music) directly on the search interface. Given entity card popularity in
modern web search, understanding not only how to assemble information within
such complex objects but also, now, how to effectively enable user (transactional)
interactions with such objects is likely a high impact direction for future research.
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Composite objects for different types of user needs. The work presented in
this thesis makes the assumption that composite results can be returned in re-
sponse to ambiguous (Sanderson, 2008), multi-faceted (Kong and Allan, 2013)
or task-oriented queries that have vertical intent (i.e., queries for which multiple
sources of information are relevant). Indeed, in our work, we use the same quer-
ies (and test collections, in chapter 6) as previous work on aggregated search,
without exploring what types of queries might benefit from the presence of com-
posite objects on their corresponding result pages. Even though the display of
entity cards has become very frequent (Bota et al., 2016; Enge, 2017), and a major-
ity of queries exhibit some form of vertical intent (Arguello et al., 2009), it is likely
that not all searches benefit from the display of composite objects on the results
page. A closer look at how query-intent (Broder, 2002; Rose and Levinson, 2004)
interacts with the usefulness of composite objects is a necessary next step in the
study of result composition.
In addition to query-intent, users typically engage with search systems to sat-
isfy a wide range of possible information needs (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005,
provide a comprehensive review of information seeking and retrieval needs). The
studies presented in chapters 4 and 5 simulate simple and well-specified search
scenarios, without investigating different types of information needs or the role
task complexity plays in either the manual composition of results (chapter 4) or in
the effect entity cards have on search behaviour (chapter 5). With regard to task
complexity, prior work studying information seeking behaviour has found that
more complex tasks are typically associated with greater levels of search inter-
action, as determined by a greater number of queries, clicks, bookmarks, longer
dwell-times and task completion times (Aula, Khan and Guan, 2010; Liu, Cole,
Liu, Bierig, Gwizdka, Belkin, Zhang and Zhang, 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Liu, Liu,
Gwizdka and Belkin, 2010; Wu et al., 2012). In addition, searchers tend to engage
with results originating from a wider range of sources when performing more
complex tasks (Jansen et al., 2009). Given this broad body of work indicating in-
teractions between information need, task complexity and search behaviour, it is
likely that composite result usefulness is affected by features regarding searchers’
information need and the complexity of their underlying, search-mediated task.
Finally, with respect to aggregated search, Turpin et al. (2016) studied the ef-
fect of perceptual speed — the “speed in comparing figures and symbols [ ... ] or car-
rying out other simple tasks involving visual perception” (Ekstrom et al., 1979) — on
search performance and user behaviour, finding that users with low perceptual
speed took longer to complete their tasks when using an aggregated search inter-
face (i.e., an interface containing merged blocks of heterogeneous results). This
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suggests that, much like aggregated search, composite objects (e.g., entity cards)
are not a “one size fits all” solution, and different user abilities play a strong role
in determining their usefulness. Understanding the interaction between inform-
ation need, task complexity, user abilities and the usefulness of composite results
in web search remains an understudied, yet essential aspect of developing mod-
ern web search interfaces.
The ethics of result composition. Although a topic not discussed widely in this
thesis, the content search engines display on the results page (and the way they
choose to display it) has a wider range of consequences on people’s perception of
information, beyond immediate search behaviour or clicks on ads. Pariser (2011)
and O’Neil (2016) discuss how algorithmic decisions have detrimental effect on
society either through explicit discrimination (e.g., voluntary or involuntary bi-
ases encoded within algorithms that discriminate certain communities) or excess-
ive personalisation (e.g., search results only reflecting personal beliefs, to the ex-
tent that searchers become unaware of other perspectives on the same issue). In-
deed, many aspects regarding the ethics of algorithms (Mittelstadt et al., 2016),
or the ethics of web search (Tavani, 2016), are becoming central in the public dis-
course around our use of information technology — and have been considered, in
various forms, over at least half a century (Wiener, 1950). It is, then, important to
consider wider implications of aggregating content from multiple sources within
information objects that satisfy searchers’ needs directly on the results page.
In a recent article, Ford and Graham (2016) discuss how the digital represent-
ation of entities — in this case, urban communities or cities — affects their wider
perception. They focus specifically on the rise of the “semantic web” (Berners-Lee
et al., 2001) and the use of entity cards by search engines as mechanisms through
which the public perception of entities is shaped. They discuss an example (i.e.,
the entity card for the city of Jerusalem, displayed in response to the query “jer-
usalem” on Google’s results page) illustrating how in the process of linking data
across databases and when assembling entity cards, elements of their underly-
ing data representation become skewed or obscured. Specifically, they show how
many of the nuanced and complex political issues regarding the city of Jerusalem
(e.g., Jerusalem being the capital city of Israel and, at the same time, the claimed
capital city of Palestine) that are discussed on Wikipedia, one of the sources from
which entity card information is aggregated, are lost or abruptly settled when
presenting these cards on the results page (e.g., the entity card for the query “jer-
usalem” displays the title “Jerusalem, capital of Israel”, regardless of geographic
personalisation of results). Secondly, they show how the provenance of data un-
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derlying the entity card is obscured through aggregation, and how the factoids
shown in the entity card can be misrepresenting. In their example, one of the
encyclopaedic facts shown on the entity card for Jerusalem (i.e., the population
of the city), sourced from UN Data1, displays the population for West Jerusalem
(i.e., the capital of Israel), rather than that of the whole city, excluding the popu-
lation of East Jerusalem (i.e., the claimed capital of Palestine). The authors also
trace the data trail from UN Data to Google’s entity card, showing how com-
plex the process of finding where entity card data actually comes from is, as data
sources are not indicated on the cards themselves. Finally, they discuss how the
agency of users affected by information displayed in entity cards is diminished
by these novel displays. The authors discuss how, on Wikipedia, factual state-
ments about controversial topics are debated and corrected by a community of
editors and can be discussed, directly, by the people affected by misrepresenta-
tion. Entity cards make use of data collected from Wikipedia, through a linking
database called WikiData, data that is finally cached in Google’s own Knowledge
Graph. Challenging or even discussing misrepresentations within entity cards,
then, becomes difficult or impossible, as there is no support for that type of com-
munity interaction around entity cards and, furthermore, changes to information
on Wikipedia do not necessarily propagate (or propagate slowly) through the
data pipeline to Google’s entity cards. Even though entity cards typically display
a very subtle “Provide feedback” button on the card, no information is available
about what happens to users’ feedback once they provide it and the feedback
given by searchers is not displayed publicly; it is unclear whether searcher feed-
back has any effect at all. In addition to the politically controversial entity of
Jerusalem, public reports have discussed similar issues regarding celebrities and
other entities (Dewey, 2016; Mathews, 2015).
Of course, the fact that information on the web is often incorrect or voluntar-
ily misleading is not a novelty. The problem with entity cards, however, is that,
being such prominent elements of the results page, integrated within the some-
what trusted gateway to the entire web (i.e., Google’s results page), is that the
information they contain can be accepted as an unequivocal truth, “as unsourced
and absolute as if handed down by God” (Dewey, 2016), which ultimately “un-
dermines people’s ability to verify information and [ ... ] develop well-informed
opinions” (Dewey, 2016).
To sum up, the problems of complex information objects that aggregate data
from multiple sources and are directed at satisfying information needs directly on
1http://data.un.org/
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the results page (e.g., entity cards) are that (i) they remove nuance and context,
abruptly settling complex issues, (ii) they obscure the provenance of the data they
contain, and (iii) diminish people’s ability to challenge misrepresentations that
affect them directly. Addressing these problems is an important future direction
for the study of modern web search.
Underlying discussions around the semantic web, linked data, and much of
information technology research are narratives (implied or explicit) about apolit-
ical and purely technical processes of structuring information. However, the ex-
ample of Jerusalem’s entity card on Google shows how even apolitical decisions
about aggregating information across various sources of data has deep political
implications. These implications exist whether or not they are discussed by re-
searchers and developers. Achieving a better understanding of these implications
in relation to the display of composite objects on the results page is a salient mat-
ter for future research.
8.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we discuss the conceptual structure of a search engine, and how
the research findings presented throughout this thesis can be integrated within
such a structure. In addition, we consider broad directions for future work in the
space of result composition. The following chapter ends this thesis by summar-
ising the key contribution and conclusions derived from our work.
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Conclusion
This thesis investigates the aggregation of web search results retrieved from vari-
ous document sources (e.g., images, tweets, Wiki pages) within information “ob-
jects” to be integrated in the results page assembled in response to user queries.
We use the terms “composite objects” or “composite results” to refer to such objects,
and overall use the terminology of Composite Web Search (i.e., composite objects,
result composition) to distinguish our approach from other methods of aggregat-
ing heterogeneous content within a unified results page (i.e., Aggregated Web
Search). In our definition, the aspects that differentiate composite objects from
aggregated search blocks are that composite objects (i) contain results from mul-
tiple sources of information, (ii) are specific to a common topic or facet of a topic,
and (iii) are not a uniform ranking of homogeneous results ordered only by their
topical relevance to a query.
Modern web search engines now deploy a variety of such “non-traditional”
elements on the results page, many of which contain information from multiple
source. Assembled around the long-established ranked list of blue links — and
more recent aggregated search blocks — are rich format ads (Lagun et al., 2016),
in-line answers (Chilton and Teevan, 2011) or entity cards (Bota et al., 2016; Has-
ibi et al., 2017; Navalpakkam et al., 2013). As these information objects become
more and more prevalent, understanding their role, properties and influence on
searchers is an essential aspect of modern web search science.
The work presented throughout this thesis attempts the task of studying com-
posite objects by exploring users’ perspectives on accessing and aggregating het-
erogeneous content, by analysing the effect composite objects have on search be-
haviour and perceived workload, and by investigating different approaches to
constructing such objects from heterogeneous results. Overall, our experimental
findings support our assertion that central documents (i.e., pivots) within com-
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posite objects are decisive in determining their usefulness, and that the overall
properties of composite objects (i.e., object relevance, diversity and coherence) play
a combined role in influencing search behaviour and also in the algorithmic result
composition process. The following sections summarise the main contributions
and main conclusions derived from our experiments.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
Broadly, the main contributions of this thesis are:
An exploration of user-constructed composite objects. In chapter 4, we present
the outcomes of an exploratory user-study, conducted with 40 participants, aimed
at understanding how users interact with heterogeneous content in a search scen-
ario, and how they manually construct composite objects that satisfy their inform-
ation needs. In section 4.4.1 we analyse the contents of user-generated composite
objects, in order to understand how composite objects are structured by users.
In section 4.4.2 we take a look at users’ assessments of composite object quality,
in order to determine a hierarchy of object properties with respect to their im-
portance to users. Our work represents a first study of users’ perspectives on the
aggregation of heterogeneous web content, rather than simply users’ preferences
with respect to finding or accessing heterogeneous information, and has implica-
tions for the design of novel search interface elements that aggregate information
from multiple sources.
An analysis of composite object influence on user search behaviour. In chapter
5, we present the outcomes of a large-scale, crowd-sourced user study, with more
than 500 unique participants, investigating the effect various types of entity cards
have on searchers’ behaviour and their perceived task workload in a traditional
web search environment. In our definition, entity cards are instances of compos-
ite objects, and as such, we assume our findings generalise to other types of com-
posite objects integrated into result pages in similar way to entity cards. In section
5.4.2 we study how entity card relevance influences search behaviour, and in sec-
tion 5.4.3 we manipulate card diversity and card coherence in order to understand
how these properties of composite objects impact users’ behaviour and perceived
workload. Our work represents a first study investigating the interplay between
entity card properties, search behaviour and user perceived workload and has
implications for the design and application of these novel interface elements in
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web search systems.
An algorithmic framework for constructing composite objects under constraints.
In chapter 6, we adapt a general composite retrieval framework to the task of con-
structing composite objects from heterogeneous web search results. The work
presented in chapter 6 is an attempt at moving beyond merging blocks of res-
ults from different verticals within a singular ranking, as in the case of aggreg-
ated search, and constructing composite objects, focused on specific topics of a
searcher’s query and containing results from multiple verticals, as a way of giv-
ing users access to heterogeneous content within a unified results page. In section
6.3 we propose multiple algorithmic approaches for constructing composite ob-
jects. We evaluate these approaches in section 6.6 in order to understand how
composite object properties can be manipulated effectively and assessed under
constraints. Our main contribution is an algorithmic framework that can be used
to construct composite objects, from highly heterogeneous results, while main-
taining constraints on composite object properties.
A method for representing heterogeneous documents within a unified feature
space. In chapter 7, we investigate the application of graph-learnt representa-
tions to the retrieval and aggregation of heterogeneous content. In section 7.4 we
provide an in-depth analysis of click-graph structures with respect to graph con-
nectedness and with respect to the distribution of heterogeneous content across
graph components. In section 7.4.3 we propose methods of manipulating click
graph structure in order to limit biases introduced by the distribution of hetero-
geneous content across sub-graphs, and limit their effect on graph-based repres-
entation learning algorithms. Our work is a first analysis of (i) the distribution of
heterogeneous documents across the components of a web-scale click-graph and
(ii) the use of graph-learnt representations in bridging the cross-vertical gap.
9.2 Summary of Conclusions
We now summarise the main conclusions drawn from our experimental results.
On user-generate composite objects. In chapter 4, we asked participants to
our study to construct composite objects and assess their quality. We observe a
trend for composite objects to contain central documents, or pivots, that are more
relevant and reflect the object’s topical focus. These documents tend to originate
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from verticals with higher semantic load (such as General Web or Wiki). Further-
more, ornament documents, which tend to be less relevant than pivots and more
vertically diverse, are also included within user-generated composite objects. In
our case, image, video and Q&A verticals are popular origins of ornament doc-
uments. Our results suggest that, even though relevance is crucial, less relevant
documents are explicitly attached to composite objects by participants as they can
provide value by complementing pivots and by providing diversity. This suggests
that one effective strategy for result composition is to first select a small subset
of key pivot documents, and then explicitly attach other documents that com-
plement the pivots, in order to enhance coverage, complementarity and vertical
diversity of objects.
With respect to user assessments of composite object quality, although our res-
ults do not establish a clear hierarchy of object properties, we make similar find-
ings as prior work (Bailey et al., 2010a,b) and determine that relevance, coherence
and diversity are important to participants, but are difficult to assess independ-
ently. Corroborated with the above-mentioned insights on vertical diversity, this
implies that, although explicit relevance is crucial to users, composition of diverse
results can generate additional value.
On the effect composite objects have with respect to users’ search behaviour
and their perceived task workload. In chapter 5, we analysed the effect dif-
ferent manipulations of entity cards have on searcher behaviour and perceived
task workload. Firstly, with respect to card relevance, our results suggest that
the presence of entity cards on the results page can lead to increased engage-
ment with general web results, irrespective of entity card relevance. Secondly,
our findings suggest that non-relevant (i.e., off-topic) entity cards tend to increase
perceived task workload. Thirdly, our analysis reveals that card coherence does
not have as strong an effect on user engagement with the results page or their per-
ceived workload, compared to relevance or diversity manipulations, suggesting
that cards with “imperfect” content or intent prediction (e.g., 70% relevant on-
topic content) do not necessarily have a negative impact on user experience. In
contrast, our experiment reveals strong effects of card diversity on perceived task
workload. Our findings have salient practical implications, on one hand with re-
spect to user modelling and evaluation approaches for modern web search, and
on the other hand, with respect to the design and application of modern search
interface elements.
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On composite retrieval applied to heterogeneous web results. In chapter 6,
we study the application of a general composite retrieval framework to hetero-
geneous web search. Through our experiments, we show that result compos-
ition can improve retrieval performance in both homogeneous and heterogen-
eous web search environments. In particular, in the heterogeneous environment,
our proposed result composition approach, central-plus-satellite, outperformed, in
terms of traditional evaluation metrics, current search paradigms (i.e., general
web search, federated search and aggregated search). Our results also indicate
that incorporating our proposed entity-based item relevance estimation and ver-
tical relevance estimation improves result composition approaches. Finally, we
find that our proposed result composition approaches can be robust with respect
to quality of the initial ranking from which they are derived, in a heterogeneous
web environment. The work presented in chapter 6 is an attempt at showing that
more complex methods of aggregating heterogeneous results than simply mer-
ging blocks of results from different verticals within a singular ranking, as in the
case of aggregated search, can be effective.
On a unified representation space for heterogeneous web results. In chapter
7, we investigate the use of a web-scale click-graph to learn representations for
heterogeneous documents within a unified feature space. We first analyse graph
structure, showing that typical click graphs are disconnected, with a majority of
query and document vertices incorporated into small graph components. We also
show a tendency for heterogeneous documents to be located in isolated, vertically
uniform sub-graphs. This is problematic for graph-based representation learning
algorithms because disconnected components tend to be pruned when initiating
the learning mechanism, which not only removes a majority of click informa-
tion contained in the click log, but also removes disproportionately more docu-
ments originating from diverse verticals (in our case, images and videos). We
show that graph-based representations can be used effectively in both retrieval,
which had been studied previously in a homogeneous environment only (Jiang
et al., 2016), and aggregation of heterogeneous documents, and that manipulating
graph structure, in order to enhance the discriminative power of feature vectors
learnt through the representation learning mechanism we explored, can be effect-
ive as well, but improvement in this case is dependent on how the propagation
algorithm is configured and initialised.
On pivot documents and their impact on composite objects. One of the claims
that this thesis makes is that composite object usefulness is constrained by a doc-
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ument or set of documents that play a central role within the object – we refer
to these documents as pivots. We provide evidence from multiple perspectives to
support this assertion. With respect to user-generate composite objects, we ob-
serve a tendency for users to structure the objects they create around a central
document, or more rarely, a central set of documents, that are explicitly assessed
by users as being more relevant than other, more diverse, documents within the
composite object (i.e., ornaments), and are likely to represent the object’s topical
focus or influence the assignment of object title, as discussed in section 4.4.1.
With respect to the role pivot documents play on search behaviour and work-
load, we observe that explicitly deteriorating the quality of ornament documents
(in our case, the image, Wikipedia facts and related entities components of entity
cards) has a weaker effect on searchers’ behaviour and their perceived task work-
load (discussed in section 5.5), compared to relevance or diversity manipulations,
suggesting that as long as the central components of composite objects are relev-
ant (or on-topic), searchers can extract useful information from these objects.
When constructing composite objects algorithmically, we apply the strategy
of selecting relevant pivot documents to which we attach diverse content in our
central-plus-satellite approach, as discussed in section 6.4.1.2. Our results show
that this is the most effective result composition strategy we explored, further
supporting our assertion that pivot documents play a critical role in determining
composite object usefulness.
9.3 Final Remarks
Our work provides a novel perspective on complex information objects integ-
rated within search engine result pages. Even as the web becomes more diverse,
and web search transitions from its dated “ten blue links” paradigm towards ac-
cessing information in the “semantic web”, we expect our findings to remain in-
formative and provide a foundation for novel hypotheses about heterogeneous
information access in web search.
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